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WN \PMZM[\ZQK\QWV[WN \PM[MXIZI\MUMUWZaUWLMTLM[KZQJMLIJW^M 7V[PIZMLUMUWZa




<PM\MZU 8IZ\Q\QWVML/TWJIT)LLZM[[;XIKM 8/); Q[][MLNWZIV]UJMZWN LQNNMZMV\
KWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZQM[IVLTIVO]IOM[_PQKPZMTIaWV\PM8/);UMUWZaUWLMT <PM
QLMIWN 8/); Q[\WKZMI\MOTWJITJ]\TWOQKITTaXIZ\Q\QWVMLILLZM[[[XIKM <PQ[UMIV[
\PI\ITTXIZITTMTXZWKM[[M[[PIZMWVMOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM J]\\PQ[OTWJITILLZM[[[XIKMQ[
KZMI\MLW]\WN UMUWZa[MOUMV\[QV\PMTWKITUMUWZaWN M^MZaXZWKM[[ .WZM^MZaXZWKM[[
\PMOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKMKWV[Q[\[WN ITWKITIVLIOTWJITXIZ\ *M[QLM[\PQ[OTWJITUMU
WZa_PQKPKIVJM][MLNWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV M^MZaXZWKM[[IT[WPI[OW\Q\[TWKITXZQ^I\M
UMUWZa_PQKPKIVVW\JMIKKM[[MLJaW\PMZXZWKM[[M[ .QO]ZM  QTT][\ZI\M[\PQ[JI[QK
UMUWZaUWLMT
<PM\MZU 8/); Q[][MLNWZJW\P KWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZQM[IVL[XMKQITXIZITTMTXZW
OZIUUQVOTIVO]IOM[ IT\PW]OPUW[\ TQJZIZQM[IZMZI\PMZWVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVTQ
JZIZQM[\PIV8/);)81[ <PMUW[\KWUUWV8/);TIVO]IOM[IZM =VQ^MZ[IT8IZITTMT
+ =8+ CEIVL+W)ZZIa.WZ\ZIV CE# IVW\PMZ Q[<Q\IVQ]UCE :MTI\Q^MTaVM_
XIZITTMTXZWOZIUUQVOTIVO]IOM[_PQKPIZMJI[MLWVI8/);UWLMTIZM\PM2I^IJI[ML
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Partitioned shared memory
P1 P2 Pn
?????? ?????? ???? ??????
KWIZZIaM`\MV[QWV ) KWIZZIaQ[ILI\I[\Z]K\]ZM_PQKPQ[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLW^MZITTXZWKM[[M[
IVL\PZMIL[ _PQKPIZMKITTML QUIOM[ QV.WZ\ZIV 7VMXZWKM[[KIVIKKM[[\PMUMUWZaWN
IVW\PMZXZWKM[[Ja][QVOQVLQKM[IVLTWILIVL[\WZMWXMZI\QWV[\W[]KPIKWIZZIa













8/);TIVO]IOM[ M[XMKQITTa=8+Q[ /TWJIT)LLZM[[;XIKM6M\_WZSQVO /);6M\ C E
<PMUIQVOWITWN /);6M\Q[\WXZW^QLMIPQOPXMZNWZUIVKM VM\_WZSQVLMXMVLMV\KWU
U]VQKI\QWVQV\MZNIKMNWZ8/); TIVO]IOM[ ,]ZQVOQVQ\QITQbI\QWV /);6M\ITTWKI\M[WV
ITTVWLM[I[PIZMLUMUWZa[MOUMV\ :MUW\MXZWKM[[M[KIVIKKM[[\PM[M[MOUMV\[_Q\P
WVM[QLMLX]\IVLOM\N]VK\QWV[ /);6M\Q[ NWZM`IUXTM ][MLQV\PM*MZSMTMa=8+
KWUXQTMZC!E <PMLQ[\ZQJ]\ML[\Z]K\]ZM[WN =8+ IZMITTWKI\MLQV\PM[PIZML/);6M\
[MOUMV\[
6M`\\W8/); TIVO]IOM[ [M^MZIT8/); TQJZIZQM[M`Q[\ <PM[MTQJZIZQM[ITTW_LQZMK\
WVM[QLMLX]\IVLOM\WXMZI\QWV[NZWUIVL\W[XMKQIT [PIZMLUMUWZaZMOQWV[WZ[MO
UMV\[ J]\\PMaVWZUITTaLWVW\ITTW_LQZMK\TWILIVL[\WZMQV[\Z]K\QWV[ <PM[M[PIZML















?????? ?????? ???????? ?????? ????? ????
LWZ[KIUM]X_Q\P\PMQZW_V;05-5 TQJZIZQM[ _PQKPLQ^MZOMLW^MZ\PMaMIZ[ <PM
QLMIWN WXMV;05-5 Q[\WLMTQ^MZI[\IVLIZLQbML KWUU]VQ\aLZQ^MVWXMVTQJZIZaNWZ
WVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVQVLQ[\ZQJ]\MLUMUWZa[a[\MU[CE
1VWXMV;05-5LI\IWJRMK\[KIVJMITTWKI\MLQVTWKITXZQ^I\MWZQVZMUW\MTaIKKM[
[QJTMUMUWZa :MUW\MTaIKKM[[QJTMWJRMK\[IZMIT[WZMNMZZML\WI[ [aUUM\ZQKWJRMK\[ )V




I[XMKQITUMUWZaZMOQWVKITTML LaVIUQKPMIX <PMTWKI\QWVWN \PQ[LaVIUQKPMIXQ[LM\MZ
UQVMLJa\PMQUXTMUMV\I\QWVIVLUIaJMLQNNMZMV\WVLQNNMZMV\XZWKM[[M[ I[[PW_VQV
.QO]ZM  0W_M^MZ \PMWNN[M\WN ILaVIUQKWJRMK\QV\PMPMIX[PW]TLJM\PM[IUMWV
ITTXZWKM[[M[
:MUW\MLaVIUQKWJRMK\[KIVJMIKKM[[ML_Q\PX]\ OM\ IVLI\WUQKWXMZI\QWV[ )
X]\ WXMZI\QWVJTWKS[]V\QT\PMLI\IIZMKWXQMLW]\WN \PMTWKITJ]NNMZ <PMLMTQ^MZaWV










KM[[M[ <PQ[UISM[\PMQV\MOZI\QWVWN IKKMTMZI\WZ[TQSM/8=[LQNÅK]T\ <PMTIKSWN I[aV
KPZWVW][KWUU]VQKI\QWVWXMZI\QWV[Q[IN]Z\PMZLQ[IL^IV\IOMWN \PQ[[\IVLIZL
) [QUQTIZKWUU]VQKI\QWV8/);)81 Q[\PM /TWJIT)LLZM[[;XIKM8ZWOZIUUQVO1V
\MZNIKM /);81 CEIVLQ\[QUXTMUMV\I\QWV /81 1VKWV\ZI[\\WWXMV;PUMV Q\XZW
^QLM[[]XXWZ\NWZPM\MZWOMVMW][UMUWZa[\Z]K\]ZM[IVLI[aVKPZWVW][WVM[QLMLKWU
U]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[ ) UWZMLM\IQTMLLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PM/);81[\IVLIZL_QTTNWTTW_QV
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<PMPIZL_IZMQVL][\Za\WLIaQ[LM^WT^QVOQV\W\_WLQZMK\QWV[NWZVM_XIZITTMTUQKZW
XZWKM[[WZ[" U]T\QKWZM IVL UIVaKWZM <PMU]T\QKWZMIZKPQ\MK\]ZMJMOIV_Q\PI\_WKWZM
XZWKM[[WZJaLW]JTQVO\PMN]VK\QWVITQ\aWN I[QVOTM+8= KWZMWV\PM[IUMKPQX ) K]Z
ZMV\M`IUXTMQ[\PM1V\MT@MWV8ZWKM[[WZ-!^ _PQKPKWUM[_Q\P]X\W\_MT^M
KWZM[ -IKPWN \PM[MKWZM[KWUM[_Q\PIN]TT@ QV\ZWL]K\QWV[M\IVL[]XXWZ\[PaXMZ
\PZMILQVO_Q\P\_WPIZL_IZM\PZMIL[XMZKWZM
<PMUIVaKWZMLQZMK\QWVNWK][M[UWZMWV\PMPQOPMZLI\I\PZW]OPX]\ 5IVaKWZM \PMZM











\PM[IUMQV[\Z]K\QWVWVI^MK\WZWN QVX]\LI\IQVXIZITTMT NWTTW_QVO\PM ;QVOTM1V[\Z]K
\QWV5]T\QXTM,I\I;\ZMIU ;15, IN\MZ.TaVV¼[\I`WVWUaCE -`IUXTM[NWZ\PQ[IZM
!
 *IKSOZW]VL
\PM ;\ZMIUQVO;15, -`\MV[QWV[ ;;- LM[QOVMLJa1V\MT IVL\PM )L^IVKML>MK\WZ
-`\MV[QWV[ )>@ NWZ\PM@ QV[\Z]K\QWV[M\IZKPQ\MK\]ZM XZWXW[MLJa1V\MTIVL)5,
QV  <PMZMJa \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN IUWLMZV+8= Q[VW\WVTaLM\MZUQVMLJaQ\[
KTWKSZI\M ;\QTT +8= KWZM[IZMUIQVTaWX\QUQbMLNWZ [MY]MV\QIT KWLMM`MK]\QWV <PQ[
ITTTMIL[\WPMI^a_MQOP\ PQOPXMZNWZUIVKMKWUX]\MKWZM[ _Q\PIZMTI\Q^MTaPQOPXW_MZ
KWV[]UX\QWV
1VKWV\ZI[\\W\PQ[ \PMKWUX]\MKWZMWN I/8= Q[^MZaTQOP\_MQOP\IVLNMI\]ZM[TQSM
JZIVKPXZMLQK\QWVWZXQXMTQVQVOIZMVW\XIZ\WN \PM/8= KWZMIZKPQ\MK\]ZM <PMZML]KML





[\Z]K\QWV[IVL\PMLI\IIKKM[[TI\MVKaWN KWUXTM`IXXTQKI\QWV[ 1VKWV\ZI[\ /8=[PI^M
^MZa[UITTKIKPM[ ;\IZ\QVOIUI[[Q^MV]UJMZWN \PZMIL[QVXIZITTMTWX\QUQbM[\PMXMZ
NWZUIVKMWN /8=[ +IKPM[IZM][ML\WUQVQUQbMIKKM[[M[\W\PMLM^QKMUMUWZa 1N
I\PZMILQ[_IQ\QVONWZITWVOTI\MVKaUMUWZaIKKM[[ IVW\PMZ\PZMILQ[[KPML]TML <W
ITTW_INI[\[_Q\KPQVOJM\_MMV\PZMIL[ \PMKWV\ZWTTWOQKNWZIVM`MK]\QWV\PZMILQ[UQV
QUQbML 1V\PMNWTTW_QVO IUWZMLM\IQTMLLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PMIZKPQ\MK\]ZMWN IUWLMZV
/8= Q[OQ^MV
?????? ???????????? ?? ? ?????? ???
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMJTWKSLQIOZIUWN IUWLMZV/8=QVXIZ\QK]TIZ\PM6^QLQI/3
3MXTMZ/8=<PMKWZM[WN I/8= IZMOZW]XMLQV[WKITTML;\ZMIUQVO5]T\Q8ZWKM[[WZ[
;5 WZ;5@ NWZ3MXTMZ/8=[ <PM/8= QV.QO]ZM  PI[;5@[# PW_M^MZ
\PMZMIZMIT[W3MXTMZ/8=[_Q\PWZ;5@[ )TT;5@[[PIZMWVM4KIKPM ;Q`
JQ\UMUWZaKWV\ZWTTMZ[XZW^QLMIKKM[[\W\PMLM^QKMUMUWZa <PM/8= Q[KWVVMK\ML
\W\PMPW[\[a[\MU^QII8+1 M`XZM[[QV\MZNIKM <PM /QOI<PZMIL-VOQVM Q[ZM[XWV[QJTMNWZ
[KPML]TQVO\PM\PZMIL[\W\PMQVLQ^QL]IT;5@[
????????? ????? ????????? ????????????
.QO]ZM  [PW_[IUWZMLM\IQTMLLQIOZIUWN I;\ZMIUQVO5]T\Q8ZWKM[[WZ;5@ WN
IV6^QLQI3MXTMZ/8=
<PMKWUX]\MKWZM[WN WVM;5@ [PIZM\PMKWV\ZWT TWOQKIVL\PM QV[\Z]K\QWVKIKPM
7VM;5@ KWUM[_Q\P!+=,)KWZM[ LW]JTMXZMKQ[QWV]VQ\[ [XMKQITN]VK\QWV
]VQ\[ IVL TWIL[\WZM]VQ\[ <PM[XMKQIT N]VK\QWV]VQ\[ ;.= IZM][MLNWZ NI[\
IXXZW`QUI\M\ZIV[KMVLMV\ITWXMZI\QWV[
<PM[KPML]TMZWN I/8= LWM[VW\PIVLTMMIKP[QVOTM\PZMIL# QV[\MIL \PZMIL[IZMWZOI
VQbMLQV _ZIX[ \aXQKITTa\PZMIL[ 7VIUWLMZV/8=WVM;5@ PI[UWZM\PIVWVM
_ZIX[KPML]TMZ )V;5@ WN \PM6^QLQI/3IZKPQ\MK\]ZMPI[NW]Z_ZIX[KPML]TMZ[
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KIVJMKWVÅO]ZMLI[ S* WN [PIZMLUMUWZaIVL 3* WN 4KIKPMWZI[ 3* WN
[PIZMLUMUWZaIVL S* WN 4KIKPM <PMKWZM[WN WVM;5@ [PIZMWVM4KIKPM
[PIZMLUMUWZa]VQ\IVLWVMZMILWVTaKIKPM -IKP;5@ IT[WKWV\IQV[[Q`\MMV\M`\]ZM
ÅT\MZQVO]VQ\[ _PQKPIZM][ML\W[IUXTMIVLÅT\MZQUIOMLI\I
+WV\M`\[_Q\KPQVOWV\PM/8= KWUM[_Q\P^MZa TW_KW[\[IVL TWVOTI\MVKaM^MV\[




IXXTQKI\QWV\aXQKITTaZ]V[_Q\P 5,000− 20,000 \PZMIL[QVXIZITTMT
??? ?????? ??????
) /8= KWUM[ _Q\P ]X \W  /*a\M 3MXTMZ3 /ZIXPQKIT,W]JTM:I\M,:)5





WN \PM6^QLQI3MXTMZ3/8= Q[[XMKQÅML_Q\P 288 Gbytes/second _PQTMNWZ\PM1V\MT
8ZWKM[[WZ-!^ 59.3 Gbytes/second IZM[XMKQÅMLI[\PMUI`QUITJIVL_QL\P
7VMWN \PMZMI[WV[NWZ\PQ[Q[\PMPQOPMZKIKPMTQVM[QbM <PM[QbMWN WVMKIKPMTQVMWN




.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMUMUWZa_ZQ\MJIVL_QL\P UMI[]ZMLWVIV6^QLQI3/8=
<PMJIVL_QL\P Q[UMI[]ZMLJa_ZQ\QVO IV]UJMZWN ?????? ^IT]M[ \W/8= LM^QKM
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JM\_MMV\PM_ZQ\\MV^IT]M[ <PMN]TTJIVL_QL\PQ[WVTaZMIKPMLQN \PMIKKM[[M[IZM\W
KWV[MK]\Q^MILLZM[[M[ 1N WVTaM^MZa[MKWVL^IT]MQ[_ZQ\\MV \PMJIVL_QL\PQ[PIT^ML# QN
\PM/8= WVTa_ZQ\M[M^MZaNW]Z\P^IT]M WVTaINW]Z\PWN \PMJIVL_QL\PKIVJMZMIKPML
IVL[WWV
?????? ????? ???????? ??????????
/8=[IZM\PMUW[\KWUUWVTa][MLIKKMTMZI\WZ[NWZPQOPXMZNWZUIVKMKWUX]\QVOIVL
XZQUIZQTa][ML QV \PQ[_WZS 0W_M^MZ /8=[IZMVW\ \PMWVTaUIVaKWZMXZWKM[[WZ[
<PMZMNWZM VW_I[PWZ\QV\ZWL]K\QWV\WW\PMZUIVaKWZMIZKPQ\MK\]ZM[·IVL\PMQZLQNNMZ
MVKM[\W/8=[·Q[OQ^MV
????? ???? ?????????? ???? ????????????
<PM1V\MT 5IVa1V\MOZI\ML+WZM 51+ IZKPQ\MK\]ZM IKWXZWKM[[WZLM^MTWXMLJa1V\MT
Q[ VM`\\W/8=[ \PMUW[\XWX]TIZIKKMTMZI\WZQV\WLIa¼[PQOPXMZNWZUIVKM[a[\MU[ 7N
\PM<WX4Q[\NZWU2]VM 62 [a[\MU[][MIKKMTMZI\WZ[ ?PQTM 44 WN \PM[M[a[\MU[
][M6^QLQI/8=[ ][M\PM1V\MT51+ \MKPVWTWOaCE 7VMWN \PM[M[a[\MU[Q[\PM
6W[a[\MUWN 2]VM \PM<Q\IVPMI\\PM6I\QWVIT;]XMZ+WUX]\MZ+MV\MZQV
/]IVObPW]
<PM51+ \MKPVWTWOaQ[[WTL]VLMZ\PMXZWL]K\VIUM1V\MT@MWV8PQ 1V.QO]ZM  
\PM[QUXTQÅMLJTWKSLQIOZIUWN IV1V\MT@MWV8PQKWXZWKM[[WZ UWZMXZMKQ[MTa\PM1V\MT

























?????? ?????? ?? ?????? ????? ??????? ?? ? ??? ????? ???????
\W \PM/,,:LM^QKMUMUWZa <PMPW[\ Q[ IKKM[[MLW^MZI8+1M KTQMV\ )TT \PM[M
KWUXWVMV\[IZMKWVVMK\ML_Q\PIZQVOQV\MZKWVVMK\CE
<PMKWZM[WN \PM@MWV8PQIZM@ +8=[ JI[MLWV\PM1V\MT8MV\Q]U8ZWKM[[WZJ]\
_Q\PJQ\[]XXWZ\ 7VMKWZM[]XXWZ\[NW]Z\PZMIL[QVPIZL_IZM ) N]Z\PMZILLQ\QWV\W
\PM8MV\Q]UIZKPQ\MK\]ZMQ[\PM^MK\WZXZWKM[[QVO]VQ\>8= _PQKP[]XXWZ\[IJQ\
;15, QV[\Z]K\QWV [M\ <P][ \PM>8= KIVM`MK]\M [QVOTMXZMKM[[QWVWZ LW]JTM
XZMKM[[QWVXMZKaKTM []XXWZ\QVO\PM )>@ QV[\Z]K\QWV[M\




<PMK]ZZMV\^MZ[QWVWN \PM1V\MT@MWV8PQ KITTML6QOP\[+WZVMZ Q[WVTaI^IQTIJTMI[
IVILLQVKIZL 0W_M^MZ \PMVM`\OMVMZI\QWV 1V\MT3VQOP\[4IVLQVO _QTTJMI^IQTIJTM
I[JW\P I[\IVLITWVM+8= IVLIVILLQVKIZL
??? ????
7VMWN \PMJW\\TMVMKS[NWZ\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN /8= IXXTQKI\QWV[ Q[ \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
JM\_MMVPW[\UMUWZaIVL/8= UMUWZaW^MZ8+1M <WW^MZKWUM\PQ[JW\\TMVMKS IV
)KKMTMZI\ML8ZWKM[[QVO=VQ\ )8= KWUJQVM[IOMVMZITX]ZXW[M+8= IVLI/8=^MK\WZ
XZWKM[[WZWV\PM[IUMLQM [PIZQVO\PM[IUMUMUWZa 1V.QO]ZM ! \PM[QUXTQÅML
JTWKSLQIOZIUWN \PM)5, 4QIVW)8= Q[[PW_V <PQ[)8= PI[NW]ZOMVMZITX]ZXW[M
` +8=[)5, ;\IZ[ MIKP_Q\P 5* 4KIKPM <PM)5, :ILMWV/8= KWV[Q[\
WN ;15,XZWKM[[QVO]VQ\[ -IKPWN \PM[MXZWKM[[QVO]VQ\[KWUJQVM>41?)5,
:ILMWVTM KWZM[ -IKPWN \PM[MKWZM[PI[NW]Z[\ZMIUQVOKWZM[IVLWVM [XMKQITN]VK\QWV[


















???? ??? ??????????? ??????
/8=[ I[\PMVIUM[]OOM[\[ WZQOQVITTa_MZMLM[QOVMLNWZOZIXPQKXZWKM[[QVO UWZMXZM
KQ[MTa NWZLQUMV[QWVITZMVLMZQVO 7^MZ\PMaMIZ[ \PM/8= LM[QOV[M^WT^MLNWZUI
Å`MLXQXMTQVMLM[QOV\WIUWZM]VQÅMLXZWKM[[WZLM[QOV ZM[MUJTQVOPQOPXMZNWZUIVKM
KWUX]\MZ[ <PMZMNWZM \PMaJMKWUMUWZMIVLUWZM QV\MZM[\QVO NWZ ZM[MIZKPM[ NZWU
W\PMZIZMI[
0W_M^MZ \PM][ML)81[ WXMV/4 IVL,QZMK\@_MZMLM[QOVMLNWZ/ZIXPQKXZWKM[[QVO
<PMZMNWZM IXZWOZIUUMZ_I[NWZKML\WUIX\PMXZWJTMUQV\WVI\Q^MOZIXPQKXZWJTMU[



















????? ????? ???? ?????????? ??? ???????? ???????
M`MK]\MLWV KITTIJTMNZWU
?????????? ????? ???????????? LM^QKM LM^QKM
???????? ????? ?????????? PW[\ PW[\
?????????? ???? ?????????? LM^QKM PW[\ LM^QKM[QVKM +=,) 
;QU]T\IVMW][ 6^QLQILM^MTWX[\PM +WUX]\M=VQÅML,M^QKM)ZKPQ\MK\]ZM +=,)
C E IXIZITTMTKWUX]\QVOXTI\NWZU_Q\PTQJZIZQM[ KWUXQTMZ IVLZ]V\QUM[WN\_IZM
\WMVIJTMXZWOZIUUMZ[_PWIZMVW\NIUQTQIZ_Q\POZIXPQKXZWKM[[QVO\WIKKM[[\PMKWU
X]\I\QWVITKIXIJQTQ\QM[WN /8=[
.WZI+=,) XZWOZIUUMZ IKWUX]\QVO[a[\MUKWV[Q[\[WN I PW[\ IVLWVMWZUWZM
LM^QKM[ I+=,) MVIJTML/8=) +=,) XZWOZIUKWV[Q[\[WN WVMWZUWZMXPI[M[\PI\
IZMMQ\PMZM`MK]\MLWVPW[\WZWV/8=<PM[W]ZKMKWLMXZW^QLM[JW\PPW[\KWLMIVL
/8= KWLM <PM6>1,) KWUXQTMZ[MXIZI\M[JW\PL]ZQVO\PMKWUXQTMXZWKM[[
<PM/8= LM^QKMUMUWZaQ[UIVIOMLNZWU\PMPW[\ <PMN]VK\QWV[ ?????????? IVL
???????? IZM][ML\WITTWKI\MIVLNZMM/8= LM^QKMUMUWZaIVLKIVWVTaJMKITTMLNZWU
\PMPW[\ <W\ZIV[NMZLI\IJM\_MMVPW[\IVL/8=\PMPW[\N]VK\QWV[ ?????????? IVL
??????????????? KIVJM][ML




ILLZM[[\ZIV[TI\QWV .WZZMOQ[\MZMLUMUWZa \PM/8= KZMI\M[W_VXIOM\IJTM[
<PQ[MVIJTM[\PM/8= \WLQZMK\Ta\ZIV[NMZLI\IJM\_MMV/8= UMUWZaIVLXQVVML
PW[\UMUWZa ZMOQWV ,I\I NZWUVWVZMOQ[\MZMLUMUWZa Q[ J]NNMZML QV XQVVMLPW[\
UMUWZaJ]NNMZ[ _PQKPIZMUIVIOMLJa\PM+=,) Z]V\QUM[a[\MU 1N XQVVMLUMU





\PMLI\IXIZITTMTN]VK\QWV[IVLLI\I[\Z]K\]ZM[ 1V<IJTM  \PM+ M`\MV[QWVSMa_WZL[
IVL\PMQZUMIVQVO[IZM[]UUIZQbML
,M^QKMN]VK\QWV[\PI\KIVJMKITTMLNZWUPW[\IZMKITTML SMZVMT IVLU][\PI^MI ????
\aXM <PMaIZM TIJMTML_Q\P \PMSMa_WZL ?????????? <PMQV^WKI\QWVWN I+=,)
SMZVMTWV\PM/8= Q[IT[WKITTML TI]VKP ?PMVIVM_SMZVMTQ[TI]VKPML Q\Q[M`MK]\MLI[
I OZQL WN XIZITTMT\PZMIL[ <PM[M\PZMIL[IZMWZOIVQbMLQV JTWKS[ *W\P IJTWKSIVLIOZQL
KIVPI^MILQUMV[QWVIT[\Z]K\]ZM ) OZQL\aXQKITTaKWV[Q[\WN [M^MZIT\PW][IVL\PZMIL[
1V.QO]ZM  \PM[\Z]K\]ZMWN I\_WLQUMV[QWVITOZQL_Q\PNW]ZJTWKS[Q[[PW_V 1N
\PMPW[\TI]VKPM[ISMZVMT Q\LMÅVM[\PM[QbMWN \PMJTWKS[IVL\PMOZQL^QI\PM M`MK]\QWV







Thread (0,0) Thread (1,0) Thread (2,0) Thread (3,0)
Thread (0,1) Thread (1,1) Thread (2,1) Thread (3,1)
?????? ?????? ? ???? ???????? ?????????? ???? ???? ???? ???????? ??????
)TT\PZMIL[M`MK]\MXIZITTMT\PMKWLMQV\PMSMZVMTN]VK\QWV <PMZMNWZM+=,) Q[IV
QV[\IVKMWN \PM ;QVOTM8ZWOZIUU5]T\QXTM,I\I ;85, XZWOZIUUQVO[\aTMCE IKTI[
[QKM`IUXTMWN ILI\IXIZITTMTXZWOZIUUQVO[\aTM ) SMZVMTQVVW^I\QWVQ[I[aVKPZWVW][#
\PQ[UMIV[\PI\\PMN]VK\QWVZM\]ZV[_PQTM\PMSMZVMTQ[[\QTTZ]VVQVOWV\PM/8=
??????? ???? ???? ?????? ??????
??????????? ?????????? ???????? ????????????????? ????? · · ·??





[QU]T\IVMW][TaQN \PMaIZM[]JUQ\\ML\WLQNNMZMV\[\ZMIU[ 1N VW[\ZMIUQ[[XMKQÅML \PM
[WKITTML V]TT[\ZMIU Q[][ML
1V\PMXI[\ WVTa\PMPW[\_I[IJTM\WTI]VKPIVM_/8=SMZVMT 0W_M^MZ \PMVM_
LaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U NMI\]ZM _PQKP_I[QV\ZWL]KML_Q\P+=,) IVL3MXTMZ+TI[[/8=[
VW_ITTW_[TI]VKPQVOWN /8=SMZVMT[LQZMK\TaNZWU\PM/8=
??? ???? ?????? ?????
+=,) \PZMIL[PI^MIKKM[[ \WLQNNMZMV\UMUWZa[XIKM[L]ZQVO \PMQZM`MK]\QWV <PM
+=,) UMUWZaUWLMTQ[KTW[MTaZMTI\ML\W\PM/8=IZKPQ\MK\]ZM I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM
 )TT \PZMIL[Z]VVQVOWV\PM/8= PI^MIKKM[[ \W \PM OTWJITLM^QKM UMUWZa <PM




core core core core
core core core core
core core core core




core core core core
core core core core
core core core core





core core core core
core core core core
core core core core




?????? ?????? ???? ?????? ??????
\W[PIZMLUMUWZaQ[U]KPTW_MZ\PIV\PMTI\MVKa\W\PMLM^QKMUMUWZa <PQ[KIVJM
][MLNWZWX\QUQbI\QWV
.]Z\PMZUWZM M^MZa\PZMILPI[IXZQ^I\M TWKITUMUWZa <PMTWKITUMUWZaQ[ITTW












7XMV+4 XZWOZIUKWV[Q[\[WN XIZITTMT SMZVMT[ IVL[MY]MV\QITPW[\ N]VK\QWV[ ) SMZVMT
KIVJM\I[SXIZITTMTWZLI\IXIZITTMT# WV/8=[WVTaLI\IXIZITTMTSMZVMT[UISM[MV[M
3MZVMT[IVLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[KIVJM[]JUQ\\ML\W Y]M]M[ [QUQTIZ\W+=,) [\ZMIU[
1V7XMV+T \PM_WZSQ[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLJM\_MMV[WKITTML _WZSQ\MU[ _PQKPIZMOZW]XMLQV
[WKITTML _WZSOZW]X[ <PQ[KWVKMX\Q[^MZa[QUQTIZ\W\PM\PZMIL[IVLJTWKS[QV+=,)
)T[W \PMWXMV+4UMUWZaUWLMTQ[^ MZa[QUQTIZ\W+=,)<PM XZQ^I\MUMUWZa KIVWVTa










\QWV[ \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN 7XMV+4 Q[_WZ[M\PIV\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN I+=,)XZWOZIU
WVIV6^QLQI/8=J]\_Q\P[WUM/8= [XMKQÅKWX\QUQbI\QWV[I[QUQTIZXMZNWZUIVKM
KIVJMZMIKPMLC EC!E 0W_M^MZ [QVKM+=,) XZW^QLM[[WUMNMI\]ZM[_PQKPIZMZM
Y]QZMLQV\PQ[_WZS QVXIZ\QK]TIZLaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[UIVL/8=,QZMK\ IVL\PI\IZMVW\
aM\[]XXWZ\MLQVK]ZZMV\WXMV+4 ^MZ[QWV[ +=,) Q[][MLQV\PQ[_WZS
?????? ??????????????? ??????????











7XMV58 _I[LM[QOVML NWZXZWL]K\Q^MXZWOZIUUQVO QV [PIZMLUMUWZaUIKPQVM[
?Q\P^MZ[QWV ILLQ\QWVITLQZMK\Q^M[\W[]XXWZ\IKKMTMZI\WZ[_MZMQV\ZWL]KML
0W_M^MZ IT\PW]OPNWZ[WUMIXXTQKI\QWV[ITUW[\!WN \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN IVIX
XTQKI\QWV_ZQ\\MV QV+=,) KIVJM ZMIKPML NWZ W\PMZ IXXTQKI\QWV[ WVTaWN \PM
XMZNWZUIVKMWN I+=,) XZWOZIU][QVOILQZMK\Q^MJI[MLIXXZWIKPIZMZMIKPMLCE
*M[QLM[ NWZ6^QLQI/8=[ UW[\WXMV587XMV)++ KWUXQTMZ[QV\MZVITTa\ZIV[TI\M
\PMLQZMK\Q^M[\W+=,) WZWXMV+4 KWLM <PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVKWVKMX\[IVITabMLQV
\PQ[_WZSIZMZMITQbMLQV+=,)) VM`\[\MX_W]TLJM\WITTW_\PM][MWN \PM[MKWVKMX\[
QVKWVR]VK\QWV_Q\P7XMV)++ WZ7XMV580W_M^MZ \PQ[Q[VW\\PM[KWXMWN \PQ[_WZS
\PMZMNWZMLQZMK\Q^MJI[MLIXXZWIKPM[IZMVW\KWV[QLMZMLPMZMQVUWZMLM\IQT
???? ??????????????? ???????? ??? ??????? ??????????
)VW\PMZQUXWZ\IV\XIZ\WN I KT][\MZ IZMQV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZS[ 1V\PQ[[MK\QWV I[PWZ\
QV\ZWL]K\QWV \W 1V\MZKWVVMK\QWV6M\_WZS[ 16 IVL6M\_WZS 1V\MZNIKM[ 61 Q[ OQ^MV
<PM[MK\QWVMVL[_Q\PIUWZMQVLMX\PIVITa[Q[WN \_W 1V\MZKWVVMK\QWV6M\_WZS 16
1VÅVQJIVLIVL-`\WTT _PQKPIZM][MLQV\PQ[_WZS <PMOWITWN \PQ[[MK\QWVQ[\WOM\I














<PQ[LMÅVQ\QWVWN I16 WKK]Z[I\UIVa[\IOM[ NZWU\PMWVKPQXVM\_WZS\PI\LMTQ^MZ[
LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[JM\_MMVUMUWZaIZMI[_Q\PQVI[QVOTMXZWKM[[WZ\W_QLMIZMIVM\_WZS[
\PI\KWVVMK\LQ[\ZQJ]\M[a[\MU[ 1V\PQ[_WZS UIQVTa\PMQV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZS[JM
\_MMVLQ[\ZQJ]\MLVWLM[_Q\PLQ[\ZQJ]\MLUMUWZaIZMKWV[QLMZML 0W_M^MZ IT[W \PM
QV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZSJM\_MMVPW[\IVL/8= IVL\PM/8= IVLIVW\PMZXMZQXPMZIT
LM^QKM NWZM`IUXTM IVM\_WZSILIX\MZ PI^M\WJMKWV[QLMZML .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PM
LM[QOV[XIKMWN QV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZS[





VWLM ?PQTM\PM\WXWTWOaLM\MZUQVM[\PMQLMITXMZNWZUIVKMWN IVM\_WZS \PMZW]\QVO
Q[WVMWN \PMSMaNIK\WZ[WN PW_U]KPWN \PMXW\MV\QITXMZNWZUIVKMKW]TLJMZMITQbML
:W]\QVOITOWZQ\PU[IZMKTI[[QÅML\W LM\MZUQVQ[\QK IVL ILIX\Q^M ITOWZQ\PU[ ,M\MZUQVQ[\QK
ITOWZQ\PU[IT_Ia[KPWW[M\PM[IUMXI\PJM\_MMV\_WVWLM[ _Q\PW]\][QVON]Z\PMZQV
NWZUI\QWVTQSM\PMK]ZZMV\VM\_WZS\ZINÅK NWZM`IUXTM )LIX\Q^MITOWZQ\PU[ILIX\\PM
ZW]\M\W\PM[\I\MWN \PMVM\_WZS ][QVO[\I\MQVNWZUI\QWVTQSM\PM[\I\][WN IVWLMWZ
PQ[\WZQKITKPIVVMTQVNWZUI\QWV <PM ÆW_KWV\ZWT Q[ZMY]QZML\WUIVIOM\PMITTWKI\QWVWN
ZM[W]ZKM[\WXIKSIOM[ <PMSMaZM[W]ZKM[WN UW[\QV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZS[IZMJ]NNMZ[
IVLKPIVVMT[ *]NNMZ[IZMZMOQ[\MZ[WZUMUWZQM[\PI\ITTW_PWTLQVOIXIKSIOM\MUXWZIZ




VWLMIZMKWVVMK\ML\W \PMPW[\ [a[\MUW^MZ \PM 8MZQXPMZIT+WUXWVMV\1V\MZKWVVMK\
-`XZM[[ 8+1MJ][ <PM8+1MJ][ Q[I [MZQITJ][ _Q\PXWQV\\WXWQV\KWVVMK\QWV[ 1V































) 8+1MQV\MZKWVVMK\QWVKWV[Q[\[WN MQ\PMZI ×1 ×2 ×4 ×8 ×12 ×16 WZ ×32
TQVS XPa[QKIT KWVVMK\QWV<PMJIVL_QL\PWN WVM TIVM _Q\PW]\XZW\WKWTW^MZPMIL Q[
500 MB/s NWZ8+1MIVL 984.6 MB NWZ8+1M <PQ[ TMIL[ \WIJIVL_QL\P
WN 4 GB/s WZ 15.754 MB/s NWZLM^QKM\PI\ Q[KWVVMK\ML\PZW]OPI ×16 [TW\ UW[\
KWUUWVTa][ML\WKWVVMK\/8=[\W\PMPW[\[a[\MU
?????? ??? ??? ????? ?????????
9]QKS8I\P1V\MZKWVVMK\ 981 IVL 0aXMZ<ZIV[XWZ\ 0< IZMXZWKM[[WZQV\MZKWVVMK\[
1V\MT¼[981 KWVVMK\[WVMWZUWZMXZWKM[[WZ[IVLWVMWZUWZM17P]J[WVI[QVOTM
UW\PMZJWIZL MVIJTQVOITTKWUXWVMV\[\WIKKM[[\PMW\PMZKWUXWVMV\[W^MZ\PQ[VM\
_WZS [MMQV.QO]ZM  981 Q[IXWQV\\WXWQV\QV\MZKWVVMK\ )[\PMJTWKSLQIOZIU
QV.QO]ZM  [PW_[ \PM,:)5 UMUWZaJIVS[IZMLQZMK\TaI\\IKPML\WWVMWN \PM
XZWKM[[WZ[ )TTXZWKM[[WZ[KIVIKKM[[ \PMKWUXTM\MUMUWZa _Q\PUWZMTI\MVKaQN IK





























?????? ?????? ?? ????????????
6=5) VWV]VQNWZUUMUWZaIKKM[[UIKPQVMWZ UWZMXZMKQ[MTa I+IKPM+WPMZMV\
++6=5) UIKPQVMI[\PMKIKPM[WN \PMXZWKM[[WZ[IZMSMX\KWPMZMV\
1V\PM[a[\MU[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  XMZQXPMZITLM^QKM[KIVJMKWVVMK\ML\WJW\P17














UIVKMWN IVQV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZS 1N []KPVM\_WZSQV\MZNIKMQ[TWKI\MLWVIXMZQXP
MZITLM^QKM Q\Q[KITTML6M\_WZS1V\MZNIKM+IZL61+
??? ???????? ?????????










?????? ?????? ??? ???????? ?????????





0W_M^MZ \PQ[VM\_WZSQV\MZNIKMPI[OW\\_WLQ[IL^IV\IOM[" .QZ[\WN ITT Q\ILL[ITW\
WN W^MZPMIL\W\PMXZWKM[[WZ JMKI][MQ\PI[\WUW^M\PMUM[[IOM\W\PMZMOQ[\MZ_WZLJa










[QbMWN \PMZMY]QZMLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ <PMXZWKM[[WZUW^M[\PQ[LM[KZQX\WZ\WI[M\WN LMLQ
KI\MLLM[KZQX\WZZMOQ[\MZ[QVIVI\WUQKUIVVMZ ) LMLQKI\MLPIZL_IZMWV\PMVM\_WZS










,QZMK\:MUW\M5MUWZa)KKM[[ :,5) KIXIJTMQV\MZKWVVMK\[ TQSM1VÅVQJIVL -`




WZaWN IVW\PMZVWLM _Q\PW]\QV^WT^QVO\PMXZWKM[[WZWV\PM\IZOM\[QLM 7V\PM\IZOM\
[QLM \PMVM\_WZSPIZL_IZMKIVPIVLTMIVQVKWUQVOZMY]M[\NZWUIZMUW\MXZWKM[[Ja
KWUXTM\MTaJaXI[[QVO\PMPW[\+8=
??????? ?????? ??? ?????? ????????????

















KI\QWV" Q\Q[I^ MZaM`XMV[Q^MWXMZI\QWVCE VW\WVTaJMKI][MWN \PMUMUWZaZMOQ[\ZI\QWV
J]\IT[WJMKI][MWN \PMLI\IM`KPIVOM_Q\P\PMZMUW\M[QLM <WITTW_:,5) KWUU]VQ
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WXMZI\QVO [a[\MU[ <PQ[ Q[ LWVMJaUIXXQVOLM^QKM ZMOQ[\MZ[ \W \PM][MZ [XIKM_Q\P
UMUWZaUIXXML17 5517
???? ????????????? ??????? ??????????? ????
1V \PMXZM^QW][ [MK\QWV[ IV QV\ZWL]K\QWV \W KWUU]VQKI\QWVUWLMT[ QV\MZKWVVMK\QWV
VM\_WZS[ IVL/8=[_I[OQ^MV 1V\PQ[[MK\QWV ITT\PQ[Q[JZW]OP\\WOM\PMZ\WLQ[K][[
KWUU]VQKI\QWVUWLMT[NWZLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[
1VI/8=IKKMTMZI\MLIXXTQKI\QWV \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVKIVMQ\PMZJMKWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM
+8= WZJa\PM/8=[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  1N \PM+8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV I
PaJZQLXZWOZIUUQVOUWLMTQ[ZMY]QZML .WZ\PM/8=I/8= XZWOZIUUQVOTIVO]IOM
TQSM+=,) WZWXMV+4 WZILQZMK\Q^MJI[MLIXXZWIKPTQSMWXMV)++ Q[][ML _PQTMNWZ
\PMQV\MZ/8= KWUU]VQKI\QWV IKWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZaTQSM581 Q[ZMY]QZML
1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=MQ\PMZ\PM/8= U][\JMIJTM\WKWV
\ZWT\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMWZIV]VLMZTaQVOKWUU]VQKI\QWVNZIUM_WZSQ[ZMY]QZML 1V\PQ[
NZIUM_WZS \PM+8= IKKMX\[KWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[NZWU\PM/8= IVLNWZ_IZL[\PMU
\W\PMPIZL_IZM <PQ[KI[MQ[KITTML PW[\I[[Q[\ML 0W_M^MZ \PMKWV\ZWTÆW_[\Ia[WV\PM
/8= IVL\PMZMNWZM_MKW]V\\PQ[\W\PM/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKTI[[ 1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[
KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVU][\JMLM[KZQJMLQVI/8= XZWOZIUUQVO












?????? ?????? ????????????? ??????? ??? ????????? ?????????????
.QO]ZM[  IVL  WV\PMNIKQVOXIOM [PW_\PMKWV\ZWTÆW_WN IVIXXTQKI\QWVNWZ





Q[ MY]IT \W bMZW 0W_M^MZ \PM [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV+8= IVL/8= ILL[ [WUM
W^MZPMILIVL\PMZMNWZMQVKZMI[M[\PMTI\MVKaWN \PM_PWTMIXXTQKI\QWV .]Z\PMZUWZM I
+8= \PZMILQ[ZMY]QZML\WKWV\ZWT\PM/8= IVL/8=ZMTI\MLKWUU]VQKI\QWV
1N \PM/8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV/8= IVL+8= KIV










WN ^ QM_ /8= UMUWZaZMOQWV[IZMIT_Ia[ZMUW\M
)TTKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[PI^MIL^IV\IOM[IVLLQ[IL^IV\IOM[ ?PQTMITW\WN ZM
[MIZKP_I[LWVMWVWX\QUQbQVO+8= KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV /8= KWV\ZWTTMLKWU
















































?????? ?????? ????????????? ??????? ??? ??????????? ????
<PMVM`\[MK\QWVIXXTQM[\W\PMÅZ[\XZWJTMU \PM LI\I\ZIV[NMZ JM\_MMVLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[
IVL\PMLQZMK\IKKM[[\W/8= UMUWZaNZWUIXMZQXPMZITLM^QKM <PM[]J[MY]MV\[MK
\QWV[LMIT_Q\P \PMLQNNMZMV\ KWUU]VQKI\QWVIXXZWIKPM[ NWZLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[ <PM
NWK][_QTTJMWVWVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV +8=KWV\ZWTTML\_W[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV
_I[PIVLTMLQVITW\WN XZM^QW][_WZSIVL_QTTJM][MLNWZKWUXIZQ[WV[ ,]M\W\PM
][MWN :,5)KIXIJTMQV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZS[ I \_W[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV NZIUM
_WZSNWZI/8= KIVJMQUXTMUMV\MLWV\WXWN IWVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVNZIUM_WZS


















???? ?????? ??? ?????????? ???? ????????
7VMQUXWZ\IV\NIK\WZWN LI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV/8=[Q[\PMZMTI\Q^MTWKI\QWVWN \PM/8=[
\WMIKPW\PMZ /8=[KIVMQ\PMZJM TWKI\MLWV \PM [IUMVWLMWZWVLQNNMZMV\VWLM[
1N \PM/8=[IZMTWKI\MLWV\PM[IUMVWLM LI\I \ZIV[NMZKIVJMZW]\ML \PZW]OP \PM
QV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZSWN \PMPW[\[a[\MU NWZM`IUXTM \PZW]OP\PM8+1MJ][WZ\PM
981TQVS <PQ[ Q[ ZMNMZZML \WI[ QV\ZIVWLM LI\I \ZIV[NMZ 1N \PM/8=[IZMTWKI\MLWV
LQNNMZMV\VWLM[ \PMLI\IPI[\WJMZW]\ML\PZW]OP\PMQV\MZKWVVMK\QWVVM\_WZSWN \PM
KT][\MZ <PQ[IT[WUMIV[\PI\\PMLI\IQ[ \ZIV[NMZZMLJM\_MMV\PM/8= IVL\PM61+
<PQ[Q[ZMNMZZMLI[ QV\MZVWLM LI\I\ZIV[NMZ
<PQ[_WZSXZQUIZQTaNWK][M[WVQV\MZVWLMLI\I\ZIV[NMZIVLKWUU]VQKI\QWV IVL\P][
WV\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV/8= IVL\PM61+0W_M^MZ I[[WUMWN \PMSVW_TMLOMWN
\PMQV\ZIVWLMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[IT[W][MN]TNWZ\PMQV\MZVWLMKWUU]VQKI\QWV [WUMWN
\PMI[XMK\[WN QV\ZIVWLMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ_QTTJMM`XTIQVMLQVUWZMLM\IQT
???? ???? ???????? ???????
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMLM[QOV[XIKMNWZLI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMVLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[ ,I\I
\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV/8=[KIVMQ\PMZJM LQZMK\ WZ [\IOML ,QZMK\UMIV[\PI\\PMLI\IQ[LQZMK\Ta
\ZIV[NMZZMLJM\_MMV\PMUMUWZQM[WN \_W/8=[ _PMZMI[I [\IOML \ZIV[NMZ][M[WVMWZ
UWZMKWXQM[QVPW[\UMUWZa








?????? ????? ???? ???????? ??????? ??????? ??????????? ????
I ;MY]MV\QITLI\I\ZIV[NMZ J 8QXMTQVMLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
?????? ????? ?????????? ??? ????????? ???? ????????
1VIXQXMTQVML\ZIV[NMZ \PMLI\IQ[\ZIV[NMZZMLQVKP]VS[ )[[WWVI[\PMÅZ[\KP]VSQ[







7VJW\P[QLM[ IPW[\\PZMILQ[ZMY]QZML\WKWV\ZWT\PMLI\IÆW_ ) LQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZ
[]XXWZ\[JW\PWVM[QLMLIVL\_W[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVXIZILQOU[ :MUW\MTWIL[IVL
[\WZM[ZMY]QZMIT[WILQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZ
) LQZMK\LI\I \ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV\_W/8=[[MMU[ \WJM \PMJM[\ [WT]\QWV" KWXQM[ QV
PW[\UMUWZaIZMI^WQLML \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZPMILQ[UQVQUQbML IVLWVM[QLML
KWUU]VQKI\QWV Q[ []XXWZ\ML <WITTW_LQZMK\ QV\MZVWLMLI\I \ZIV[NMZ_Q\P:,5)






























1\_I[QV\ZWL]KMLQV!_Q\P+=,)  <PQ[\MKPVQY]MITTW_[I/8= IVLIVW\PMZ
XMZQXPMZITLM^QKM\W[PIZMITWKSMLUMUWZaZMOQWVQVPW[\UMUWZa
*MNWZM/8=,QZMK\ \_W KWXQM[ QVPW[\UMUWZaWVJW\P[QLM[_MZMZMY]QZML \W










\PIV1VÅVQJIVLCE \PMZMNWZM VWKPIVOM[QV\PM-`\WTT:5) IVL)<= LZQ^MZ[_MZM
ZMY]QZML\W[]XXWZ\/8=,QZMK\
=[QVO/8=,QZMK\ \MKPVWTWOa \PMIK\]ITLI\I \ZIV[NMZKIVJMWNÆWILML \W \PM
VM\_WZSLM^QKMIVL\PM,5) MVOQVM[WN \PM/8=<PM/8= ,5) MVOQVMKWXQM[\PM
LI\IJM\_MMVPW[\IVL/8=_PQTM\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM\ZIV[NMZ[\PMLI\IJM\_MMV\PMPW[\
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?????? ????? ?????? ??????? ??????? ????? ?????
\PM/8= IVL\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM .WZ\PQ[ I\PZMILQ[ZMY]QZMLWVJW\P[QLM[ [WWVTa
\_W[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[[]XXWZ\ML
?????? ????????? ????????????
?Q\P+=,)  /8=,QZMK\XMMZ\WXMMZ_I[ QV\ZWL]KML /8=,QZMK\XMMZ\WXMMZ
ITTW_[ILQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV\_W/8=[WV\PM[IUMPW[\ _Q\PW]\IVaKWXQM[QV
PW[\UMUWZa I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  <PMLI\IQ[LQZMK\TaZW]\ML\PZW]OP\PM8+1MJ][
<PQ[\MKPVQY]MIT[WITTW_[I/8= ILQZMK\IKKM[[\W\PMUMUWZaWN IVW\PMZ/8=_Q\P
TWILIVL[\WZMQV[\Z]K\QWV[_Q\PQVI+=,) SMZVMT <PQ[LM^MTWXUMV\KIUM[QU]T\IVM
W][Ta_Q\P\PMQV\ZWL]K\QWVWN \PM =VQÅML>QZ\]IT)LLZM[[;XIKM =>) QV+=,)<PM=>)
KZMI\M[WVM^QZ\]ITILLZM[[[XIKMNWZITT/8=[QVWVMKWUX]\MVWLM 0W[\UMUWZa\PI\
Q[ITTWKI\ML_Q\P ?????????? IT[WTQM[QV\PQ[^QZ\]ITILLZM[[[XIKM I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM
 ) /8= SMZVMTKIV][MXWQV\MZ[\W\PQ[^QZ\]ITILLZM[[[XIKM\WLQZMK\TaIKKM[[PW[\
UMUWZaWZ\PMUMUWZaWN IVW\PMZ/8= WV\PM[IUMPW[\VWLM <PMUMUWZaKWV












?????? ????? ???? ???????? ??????? ??? ??? ??? ??????? ??????? ????? ????????? ????
<PQ[IT[WITTW_[/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVJM\_MMV/8=[WV\PM[IUMPW[\











NWZ TI\MVKa[MV[Q\Q^MIXXTQKI\QWV[ 1V TI\MZ_WZSC!E \PMa[PW_ML\PI\ NWZ)8-VM\





L]KML QV _Q\P+=,)  <PQ[\MKPVQY]MITTW_[:,5)KIXIJTMVM\_WZSLM^QKM[
\WLQZMK\TaZMILIVL_ZQ\M/8= LM^QKMUMUWZa I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  <PQ[\MKPVQY]M
ZMY]QZM[VWKPIVOM[QV\PMVM\_WZSQV\MZNIKMPIZL_IZMJ]\QV\PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[IVL][MZ
[XIKMTQJZIZQM[WN \PM61+1V\PMNWTTW_QVO IUWZMLM\IQTMLLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PQ[\MKPVQY]M
IVL\PMZMY]QZMLILIX\QWV[QV\PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[Q[OQ^MV
6WZUITTa /8= UMUWZaQ[WVTaIKKM[[QJTM_Q\PTWILIVL[\WZMQV[\Z]K\QWV[NZWU\PM




NI]T\ <PM/8= UMUWZaQ[VW\LQZMK\Ta^Q[QJTMNZWU\PMPW[\ [QVKMQ\PI[VWILLZM[[QV
\PMXPa[QKITILLZM[[[XIKMWN \PMPW[\[a[\MU
<PMZMNWZM \WITTW_I+8= \PZMILWZIV:,5) KIXIJTMLM^QKM\WIKKM[[/8= UMU
WZa \PMUMUWZaU][\JMIKKM[[QJTMW^MZIVILLZM[[QV\PMXPa[QKITILLZM[[[XIKMWN \PM
PW[\[a[\MU <PQ[Q[MVIJTML_Q\P/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKPVWTWOa 1\ITTW_[I\ZIV[TI\QWV
NZWUI ^QZ\]IT /8= LM^QKMILLZM[[\WIVILLZM[[QV\PM XPa[QKITILLZM[[[XIKM WN \PMPW[\
[a[\MU
<PQ[Q[LWVMJaUIXXQVOIXIZ\WN \PM/8= LM^QKMUMUWZa\WILLZM[[M[_Q\PQVWVM
WN \PM*I[M)LLZM[[:MOQ[\MZ*): WN \PM/8=<PM*): Q[IUMUWZa_QVLW_QV\PM
XPa[QKITILLZM[[[XIKMWN \PMPW[\[a[\MU_PQKPQ[VWZUITTa][MLNWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV
JM\_MMV\PM+8= IVL\PMXMZQXPMZITLM^QKM
.ZWUIXMZQXPMZITLM^QKMXWQV\WN ^QM_ Q\UISM[VWLQNNMZMVKMQN IXPa[QKITILLZM[[




?????? ?????? ????????? ?????????
1V \PM ÅZ[\ ^MZ[QWV \PM6>1,1)/8=,QZMK\ 1V\MZNIKMKWV[Q[\[WN  \_WXIZ\[ WVM QV
\PM][MZ [XIKM IVLWVM QV \PM SMZVMT [XIKM 1V \PM][MZ [XIKM \PM+=,)N]VK\QWV
????????????????????? Q[ZMY]QZML\WLM\MZUQVM\_W\WSMV[ XX<WSMV IVL ^I;XIKM<W
SMV _PQKPIZMVMKM[[IZa\W]VQY]MTaQLMV\QNaI/8= ^QZ\]ITILLZM[[ <PMN]VK\QWVZM







ZMOQ[\ZI\QWVN]VK\QWV[ WVMNWZ/8= UMUWZaIVLWVMNWZPW[\UMUWZa U][\JMQUXTM
UMV\ML <PMZMNWZM KPIVOM[QV\PM][MZ[XIKMIVLQV\PMSMZVMT[XIKMIZMZMY]QZML
<PQ[_I[KPIVOMLQ[\PMTI\M[\^ MZ[QWVWN \PM/8=,QZMK\:,5).WZ\PM ?????????????
N]VK\QWVKITT \PM \WSMV[ KIVJM [M\ \W bMZWIVL \PM][MZ [XIKMXIZ\ Q[VW\ ZMY]QZML
<PMZMNWZM \PMTI\M[\^MZ[QWVWVTaZMY]QZM[KPIVOM[QV\PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[WN \PMVM\_WZS
LM^QKM# \PM][MZ[XIKMXIZ\KIVZMUIQV]VKPIVOML
?????? ???????? ????????? ???? ???????
<PM/8=,QZMK\\MKPVWTWOa_I[ÅZ[\WNÅKQITTa[]XXWZ\MLWV5MTTIVW`1VÅVQJIVLLM
^QKM[ <W[]XXWZ\/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKPVWTWOa I[XMKQITLM^QKMLZQ^MZ V^ XMMZ UMU Q[
ZMY]QZML 1V\PMNWTTW_QVO \PMN]VK\QWVITQ\aWN \PQ[LZQ^MZQ[M`XTIQVMLQVUWZMLM\IQT
<PMTI\M[\^ MZ[QWVWN \PM5MTTIVW`1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[ XIZ\WN \PM7.-,;\IKS
 ITTW_[\PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVWN [WKITTML XMMZUMUWZaIOMV\[ ) XMMZUMUWZaIOMV\Q[I[XM

 /8=,QZMK\:,5)


























?????? ????? ???????? ????????? ???? ???????? ?????? ????????????
KQITLM^QKMLZQ^MZ_PQKPITTW_[\PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVWN [WKITTML XMMZUMUWZaZMOQWV[ NWZ1VÅVQ
JIVLLM^QKM[ 8MMZUMUWZaZMOQWV[IZMZMOQWV[\PI\KIVJMZMOQ[\MZMLNWZIV1VÅVQJIVL
0+) J]\IZMVW\TWKI\MLQV\PM][MZ[XIKMUMUWZa ) XMMZUMUWZaIOMV\U][\XZW
^QLM[M^MZITN]VK\QWV[\WXQVIVL]VXQVUMUWZa \WKZMI\MXIOM\IJTM[NWZXMMZUMUWZa
ILLZM[[M[IVLU\WKPMKSQN I^QZ\]ITILLZM[[JMTWVO[\W\PQ[XMMZUMUWZaIOMV\ .QO]ZM










IOMV\[ ??????????????? <PMXMMZUMUWZaIOMV\VW_KPMKS[QN \PM^QZ\]ITUMUWZa
ILLZM[[JMTWVO[\W\PQ[IOMV\IKY]QZM 1N [W IXWQV\MZ\W\PMXMMZUMUWZaIOMV\Q[ZM
\]ZVML 1N VWÅ\\QVOXMMZUMUWZaIOMV\Q[NW]VL \PMUMUWZaQ[PIVLTMLI[VWZUIT][MZ
[XIKMUMUWZa
<PM6^QLQIXMMZUMUWZaLZQ^MZKPMKS[\PMINÅTQI\QWVWN IVILLZM[[Ja\ZaQVO\WXQV
\PQ[UMUWZaZMOQWV_Q\P ???????????????????? 1N \PMXQVVQVOQ[[]KKM[[N]T \PM^ QZ\]IT
ILLZM[[JMTWVO[\W/8= UMUWZaIVL \PMZMNWZM \PMN]VK\QWVZM\]ZV[I[]KKM[[ 0W_
M^MZ JMNWZM\PMINÅTQI\QWV\M[\QVON]VK\QWVZM\]ZV[ \PMXQVVML/8= UMUWZaQ[ZMTMI[ML
_Q\P ????????????????????
4I\MZ \PM1VÅVQJIVL][MZ[XIKMLZQ^MZXQV[\PMUMUWZaJaKITTQVO\PM ?????????????







ITTW_[\PMÆIO ??????????????? NWZ_ZQ\MIVL[MVLWXMZI\QWV[ =[QVO\PQ[ÆIO \PM




UMV\I\QWVNI]T\NWZ/8= UMUWZaZMOQWV[ <PMZMNWZM \PMQVTQVMÆIO[PW]TLJMI^WQLML
NWZ/8= UMUWZa[MOUMV\[
?????? ???? ?????? ????????? ???? ???????
<W[]XXWZ\/8=,QZMK\\MKPVWTWOaNWZ\PM-`\WTTLM^QKM IVW\PMZIXXZWIKP_I[QUXTM
UMV\ML <PQ[ IXXZWIKP Q[UWZM OMVMZIT IVLLWM[ VW\ ZMY]QZM [XMKQIT XMMZUMUWZa
IOMV\[ ?MLM[KZQJM\PMQUXTMUMV\I\QWVNWZ\PM-`\WTTLM^QKM PW_M^MZ \PQ[W^MZITTIX




 8QV\PM/8= UMUWZaIVLUIXQ\\W\PM/8= *): ][QVO/8=,QZMK\:,5)
 5IX\PM*): ILLZM[[M[\W\PM][MZ[XIKM][QVOUMUWZaUIXXML17 5517
 :MOQ[\MZ\PM5517 ILLZM[[NWZ\PM,5) KIXIJTMLM^QKM




\QWV ??????? 0MZM \PM\_W\WSMV[ XX<WSMV IVL ^I;XIKM<WSMV IZMLM\MZUQVML <PQ[
[\MXKIVJMWUQ\\MLQV\PMVM_M[\^ MZ[QWVWN /8=,QZMK\:,5)<WXQV\PM/8=UMU
WZa \PM\WSMV[IVL\PMLM^QKMXWQV\MZIZMNWZ_IZLML\W\PM OX]UIX LZQ^MZ [MM.QO]ZM
!
<PM OX]UIX LZQ^MZKITT[\PMV^QLQILZQ^MZN]VK\QWV ?????????????????????<PQ[N]VK
\QWVXQV[\PM/8= UMUWZaIVLUIX[Q\\W\PM*): WN \PM/8=
1V\PMVM`\[\MX \PM[M*):ILLZM[[M[IZMUIXXML\W\PM][MZ[XIKM_Q\P 5MUWZa




0W_M^MZ [QVKM \PMUMUWZa Q[VW_IKKM[[QJTM_Q\P \_WLQNNMZMV\ ^QZ\]IT ILLZM[[M[































IXIOM \IJTM <PMZMNWZM ILZQ^MZXI\KP_I[LM^MTWXML \PI\LM\MZUQVM[ \PMXPa[QKIT
ILLZM[[M[JMTWVOQVO\WIV5517 ILLZM[[IVLKZMI\M[IXIOM\IJTM_Q\P\PM[MILLZM[[M[
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMN]VK\QWVIT\QaWN \PMXI\KP





 1N I^ QZ\]ITUMUWZaIZMIQ[NW]VL Q\Q[KPMKSMLQN \PM ????? IVL ????????? ÆIO[
IZM[M\ <PM[MÆIO[UIZS5517 UMUWZaZMOQWV[ 1N \PMÆIO[IZMVW\[M\ \PM
^QZ\]ITILLZM[[XZWJIJTaJMTWVO[\WIVWZUIT][MZ[XIKMUMUWZaIZMIIVL\PM
UMUWZaZMOQ[\ZI\QWVN]VK\QWVQ[KWV\QV]MLI[][]ITJaKITTQVO ??????????????
 1N \PM5517 ÆIO[IZM[M\ \PM4QV]`SMZVMTN]VK\QWV ??????????Q[][ML\WLM











Not found? return error
?????? ?????? ???????????? ?? ???? ?????????
??????? ???? ???????? ???????? ?? ??? ???? ????? ??? ???? ?????????
???????? ??? ?????? ? ??
??? ? ???
???????? ???????????????? ? ?? ????????? ? ?????????????
???????????? ?????????





XPa[QKITILLZM[[M[IZMLM\MZUQVML I[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO  <PQ[PI[\WJMLWVM
QV[\MX[WN \PMUMUWZaXIOM[QbM\W XZM\MVL IZMITXIOM\IJTM
<PMZM[]T\WN \PQ[XI\KPQ[\PM[IUMI[\PI\WN \PM5MTTIVW`1VÅVQJIVLXI\KP" IXIOM




???? ??????????? ??????? ?? ????????? ????
1V\PQ[[MK\QWV _MM^IT]I\M\PMXMZNWZUIVKMZM[]T\[ ][QVO/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKPVWT








































?????? ?????? ????????? ???? ??????????? ?? ?????????
JIVL_QL\PWN  /JX[_PQTM-@<744 Q[QUXTMUMV\MLWVIV.8/) _Q\PIXMISJIVL
_QL\PWN ! /JX[
?????? ??????? ??? ?????????
<PMTI\MVKa\M[\][M[I[QUXTMXQVOXWVOJMVKPUIZS <W[aVKPZWVQbM\PM[W]ZKMIVL\PM
\IZOM\[QLM _M][M\PM ??????????????????? WXMZI\QWVNWZ1VÅVQJIVL 7V-`\WTT _M




1VWZLMZ\WI[[M[[\PMKIXIJQTQ\QM[WN \PM/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKPVWTWOa _MKWUXIZM
\PMZM[]T\[_Q\PXZM^QW][UM\PWLWTWOQM[ ?M][M/8=,QZMK\^ [WWVMPW[\KWXaQ[
ZMY]QZMLWVJW\P[QLM[ J]\\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMIVL\PM/8= ][M\PM[IUMXQVVMLPW[\
UMUWZaJ]NNMZ <WWX\QUQbM\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PQ[LI\I\ZIV[NMZ _M][MIXQXMTQVML
\ZIV[NMZXZW\WKWT 7V\PM[W]ZKQVO[QLM \PM/8= KWXQM[\PMLI\I\WPW[\UMUWZaQV
JTWKS[_Q\PI[aVKPZWVW][+=,) KWXaWXMZI\QWV[ <PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM[\IZ\[\W\ZIV[NMZ
\PMLI\II[[WWVI[\PMÅZ[\JTWKSQ[KWUXTM\MTaKWXQML\WPW[\UMUWZa 7V\PMZMKMQ^QVO




















































?????? ?????? ????????? ???? ??????????? ?? ??? ??? ???? ?? ??? ?????? ??????
.WZ[UITTUM[[IOM[ \PM][MWN /8=,QZMK\:,5) KTMIZTaW]\XMZNWZU[\PM[\IOMLLI\I
\ZIV[NMZ *IVL_QL\PIVLTI\MVKaIZM^ MZaKTW[M\W\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN IPW[\\WPW[\LI\I
\ZIV[NMZ <PMZM[]T\Q[LQNNMZMV\NWZTIZOMZLI\I[QbM[
0MZM \PMPW[\\WPW[\LI\I\ZIV[NMZKTMIZTaW]\XMZNWZU[I/8= \W/8= LI\I\ZIV[NMZ
-^MVI[\IOMLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ ][QVOPW[\UMUWZaJ]NNMZ[WVJW\P[QLM[ W]\XMZNWZU[\PM
LQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZ][QVO/8=,QZMK\:,5))VW\PMZQV\MZM[\QVOWJ[MZ^I\QWVQ[\PI\
NWZILI\I[QbMTIZOMZ\PIV 5*\PMJIVL_QL\PWN ILQZMK\/8= \W/8= LI\I\ZIV[NMZ
[TW_[LW_VNWZJW\P-`\WTTIVL1VÅVQJIVL
?????? ???? ???????????? ???????????
<WOM\\W\PMJW\\WUWN \PQ[ QV\PMVM`\[\MX \PMLQNNMZMV\LQZMK\QWV[NWZILI\I\ZIV[
NMZJM\_MMV/8= IVL\PM61+ IZMM`IUQVML <P][ \PMJIVL_QL\PNWZLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[
JM\_MMVPW[\IVL/8= W^MZ\PM:,5) QV\MZKWVVMK\IZMKWV[QLMZML 1V\PQ[KI[M \PM
/8= UMUWZaKIVMQ\PMZJM\PM[W]ZKMWZ\PMLM[\QVI\QWVWN \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
.QO]ZM I [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKMIVL.QO]ZM J NWZ\PM-`\WTT
LM^QKM <PMUI`QUITJIVL_QL\P[NWZ\PMLQNNMZMV\LQZMK\QWV[IZMIT[W[]UUIZQbMLQV
<IJTM[ I IVL J <PM[MZM[]T\[[PW_\PI\\PMJIVL_QL\PQ[[TW_MLLW_VQN /8=
UMUWZaQ[\PMLI\I[W]ZKM 1V\PQ[KI[M \PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMPI[\WZMIL\PMLI\INZWU\PM
/8=<PQ[MNNMK\Q[KTMIZMZNWZ1VÅVQJIVL[QVKM\PMUI`QUITJIVL_QL\PWN \PM1VÅVQJIVL
);1+ Q[PQOPMZ 0W_M^MZ Q\Q[IT[WVW\QKIJTMNWZ\PM-`\WTTLM^QKM
<PM8+1MJ][KI][M[\PQ[TW_XMZNWZUIVKM ?PQTMXW[\MLXMMZ\WXMMZWXMZI\QWV[IZM
_MTT[]XXWZ\MLWVUIVaKPQX[M\[ VWVXW[\MLXMMZ\WXMMZWXMZI\QWV[IZMWVTaXWWZTa
[]XXWZ\ML <PQ[Q[[]M_I[IT[WZMXWZ\MLQVW\PMZ_WZS[ ][QVO/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKP
VWTWOaC!EWZ][QVO\PM@MWV8PQIKKMTMZI\WZKIZLC!EIVLLQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV











































GPU"to"host" host"to"GPU" GPU"to"GPU" host"to"host"
J -`\WTT:5)


























































GPU"to"host" host"to"GPU" GPU"to"GPU" host"to"host"
?????? ?????? ????????? ????? ???????? ???????? ?????????? ?? ?? ??? ?????? ???????
?????? ????? ??? ??????








????? ????? ???? ?? ????????? ?? ???? ????? ????????? ????
,M[\QVI\QWV 0W[\ /8=
;W]ZKM 0W[\  /8= ! !!
I 1VÅVQJIVL
,M[\QVI\QWV 0W[\ /8=


































































?????? ????? ??????? ???? ????????
;WNIZ ITTLI\I_MZMKWTTMK\MLWVUIKPQVM[_PMZM\PM/8= IVL\PM61+ IZMKWVVMK\ML
\W\PM[IUM[WKSM\IVL\PMZMNWZM][M\PM[IUM8+1MZWW\KWUXTM` 1N \PM/8= IVL\PM
VM\_WZSLM^QKMIZMVW\TWKI\MLWV\PM[IUM[WKSM\ \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZPI^M\WJMZW]\ML
\PZW]OP\PM981 1V\MTWZ0< )5, TQVS
7VUIKPQVM[][QVOI;IVLa*ZQLOMKPQX[M\ \PQ[Q[VW\[]XXWZ\ML <PM17P]JLWM[




J]\\PMUI`QUITJIVL_QL\PQ[^MZaTW_ .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZMIKPIJTMJIVL_QL\PQN
\PMLI\IPI^M\WJMZW]\ML\PZW]OP\PM981 TQVS
1V\PM VW981 KI[M JW\P/8=[IZMTWKI\MLWV\PM[IUM[WKSM\I[\PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKM
<PQ[ZM[]T\KWZZM[XWVL[\W\PMZM[]T\ QV\PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWVNWZI/8= \W/8= LI\I
\ZIV[NMZ .WZ\PM 981_ZQ\M OZIXP \PMLM[\QVI\QWV/8= Q[TWKI\MLWVILQNNMZMV\[WKSM\
\PIV\PM1VÅVQJIVLVM\_WZSLM^QKM 1V\PQ[KI[M \PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKMPI[\W_ZQ\M\PM
LI\I\W\PMLM[\QVI\QWV/8= W^MZ\PM981 TQVS .WZ\PM 981ZMIL OZIXP \PM[W]ZKM/8=
Q[TWKI\MLWVILQNNMZMV\[WKSM\\PIV\PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKM 1V\PQ[KI[M \PM1VÅVQJIVL
LM^QKMPI[\WZMIL\PMLI\INZWU\PM/8= W^MZ\PM981 QVS
1N \PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKM_ZQ\M[\PMLI\IW^MZ\PM981 TQVS \PMJIVL_QL\PQ[[TW_ML
LW_V\WUI`QUIT /*[ 1N \PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKMZMIL[\PMLI\INZWU\PM/8= W^MZ
\PM981 TQVS \PMJIVL_QL\PQ[M^MVN]Z\PMZ[TW_MLLW_V\W 5*[ )VQV\MZM[\QVO




;\QTT \W ZMIKPUI`QUITXMZNWZUIVKM \PM/8= IVL \PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM [PW]TLJM






















LQ[K][[ML <PQ[IVL\PMNWTTW_QVOKPIX\MZ[NWK][WVKWUU]VQKI\QWVKWV\ZWT ) LI\I
\ZIV[NMZ _PM\PMZ[\IOMLWZLQZMK\ PI[\WJMQVQ\QI\MLIVL[aVKPZWVQbML <WI^WQLZIKM
KWVLQ\QWV[IVL\WO]IZIV\MMLI\IKWV[Q[\MVKa JI[QK[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVUM\PWL[JM\_MMV
[W]ZKMIVLLM[\QVI\QWVWN ILI\I\ZIV[NMZU][\JMXZW^QLML 1V\PM[MKWVLKPIX\MZQ\_I[
[\I\ML\PI\WVIPM\MZWOMVMW][[a[\MU MQ\PMZ\PM/8= WZ\PMPW[\+8= KIVKWV\ZWT\PM
KWUU]VQKI\QWV <PQ[KPIX\MZMTIJWZI\M[WV+8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV
1N \PM+8= KWV\ZWT[ \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVJM\_MMVLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[ IPaJZQLXZW
OZIUUQVOUWLMTQ[ZMY]QZML 1V\PQ[KI[M \PM/8= Q[WVTa][MLNWZKWUX]\I\QWV_PQTM
\PM+8= UIVIOM[ \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ .WZ\PQ[ I+8=JI[ML
KWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZaWZTIVO]IOMQ[VMMLML <PMLI\IKIVJM\ZIV[NMZZMLLQZMK\TaWZ
[\IOMLIVL\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVKIVMQ\PMZJMWVMWZ\_W[QLML
<PMIL^IV\IOMWN IPaJZQLUWLMT Q[ \PI\ Q\ILL[VWW^MZPMIL \W \PM/8= L]M \W
KWUU]VQKI\QWVN]VK\QWV[ )T[W WN\MVWVTaINM_WZVWKPIVOM[QV\PM/8= KWLMIZM
ZMY]QZML\WLQ[\ZQJ]\MIKWUX]\I\QWVRWJNZWUWVM/8= \WIKT][\MZWN /8=[ JMKI][M
\PM+8= PIVLTM[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL\PMLI\ILQ[\ZQJ]\QWV
) OWWLKWUU]VQKI\QWV)81 [PW]TLITTW_W^MZTIXXQVOWN KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWU
X]\I\QWV <PM KWUU]VQKI\QWV \QUM KWV[Q[\[ WN  \PMLI\I \ZIV[NMZ \QUMIVL \PM KWU
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??????? ???? ????? ?????????? ???
???? ?????? ???????
????????????????? ?????· · ·??
????? ???????? ??????















IVLITW\WN _WZSPI[JMMVLWVMQVWX\QUQbQVO +=,)I_IZM581 ^MZ[QWV[C!E
+=,)I_IZM581 UMIV[\PI\\PM581 ^MZ[QWV[]XXWZ\[XWQV\MZ[\W/8= LM^QKMUMU
WZa I[[PW_VQV TQ[\QVO  7\PMZ_Q[M \PMLI\IPI[ \WJMKWXQMLM`XTQKQ\TaJM\_MMV





-^MVQN \PMLI\IIZMQV\MZVITTaJ]NNMZML I+=,)I_IZM581 ^MZ[QWVVW\WVTaXZW^QLM[




1N 581 Q[WVTa][MLNWZPW[\\WPW[\LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[ \PM[\MXWN UW^QVOLI\IJIKS\W\PM
/8= UIaOM\LMTIaML M^MVQN \PMLI\IPI[JMMVZMKMQ^MLQVPW[\UMUWZa I[\PM581
TQJZIZaUIaPIVLTMW\PMZQVKWUQVOUM[[IOM[JMNWZM\PMZMKMQ^MN]VK\QWVZM\]ZV[
+]ZZMV\Ta \_W_QLMTa ][ML+=,)I_IZM581^MZ[QWV[ M`Q[\" 7XMV581C! E IVL
5^IXQKP C!!E <PM7PQW;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\aLM^MTWXMLIPQOPTaWX\QUQbML581 ^MZ
[QWVNWZ1VÅVQJIVLKT][\MZ[ 5^IXQKPCE IVL[WUM_WZS_I[LWVMWVQV\MOZI\QVO
/8=[QV\W\PQ[NZIUM_WZS 1VCE ?IVOM\IT QV\ZWL]KM5^IXQKP/8=I+=,)
I_IZM581 TQJZIZa 1V\MZVITTa \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[XQXMTQVML\PZW]OP\PMPW[\IVL\PM




\ZIV[NMZ[ Q[\PI\/8=[IZM][ML\WXIKSIVL]VXIKSVWVKWV\QV]W][LI\I 0MZM \PM
/8= Q[][ML\W []XXWZ\ \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV
1V C!E \PM QV\MZ VWLM KWUU]VQKI\QWV QV5^IXQKP !_I[ WX\QUQbML Ja ][QVO
/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKPVWTWOa 6WZUITTa QV581\PM MIOMZ XZW\WKWTQ[][MLNWZ[UITT
UM[[IOM[ <PM[MVLMZ\ZIV[NMZ[LI\I\WXZMITTWKI\MLJ]NNMZ[ <PMZMKMQ^MZXWTT[WVÆIO[
_PQKPIZMXIZ\WN \PM\ZIV[NMZZMLLI\I 0W_M^MZ \PQ[\MKPVQY]MQ[VW\][IJTMNWZ\ZIV[
NMZ[\W/8=[ JMKI][M/8= UMUWZaQ[VWZUITTaVW\LQZMK\TaIKKM[[QJTMNZWUPW[\IVL
\PMZMNWZM XWTTQVOWVÆIO[Q[M`XMV[Q^M )T[W M`\ZILI\IKWXQM[JM\_MMV\PMJ]NNMZIVL
\PMLM[\QVI\QWVIZMZMY]QZML <PM[MIZMU]KPUWZMM`XMV[Q^M\PIVPW[\\WPW[\KWXQM[
IVL[QOVQÅKIV\TaZML]KM\PMJMVMÅ\WN /8=,QZMK\:,5)<PMZMNWZM NWZILI\I\ZIV[





)VW\PMZNZIUM_WZS\PI\KWUJQVM[581 _Q\P/8=[Q[581)++ CE <PMUIQV
NWK][WN 581)++ Q[XWZ\IJQTQ\a \PMZMNWZMQ\VW\WVTa[]XXWZ\[+=,) J]\IT[W7XMV+4
)T[W Q\Q[QVLMXMVLMV\WN TQJZIZa^MZ[QWV[IVLLM^QKMNIUQTQM[ +]ZZMV\Ta Q\LWM[VW\
[]XXWZ\/8= ,QZMK\:,5)
?????? ???? ?? ???? ????????? ??? ?????????
,]M\W\PMOZW_QVOQV\MZM[\QV/8=[IVL\PM8/); XZWOZIUUQVOUWLMT /8=[_MZM
IT[WQV\MOZI\MLQVLQNNMZMV\8/); TIVO]IOM[IVL)81[ <PMQLMIWN IV I[aVKPZWVW][XIZ\Q
\QWVMLOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM _I[XZWXW[MLQVCEJa;IZI_I\M\IT <PMaM`\MVL\PM8/);





1VCE =8+ Q[M`\MVLML\W[]XXWZ\/8=[ ) UMUWZa[MOUMV\KIVMQ\PMZJMIT
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IT[WQVKT]LM[TWKSQVO [WJa\PQ[ VWILLQ\QWVITPW[\UMUWZaQ[TWKSML <PMIL^IV\IOMWN
\PQ[Q[\PI\NWZQV\MZVITKWXQM[JM\_MMVIPW[\IVLI/8=UMUWZa[MOUMV\ \PMUMUWZa
MVOQVMWN \PM/8= KIVJM][ML <PQ[KIVPMTX\WZMTQM^M\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMNZWUQV\MZVIT
KWXQM[




/8= LM^QKMUMUWZa 0W_M^MZ NWZ[UITTUM[[IOM[ /);81 ][M[\PM1VÅVQJIVLQVTQVM

 1V\MOZI\QWVWN /8=[\W\PM/);81[XMKQÅKI\QWV
ÆIO_PQKP Q[VW\ []XXWZ\ML NWZ/8= UMUWZa [MOUMV\[IVL \PMZMNWZM \PQ[U][\JM
I^WQLMLNWZ/8= UMUWZa[MOUMV\[






IKKM[[M[ 1N I+=,) \PZMILIKKM[[M[I^IT]M[QU]T\IVMW][Ta \PMI\WUQKIKKM[[Q[VW\
O]IZIV\MML
?????? ???? ??????????????? ??? ??? ????????
1V/);81NWZM^MZa[PIZMLUMUWZa[MOUMV\ IVILLQ\QWVITIZMIWN ÆIO[ _PQKPIZM][ML
NWZ_MIS[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV Q[ITTWKI\ML TWKSML IVLZMOQ[\MZML 6WZUITTa \PQ[[MOUMV\
Q[TWKI\MLI\\PMJMOQVVQVOWN \PM[PIZMLUMUWZaIZMI 0W_M^MZ NWZ/8= UMUWZa




+8= XWTTQVOWVÆIO[QV/8= UMUWZa \PM/8= UMUWZaU][\JMUIXXML\W\PM][MZ
[XIKM_Q\P5517I[LM[KZQJMLQV[MK\QWV  WZ+=,) UMUWZaKWXaWXMZI\QWV[
U][\JM][ML
<PQ[_W]TL ZM[]T\ QVUIVa ILLQ\QWVIT ZMIL IKKM[[M[ \PZW]OP \PM 8+1MJ][ _PQKP
_W]TLZM[]T\QVXMZNWZUIVKMTW[[M[ )T[W I[UMV\QWVMLJMNWZM TWKSIJTM/8= UMUWZa
Q[I^MZa[KIZKMZM[W]ZKMIVL[PW]TLJM][ML[XIZ[MTa
<PMZMNWZM NWZM^MZa/8= UMUWZa[MOUMV\ I[UITTMZPW[\UMUWZa[MOUMV\NWZ\PM
ÆIO[Q[ITTWKI\MLIVLZMOQ[\MZMLNWZ\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM <PQ[PW[\UMUWZaIZMIQ[IT[W
ZMOQ[\MZMLNWZITTW\PMZVWLM[QVI[XMKQÅMLOZW]XJ]\QV^Q[QJTM\W\PM][MZ
) ?????????????????? WXMZI\QWV _PQKP\IZOM\[IZMUW\M/8= UMUWZa[MOUMV\
ÅZ[\QVQ\QI\M[ILI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV\PMTWKIT[MOUMV\IVL\PMZMUW\M/8= [MOUMV\
<PMV \PMÆIOQ[\ZIV[NMZZML\W\PMZMUW\MÆIOIZMIQVPW[\UMUWZa <PQ[ITTW_[IV




















/8= LQZMK\Ta 1VXZQVKQXTM /8=[IZMPQOPTa[]Q\IJTMNWZ\PQ[SQVLWN _WZSTWIL ;\QTT \PM
\QUMKWV[]UQVOXIZ\WN \PMITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVQ[VW\\PMZML]K\QWVJ]\\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
.QZ[\ \PMQVX]\LI\IIZMKWTTMK\MLNZWUITTXZWKM[[M[ )N\MZ\PMZML]K\QWV \PMZM[]T\Q[
JZWILKI[\MLJIKS\WITTXZWKM[[M[
<WWX\QUQbM\PQ[ WN\MV\ZMMJI[MLIXXZWIKPM[IZM][ML <PM[IUMQ[\Z]MNWZ/81 1N
\PM/8= XMZNWZU[\PMZML]K\QWV IZML]K\QWVSMZVMTPI[\WJM[\IZ\MLNWZM^MZaJZIVKPWN
\PQ[\ZMM ,]M\W\PMVI\]ZMWN /);81\PM/8= \PMVKIVXMZNWZUI\TMI[\ZML]K\QWV
WXMZI\QWV[QVXIZITTMT <PMW^MZPMILWN [\IZ\QVOIVL[\WXXQVO\PMSMZVMTW]\XMZNWZU[









*MKI][MWN \PQ[ _MLMKQLM \W KWXa \PMLI\I \W \PM [PIZMLOZW]X [MOUMV\WVPW[\
UMUWZa <WLW\PQ[I[NI[\I[XW[[QJTMIVL\WI^WQLILLQ\QWVITKWXQM[ \PM[PIZMLOZW]X
[MOUMV\Q[ZMOQ[\MZMLNWZ\PM/8= L]ZQVO/8= QVQ\QITQbI\QWV
<PMITTZML]KM N]VK\QWVÅZ[\KPMKS[ QN  \PM QVX]\WZW]\X]\XWQV\MZJMTWVO[ \W/8=
UMUWZaWZ\WPW[\UMUWZa .WZ\PQ[ \PMN]VK\QWV ??????????????????????? Q[][ML
1N \PMXWQV\MZJMTWVO[\W/8= UMUWZa ?????????? Q[][ML\WKWXa\PMLI\I -`KMX\
NWZ\PQ[UWLQÅKI\QWV VWN]Z\PMZKPIVOM[IZMZMY]QZML\W[]XXWZ\\PMITTZML]KMN]VK\QWV
_Q\P/8= UMUWZaJ]NNMZ[I[QVX]\WZW]\X]\
?????? ?????????? ????????? ??? ????
<WITTW_IUWZMÆM`QJTM][MWN /8=[IVL\WNIKQTQ\I\M\PM][MWN /8=[QV/);81_M




















?????? ????? ???? ??? ??? ??? ?????? ???? ???????? ????????? ??? ?? ??? ???? ?????? ??
???????? ?? ??????? ??? ???? ??? ??????? ???? ?????? ??? ??????? ??????
?????? ???????? ????????
)[[PW_VQV\PMXMZ^QW][KPIX\MZ \PMUI`QUITJIVL_QL\PNWZI/8= \W/8= LI\I\ZIV[
NMZQ[TQUQ\MLL]M\W\PMQV[]NÅKQMV\[]XXWZ\NWZVWVXW[\MLLM^QKM\WLM^QKMWXMZI\QWV[







.QO]ZM  <PMZMNZWU \PMLI\IQ[LQZMK\Ta\ZIV[NMZZML\W\PM/8= UMUWZaWV\PM\IZ
OM\[QLM <PQ[WXMZI\QWVQ[[\QTTWVM[QLML I[\PM\IZOM\[QLMQ[VW\IK\Q^MTaQV^WT^MLQV
\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVXZWKM[[ 0W_M^MZ WV\PM[W]ZKQVO[QLM I+8= \PZMILQ[ZMY]QZML
\WKWV\ZWT\PMLI\IÆW_JM\_MMVPW[\IVLLM^QKM <P][\PQ[XZW\WKWTQ[VW\N]TTaI[aV
KPZWVW][ _PQKPLQ[[MV\[\PM/);81 [\IVLIZL <PMZMNWZM _MLMÅVMIVM_KWUUIVL"
??????????????? [W ??????????? [\QTTKIVJM][MLNWZN]TTaI[aVKPZWVW][J]\[TW_MZ
ZMUW\M_ZQ\MWXMZI\QWV[
;QVKM\PMKWVKMX\WN Y]M]M[QV/);81 Q[^MZa[QUQTIZ\W\PMKWVKMX\WN [\ZMIU[QV
+=,)_MKZMI\MWVM+=,) [\ZMIUNWZM^MZa/);81Y]M]M_PQKPQ[][ML\W\ZIV[NMZ
\PMLI\INZWU/8= \WPW[\ <WIKPQM^M\PMUI`QUITXMZNWZUIVKMNWZTIZOMZUM[[IOM[
_M][MI XQXMTQVML XZW\WKWT\W\ZIV[NMZ\PMLI\I [WLI\IQ[\ZIV[NMZZMLQVKP]VS[ <PM
KP]VS[IZMKWXQMLJM\_MMV\PM/8= IVL\PMPW[\J]NNMZ_Q\PIVI[aVKPZWVW][+=,)
KWXaWXMZI\QWVIVLM^MZaKWXaWXMZI\QWVQ[NWTTW_MLJaI+=,) M^MV\ 1N ITT/8= \W
PW[\KWXaWXMZI\QWV[IZMILLML\W\PM[\ZMIU \PMXZWKM[[[\IZ\[\WXWTTNWZ\PMKWUXTM\QWV
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.QO]ZM[  IVL  [PW_\PMTI\MVKaIVL\PMJIVL_QL\PNWZILQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZIVL
IWVM[QLML[\IOML\ZIV[NMZ_Q\PLQNNMZMV\JTWKS[QbM[
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\_W3MXTMZ3/8=[ MIKPWVIUIKPQVM_Q\P\_W
1V\MT@MWV-!NW]ZKWZM+8=[;IVLa*ZQLOM KWVVMK\ML_Q\P5MTTIVW`9,:





7V\PM;IVLa*ZQLOMUIKPQVM_Q\P3/8=[ ILQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZWN ]X\W 4−8 kB
[PW_[\PMJM[\XMZNWZUIVKM WV\PM1^a*ZQLOMUIKPQVM \PQ[Q[\PMKI[MNWZI\ZIV[NMZ
[QbMWN ]X\W 32 kB
7VJW\PUIKPQVM[ \PMJM[\JIVL_QL\PQ[ZMIKPMLNWZIJTWKS[QbMJM\_MMV 256 kB




7VUW[\LM^QKM[ \PM/8= *): [QbMQ[TQUQ\ML\W 256 MB <PMZMNWZM \PMUI`QUIT
[QbMWN ITT/8= [MOUMV\[WVWVM/8= IT[WKWZZM[XWVL[\W 256 MB .WZ[WUM<M[TI
+IZL[ ITIZOMZ*): [QbMQ[[]XXWZ\MLWZM`IUXTM 6 GB <PQ[ITTW_[\PMUIXXQVOWN \PM
KWUXTM\M/8= UMUWZa\W\PM*):0W_M^MZ ITIZOMZ*): [QbMKIVKI][MXZWJTMU[
NWZWTLMZ*17; L]M\WKWUXI\QJQTQ\a[]XXWZ\ NWZ 32 bit WXMZI\QVO[a[\MU[ 7V\PM[M
[a[\MU[ \PMJWW\[\ZIXKIVNIQT WZ\PM/8= UIaJM]V][IJTML]M\WUQ[KWVÅO]ZI\QWV
0W_M^MZ \PMTQUQ\WN 256 MB [PIZMLUMUWZaKIVTQUQ\\PMXZWJTMU[QbMWZQVL]KM
ILLQ\QWVITUMUWZaKWXQM[
<PMZMNWZM NWZ/8= [MOUMV\[ IUWZMÆM`QJTM ][IOM Q[ ITTW_ML ;QUQTIZ \W WXMV







UMUWZa\W\PMOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM <PMN]VK\QWV ???????????????? Q[IKWTTMK\Q^M
WXMZI\QWV\PI\UIX[\PMUMUWZa\W\PMOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKMIVLZMOQ[\MZ[Q\NWZITTXZW







K][[ML <PMZM[]T\[IZMKWUXIZML_Q\P\PM+=,)I_IZM581 ^MZ[QWV5^IXQKP _Q\P





















































.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZJIVL_QL\PNWZ[UITTIVLTIZOMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[QbM[ <PM
ZM[]T\[[PW_\PMJIVL_QL\PWN IZMUW\M_ZQ\MLI\I\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMV\_W/8=[TWKI\ML
WVLQNNMZMV\VWLM[ <PM/);81 ZM[]T\[IZMKWUXIZML_Q\P\PMZM[]T\[WN \PMJIVL_QL\P
JMVKPUIZSWN  \PMW[]UQKZWJMVKPUIZS[]Q\M NWZ581 CE <PQ[JMVKPUIZS][M[
I[aVKPZWVW][ ????????? IVL ????????? WXMZI\QWV[\W\ZIV[NMZ\PMLI\I
.WZ[UITT\ZIV[NMZ[QbM[ ??????????? IVL ??????????????? KTMIZTaW]\XMZNWZU581
.WZ TIZOMZUM[[IOM[ ??????????? Q[ TQUQ\MLL]M \W \PM8+1M Q[[]M[LM[KZQJML QV \PM
XZM^QW][ KPIX\MZ _PQTM ??????????????? [\QTT W]\XMZNWZU[ \PM581 ^MZ[QWV QN WVTa
UIZOQVITTa .WZTIOMZUM[[IOM[ \PMW^MZPMIL\PI\Q[KI][MLJa\PM\_W[QLMLKWUU]VQ
KI\QWV[KPMUMJMKWUM[[UITTMZKWUXIZML\W\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZTI\MVKa *W\P\PM581
^MZ[QWVIVL ??????????????? [PW_IKTMIZJMVLJM\_MMV S* IVL S*0MZM \PM
LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[_Q\KPM[NZWULQZMK\\W[\IOMLNWZJW\PKWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZQM[
?????? ???????
.QO]ZM ! WV\PMVM`\XIOM [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PMTI\MVKaJMVKPUIZS[ .WZ/);81
IXQVOXWVOJMVKPUIZS_Q\P ?????????????????? IVL ?????????????????????? IVL
?????????????? WV\PMZMUW\M[Q\MQ[][ML <PM][MWN _MIS[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVI^WQL[
XWTTQVOWV/8= UMUWZaNZWUPW[\ .WZ581\PMTI\MVKaJMVKPUIZSWN \PMW[]UQKZW
JMVKPUIZS[]Q\MQ[][ML <PQ[JMVKPUIZS][M[ ???????? IVL ???????? NWZ\PMXQVOXWVO
JMVKPUIZS .WZ[UITTUM[[IOM[ ?????????????????? IVL ??????????????????????
[PW_\PM[IUMTW_TI\MVKa [QVKMJW\P][MLQZMK\KWXQM[ 0MZMIOIQV/);81 KTMIZTaW]\
































































?????? ????? ??????? ????? ??? ? ??? ?? ??? ????? ???? ???? ????????? ???????? ????
???? ????????
W^MZPMILWN \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVJMKWUM[[UITTMZKWUXIZML\W\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ\QUM
<PMTI\MVKaWN \PMLQZMK\LI\I\ZIV[NMZ PW_M^MZ Q[U]KPTIZOMZ
?????? ????????????????? ????????
1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM+8=\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZPMILWV\PM
/8= Q[MY]IT\WbMZW ;\QTT I/8=\W/8= LI\I\ZIV[NMZKI][M[[WUMW^MZPMILWV\PM
+8=_PQKPQ[LM\MZUQVML_Q\P\PMNWTTW_QVOJMVKPUIZS
<PM [UITTMZ \PM KWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZPMIL \PMJM\\MZ KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]
\I\QWV KIV JM W^MZTIXXML WV \PM+8= <PMUW[\ KWUUWV_Ia \W W^MZTIX KWUU]
VQKI\QWV IVL KWUX]\I\QWV Q[ \PM XW[\_WZS_IQ\ UM\PWL CE <PQ[UMIV[ IV I[aV
KPZWVW][KWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[[\IZ\ML QV/);81NWZM`IUXTM _Q\P ??????????? QV581
_Q\P ?????????\PMV[WUM_WZSQ[XMZNWZUMLJMNWZMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[[aVKPZWVQbML
QV/);81 _Q\P ?????????? IVLQV581 _Q\P ???????? 4Q[\QVO[  IVL  [PW_
[PWZ\KWLMM`IUXTM[NWZ\PQ[











<PMKWLM[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO[  IVL  IZMM`MK]\MLNWZ[M^MZITQ\MZI\QWV[ ?Q\PM^MZa











































?????? ?????? ????????????? ???????? ?? ????? ??? ??? ??? ?? ????? ???? ??????????
???? ????????
?MZ]V\PQ[JMVKPUIZSNWZ ??????????? ??????????????? IVLI[aVKPZWVW][581
KWUU]VQKI\QWV ][QVO ????????? IVL ????????? \W\ZIV[NMZ\PMLI\IJM\_MMV\_W
/8=[WVLQNNMZMV\VWLM[ .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PMW^MZPMIL <PMW^MZPMIL
WN ???????????Q[PIZLTaUMI[]ZIJTMIVLQ[QV\PMIZMIWN UMI[]ZMUMV\]VKMZ\IQV\a <PM
[IUM Q[ \Z]M NWZ [UITTUM[[IOM[_Q\P ??????????????? [QVKMPMZMIT[WILQZMK\LI\I
\ZIV[NMZQ[][ML
<PQ[ Q[LQNNMZMV\NWZ TIZOMZUM[[IOM[][QVO ??????????????? IVL581<PM[\IOML







.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PM\W\ITZ]V\QUMWN \PMITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVQV/);81
][QVOJ]NNMZ[ QV/8= UMUWZaI[ QVX]\IVLW]\X]\ )LLQ\QWVITTa .QO]ZM  [PW_[
\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PM/8= ITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV ZMTI\Q^M\W\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PM
ITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV_Q\PQVX]\IVLW]\X]\J]NNMZ[QV/8= UMUWZa <PQ[JMVKPUIZS
_I[[\IZ\MLWVNW]ZVWLM[ MIKP][QVO\PMNW]Z/8=[KWVVMK\ML\W\PM[IUMZWW\KWUXTM`
I[\PM1VÅVQJIVLVM\_WZSLM^QKM .WZM^MZa/8=I[QVOTM/);81 XZWKM[[ Q[[\IZ\ML
0W_M^MZ \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[ZW]\ML\PZW]OP\PMVM\_WZSPIZL_IZM M^MVQN \PM/8=[




.WZ\_W/8=[ \PMTI\MVKaWN IVITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVQ[W^MZ 20 µs NWZITTV]UJMZ[WN


















2"GPUs" 4"GPUs" 8"GPUs" 16"GPUs"


















2"GPUs" 4"GPUs" 8"GPUs" 16"GPUs"
?????? ?????? ?????????????? ???????? ??
?????????????? ?????????
ZMTI\Q^MTa[UITTV]UJMZWN /8=[ \PQ[Q[\PMLWUQVI\QVONIK\WZNWZ\PMITTZML]KMWXMZ





???? ??????????? ????? ???????????
<PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWV[XZM[MV\ML\PMZM[]T\[NWZ[M^MZITUQKZWJMVKPUIZS[NWZ/8=\W
/8= LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[ )TT\PM[MJMVKPUIZS[][M/8= UMUWZaI[[W]ZKMIVL\IZOM\WN I
LI\I\ZIV[NMZ _PQTM\PM/8= Q\[MTN Q[VW\][MLNWZKWUX]\I\QWV 0W_M^MZ WVIVIXXTQ
KI\QWVTM^MT \PM/8= Q[][MLNWZKWUX]\I\QWVIVL \PMZMNWZM [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV
/8= IVL+8= Q[ZMY]QZML <PM/8= KWUX]\M[\PMLI\IIVLQN IVM_UM[[IOMPI[
\WJM[MV\WZQN ZMUW\MLI\IIZMZMY]QZML\WZM[]UM\PMKWUX]\I\QWV IKWV\M`\[_Q\KP
JM\_MMV/8= IVL+8= Q[ZMY]QZML <PMZMNWZM [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVUM\PWL[NWZ/8= IVL
+8= PI^M\WJMKWV[QLMZMLÅZ[\
?????? ??????????????? ??????? ??? ??? ????
<PM/8= Q[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM+8= IVLZMY]QZM[IPW[\\PZMILNWZ\PQ[ <PQ[PW[\\PZMIL
[\IZ\[KWUX]\I\QWVSMZVMT[IVL_IQ\[NWZ\PMKWUXTM\QWVWN \PM[MSMZVMT[ <PMZMNWZM [aV
KPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMVPW[\IVL/8= Q[[aVWVaUW][_Q\P[\IZ\QVOIVL[aVKPZWVQbQVOI
KWUX]\I\QWVSMZVMT 0W_M^MZ \PMZMIZM[M^MZIT_Ia[\WPIVLTM\PQ[ _PQKPILLLQNNMZMV\
W^MZPMIL\W\PMIXXTQKI\QWV .QO]ZM  WV\PMNWTTW_QVOXIOM [PW_[\PMLM[QOV[XIKM
NWZ+]LI/8=+8= [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
<PM[QUXTM[\_Ia\W[aVKPZWVQbM/8= IVL+8= Q[\PMLM^QKM[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV ][QVO
??????????????????????<PQ[PW[\N]VK\QWV_IQ\[]V\QTITTKWUX]\I\QWVSMZVMT[IVLITT
LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[JM\_MMV/8= IVLPW[\IZMKWUXTM\ML
<PM N]VK\QWV ????????????????????? LWM[VW\ ZM\]ZV]V\QT ITT SMZVMT[ IVLLI\I














busy wait blocking wait
?????? ?????? ??????????????? ??????? ??? ???????? ???????????????
??????????????? WVTa\M[\[QN ITTWXMZI\QWV[WVI[\ZMIUIZMKWUXTM\MLIVL\PMVLQ
ZMK\TaZM\]ZV[ 1N ITTWXMZI\QWV[IZMKWUXTM\ML I[]KKM[[Q[ZM\]ZVML W\PMZ_Q[MQ\_QTTJM
I VW\ZMILa VW\QÅKI\QWV
) UWZMÆM`QJTM_Ia \W [aVKPZWVQbM+8= IVL/8= IZM M^MV\[ -^MV\[KIVJM[]J
UQ\\ML\WI[XMKQÅML[\ZMIUWZ\PMV]TT[\ZMIU <PMV]TT[\ZMIUQ[\PM[\ZMIU\PI\Q[
][ML QN VW [XMKQÅK [\ZMIU Q[ QVLQKI\ML <PM N]VK\QWV ???????????????????? _IQ\[
]V\QT ITT WXMZI\QWV[ \PI\ I []JUQ\\ML JMNWZM \PM M^MV\ IZM KWUXTM\ML <PM N]VK\QWV
?????????????? Y]MZQM[NWZ\PMKWUXTM\QWVWN IVM^MV\ IVITWOW][\W ???????????????
NWZ[\ZMIU[ <PM[M[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVN]VK\QWV[VWZUITTa_IQ\QVI J][a[\I\M XWTTQVONWZ\PM
KWUXTM\QWVWN \PM[]JUQ\\MLWXMZI\QWV[ -^MV\[IZMIVM`KMX\QWVQN \PMaIZMKZMI\ML_Q\P




Q[[\IZ\MLWV\PM/8= IVL\PMV[aVKPZWVQbML_Q\PWVMWN \PM[MUM\PWL[ <PMSMZVMTQ[
[\IZ\ML_Q\PJTWKS[ MIKP_Q\P \PZMIL[ <PMSMZVMTWVTaKITT[\PMN]VK\QWV ?????
_PQKPZM\]ZV[\PM^IT]MWN IXMZU]T\QXZWKM[[WZKW]V\MZIVL\PMVLQZMK\TaZM\]ZV[ ?M
Z]V\PM\M[\WVI3K/8=_PQKP_I[TQVSML\WI_WZS[\I\QWV_Q\P\_W1V\MT@MWV
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LM^QKM [\ZMIU M^MV\ JTWKSQVOM^MV\
[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
µ[ µ[ ! µ[ µ[
 
 )XXTQKI\QWVTM^MTXMZNWZUIVKM
I , XWQV\[\MVKQT J , XWQV\[\MVKQT K , XWQV\[\MVKQT





;\MVKQTKWLM[IZM Q\MZI\Q^MSMZVMT[_PQKP]XLI\MIVMTMUMV\IKKWZLQVO \W [WUMÅ`ML
XI\\MZV KITTML[\MVKQT
) [\MVKQTQ[][]ITTaXMZNWZUMLWVI\_WWZ\PZMMLQUMV[QWVITOZQL 1VMIKPQ\MZI\QWV
\PM [\MVKQT KWLM]XLI\M[ITT MTMUMV\[_Q\PQV \PQ[OZQL][QVOVMQOPJWZQVOMTMUMV\[ I[









1N \PMOZQLQ[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLW^MZU]T\QXTM/8=[ \PMJW]VLIZaXWQV\[WN MIKPQ\MZI\QWV







WN \PMTMN\XIZ\IVL\PMW\PMZ_IaIZW]VL <PMZMIZMITW\WN M`IUXTM[ MO C E
WN WX\QUQbQVO\PQ[NWZ/8=[_Q\P+=,) IVL581
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) ZMKMV\IVL_MTTXMZNWZUQVOU]T\Q/8= ^MZ[QWV_Q\P581 NWZQV\MZ/8= KWUU]
VQKI\QWVQ[LM[KZQJMLQVC E <PMLWUIQVQ[[TQKMLITWVO\PMbLQZMK\QWVIVLLQ[\ZQJ]\ML
W^MZ\PM/8=[
<PMJMVKPUIZS][M[\_WSMZVMT[ WVMNWZ\PM]XXMZXIZ\WN \PMOZQL WVMNWZ\PMTW_MZ
XIZ\ 1VW]Z^MZ[QWV I [QVOTM [\ZMIU Q[][ML NWZJW\PKWUX]\MSMZVMT[ \WO]IZIV\MM
\PMTWKITLI\IKWV[Q[\MVKa <PM^MZ[QWVQVC E][M[\_W[\ZMIU[ WVMNWZ\PM]XXMZXIZ\
IVLWVMNWZ\PMTW_MZXIZ\WN \PMOZQL ;QVKM\PQ[^MZ[QWVLWM[VW\][MI+=,)I_IZM
581 ^MZ[QWV \_W[\ZMIU[IZMZMY]QZML\WW^MZTIX\PMKWUX]\I\QWVIVL\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
JM\_MMV/8= IVLPW[\ =[QVO+=,)I_IZM581 WZ/);81 NWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PQ[
W^MZTIXXQVO Q[ PIVLTMLJa \PM KWUU]VQKI\QWV TQJZIZa <PMZMNWZM I [QVOTM [\ZMIU Q[
[]NÅKQMV\
<W[aVKPZWVQbM\PMSMZVMT[IVL\PM+8= NWZLI\I\ZIV[NMZ _M][M M^MV\[ JMKI][M\PQ[
Q[\PMUW[\MNÅKQMV\[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVUM\PWL I[[PW_VQV\PM\IJTM  1V.QO]ZM 
\PMKWV\ZWTÆW_WN \PQ[PaJZQLIXXTQKI\QWVQ[[PW_V
1VM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV IPW[\\PZMILÅZ[\[\IZ\[\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZWN \PMJW\\WUJW]VLIZa





KIVJM[\IZ\ML \PM+8= PI[\WMV[]ZM\PI\\PMZMUW\MJW]VLIZQM[IZM]XLI\ML_IQ\ J\U
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<PQ[^MZ[QWVWN \RMJMVKPUIZSWVTa][M[\PM/8= NWZKWUX]\I\QWV_PQTM\PM+8=
Q[WVTa][MLNWZ\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV <PMZMNWZM \PQ[JMVKPUIZSLWM[VW\KW]V\QV\PM
+8= W^MZPMIL ?MZ]V\PMJMVKPUIZS_Q\P\_WÅ`MLXZWJTMU[QbM[ I[[PW_VQV\IJTM
 <PMXMZNWZUIVKMZM[]T\[NWZ[\ZWVO[KITQVOIZM[PW_VQV.QO]ZM I NWZ\PM M 
XZWJTMU[QbMIVLQV J NWZ\PM LXZWJTMU[QbM <PMOZIXP[IT[W[PW_\PM[XMML]X
ZMTI\QVO\PM[QVOTM/8=^MZ[QWV
.WZ\_W/8=[ /);81 IVL581 [PW_\PM[IUMZM[]T\[ .WZUWZM/8=[ \PM/);81
^MZ[QWV[PW_[XZWOZM[[Q^MTaIJM\\MZXMZNWZUIVKMIVL[KITQVO\PIV\PM581^MZ[QWV .WZ
\PMTIZOMZXZWJTMU[QbM \PM[KITQVONWZ/);81 Q[ITUW[\TQVMIZIVL][QVO[Q`\MMV/8=[
JZQVO[I[XMML]XWN 16 _PMZMI[NWZ581WVTaI[XMML]XWN 13 KIVJMZMIKPML .WZ\PM
[UITTMZXZWJTMU[QbM \PM[KITQVOQ[VW\I[OWWL <PM/);81 ^MZ[QWVXZW^QLM[I[XMML]X
WN 7.3 _PQTM\PM581^MZ[QWVWVTa[PW_[I[XMML]XWN 5 NWZ[Q`\MMV/8=[
????? ????? ?? ??? ??????? ????
@ A B 5.TWX[ LI\I\ZIV[NMZ
XMZQ\MZI\QWV [QbMS*a\M
5     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<PMUMLQ]UXZWJTMU[QbMXZW^QLM[ 256 XWQV\[ITWVO\PM zLQZMK\QWV <PQ[UMIV[








UM[[IOM[ [\IOMLXZW\WKWT[ QV_PQKP\PMLI\IIZMJ]NNMZMLWVWVM[QLMWN \PMKWUU]VQ
KI\QWV [PW_IJM\\MZXMZNWZUIVKMJ]\ILLITW\WN W^MZPMIL\W\PM+8=






_Ia\W[aVKPZWVQbMPW[\IVL/8=J]\[\QTTZMY]QZM[IXXZW`QUI\MTa 12µs ;\QTT WVIV
IXXTQKI\QWVTM^MTJMVKPUIZS \PQ[W^MZPMILKIVKWUXTM\MTaJMW^MZTIXXML_Q\PKWUX]
\I\QWV[WV\PM/8=<PMZMNWZM ITUW[\ITQVMIZ[XMML]XKIVJMZMIKPMLQN \PMXZWJTMU
[QbMQ[TIZOMMVW]OP 0W_M^MZ ][QVO\PQ[PaJZQLKWUU]VQKI\QWVUWLMT IPW[\\PZMIL
Q[IT_Ia[ZMY]QZML\WKWV\ZWT\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV













U]VQKI\QWV <PQ[+8= \PZMILKWV[]UM[ILLQ\QWVITKaKTM[IVL\PMZMJaXW_MZ .]Z\PMZ
UWZM Q\KIVPIZLTaJM][MLNWZW\PMZ_WZS_Q\PW]\XMZNWZUIVKMTW[[M[ <PMZMNWZM QV
\PQ[KPIX\MZ _MIVITabM /8=KWV\ZWTTML WVM[QLMLX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWV




<PMWVTa_Ia\W]\QTQbMI/8= Q[TI]VKPQVOKWUX]\MSMZVMT[ <PMZMNWZM ITT/8=
Q[[]MLKWUU]VQKI\QWVU][\PIXXMV_Q\PQV[]KPI/8= SMZVMT )/8=KWUU]VQKI\QWV
TQJZIZaU][\JMQUXTMUMV\MLQVI/8= XZWOZIUUQVOTIVO]IOMTQSM+=,) WZWXMV+T










M\ITQVCE_Q\P,+/6 ,Q[\ZQJ]\ML+WUX]\QVOWV/8= 6M\_WZS[ INZIUM_WZS
\PI\ITTW_[/8= \PZMIL[\W[MVLIVLZMKMQ^MLI\I_Q\PKWUUIVL[[QUQTIZ\W581)V
]VLMZTaQVO581 NZIUM_WZSWV\PMPW[\IK\]ITTaXMZNWZU[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV J]\\PM









+8= QV^WT^MUMV\ <PMZMNWZM \PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\_WZSQUXTMUMV\QVOIVLIVITabQVO\PMXMZ
NWZUIVKMWN /8=KWV\ZWTTMLX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWV _PMZMJa\PM/8= KWV\ZWT[\PM
KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL\PM+8= Q[KWUXTM\MTaJaXI[[ML
?????? ????????????? ????????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ???
.WZ\PM1V\MT@MWV8PQIZKPQ\MK\]ZM [M^MZITXZWRMK\[ QV\PQ[IZMIM`Q[\ 1VKWV\ZI[\\W
/8=[ \PM@MWV8PQXZW^QLM[I4QV]`WXMZI\QVO[a[\MU \P][OMV]QVMLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[
KIVJMLM^MTWXML 1VCE;QM\IT LM[QOV,+.) LQZMK\KWUU]VQKI\QWVNIKQTQ\aNWZ
UIVaKWZMJI[MLIKKMTMZI\WZ[_PQKPXZW^QLM[IV1VÅVQJIVL^MZJ[QV\MZNIKMNWZ\PM1V\MT
@MWV8PQ <PQ[ QV\MZNIKMITTW_[\PM@MWV8PQ \WKWV\ZWT \PM1VÅVQJIVLVM\_WZSLM
^QKM <PMPW[\+8= Q[ZMY]QZML\WQVQ\QITQbM\PM1VÅVQJIVL0+)J]\\PMV\PM@MWV
8PQ+WXZWKM[[WZQ[MVIJTML\WLQZMK\TaKWUU]VQKI\M_Q\P\PM0+) _Q\PW]\IVaN]Z\PMZ
+8= QV^WT^MUMV\ .WZ\PQ[ I[XMKQIT1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKMLZQ^MZ NWZ \PM@MWV8PQ_I[










\PM/8=) /8= LWM[VW\PI^MI4QV]`TQSMWXMZI\QVO[a[\MU [WVWOMV]QVMLM^QKM
LZQ^MZ[KIVJMLM^MTWXML )T[W QVKWV\ZI[\\W\PM@MWV8PQ \PM/8= LWM[VW\[]XXWZ\
@ KWLM [W\PM[W]ZKMKWLMNWZI/8= KWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZaKIVVW\R][\JMKWUXQTML
NWZ\PM/8=
?????? ????????? ??? ??? ?????????
<WITTW_\PM/8= \WKWV\ZWT\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV IKWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZaQ[ZMY]QZML
\W LMÅVM I [M\ WN  N]VK\QWV[ \PI\ KIVJM KITTML_Q\PQV \PM/8=5W[\ M`Q[\QVO/8=









WVTa[QVKM+=,) CE <PQ[NMI\]ZMMVIJTM[\PM[MXIZI\MLM^MTWXUMV\WN TQJZIZQM[
IVL)81[NWZ/8= SMZVMT_PQKP_I[VW\XW[[QJTMJMNWZM )VM`IUXTMNWZI/8=SMZVMT
TQJZIZaQ[+=* CE _PQKPXZW^QLM[IVIJ[\ZIK\QWVTIaMZNWZKWUXTM`JTWKSTM^MT _ZIX
TM^MT IVL\PZMILTM^MTWXMZI\QWV[WV\PM/8=
1VCE ;\]IZ\M\IT XZW^QLMIVQV\MZNIKMNWZ/8=\W+8= KITTJIKS[ <PQ[QV\MZNIKM
ITTW_[NWZ_IZLQVOZMY]M[\[NZWU\PM/8= \W\PM+8=<PMaQUXTMUMV\\PZMM[IUXTM
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1N \PM/8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PM/8= U][\JMIJTM\WKWUU]VQKI\M_Q\P





WZ LM[KZQX\WZ[ ) _WZSZMY]M[\QVKT]LM[ITTVMKM[[IZaQVNWZUI\QWVNWZ\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV
TQSM\PMTWKITIVL\PMZMUW\MUMUWZaILLZM[[ \PMLM[\QVI\QWVVWLM IVL\PMXIaTWIL
[QbM <PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM][M[\PQ[QVNWZUI\QWV\WXMZNWZU\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV_PQTM\PM
+8= KIVJM][MLNWZW\PMZ\I[S[ 1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWUXTM\ML \PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM
UIa[MVLIKWUXTM\QWVVW\QÅKI\QWV\W\PMPW[\ <WITTW_LQZMK\KWUU]VQKI\QWVNZWU
][MZ[XIKM \PM][MZ[XIKMXZWKM[[U][\JMIJTM\WLQZMK\TaIKKM[[\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM




\aXM[WN PIZL_IZM 0MZM _MIVITabM Q\ QVUWZMLM\IQT NWZ 1VÅVQJIVLIVL \PM-`\WTT
:5) ]VQ\
?????? ???? ?????????? ?? ?????????
)[M`XTIQVMLQV[MK\QWV  KWUU]VQKI\QWVQV1VÅVQJIVLQ[PIVLTMLJM\_MMV[WKITTML
Y]M]M[ <PMLM[KZQX\WZNWZIKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\Q[[]JUQ\\ML\WI[MVLWZZMKMQ^M
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<PMIK\]ITNWZUI\IVL[QbMWN KWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\IVL_WZSZMY]M[\IZMLM^QKM[XMKQÅK
IVLIT[WLMXMVLWV\PMSQVLWN _WZSZMY]M[\ ) ZMUW\M_ZQ\M ZMY]M[\ NWZM`IUXTM
ZMY]QZM[ QVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\ \PMZMUW\MUMUWZa[MOUMV\_PQKP Q[VW\ ZMY]QZML NWZI
[MVLZMY]M[\
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PM[\Z]K\]ZMWN \PMLM[KZQX\WZNWZIV:,5) ZMILWZ_ZQ\MZMY]M[\
NWZ5MTTIVW`1VÅVQJIVL+WVVMK\@LM^QKM[ <PMÅZ[\  JQ\[J]QTL\PMPMILMZWN \PM
_WZSZMY]M[\ <PQ[PMILMZQ[KWUXZQ[MLWN \PMKWUUIVLKWLMWXKWLM \PM ÆIO[ \PM
IK\]IT[QbMWN \PM_WZSZMY]M[\NMVKM[QbM IVLMQOP\ZM[MZ^MLJQ\[ <PMQUUMLQI\M^IT]M
Q[][MLNWZ_ZQ\M_WZSZMY]M[\[_Q\PQUUMLQI\MLI\IIVLKIVJMQOVWZMLW\PMZ_Q[M <PM
ZMUW\MILLZM[[ IVL\PM Z SMa LM[KZQJM\PMZMUW\MUMUWZa[MOUMV\
1N \PM QVTQVM ÆIOQ[[M\ \PMXIaTWILWN I_ZQ\MZMY]M[\Q[LQZMK\TaKWXQML\W\PM_WZS
ZMY]M[\ <PMXIaTWILQ[[XTQ\]XQV\W[MOUMV\[WN ]X\W JQ\[  Ja\M[ ;]KP
I XIaTWIL [MOUMV\[\IZ\[_Q\P\PMLI\I[QbMNWTTW_MLJa\PMLI\I 1VÅVQJIVLITTW_[\PM
][MWN U]T\QXTMXIaTWIL[MOUMV\[_Q\PQVI[QVOTMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\ 0W_M^MZ \PM
KWUXTM\MXIaTWIL[QbMNWZIVQVTQVMWXMZI\QWVQ[TQUQ\ML VWZUITTa\W SJa\M[
1N \PMQVTQVMÆIOQ[VW\[M\ \PM_WZSZMY]M[\ZMY]QZM[WVMWZUWZMTWKIT [MOUMV\LM[KZQX\WZ[
;]KPILM[KZQX\WZKWV[Q[\[WN \PM [QbM \PM T SMa IVL\PM TWKIT ILLZ 1N UWZM\PIVWVMTWKIT
[MOUMV\Q[][ML \PM\ZIV[NMZZMLLI\IQ[I[[MUJTMLWV\PMZMUW\M[QLMNWZIZMUW\M_ZQ\M
IVLLQ[\ZQJ]\MLJM\_MMV\PMTWKIT[MOUMV\[NWZIZMUW\MZMIL
<PMZMNWZM IV:,5) ZMY]M[\PI[\WJMI\TMI[\\PM[QbMWN  JQ\J]\KIVJM[QOVQÅ
KIV\TaTIZOMZQN \PMQVTQVMWXMZI\QWVWZU]T\QXTMTWKIT[MOUMV\[IZM][ML
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMNWZUI\WN IKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\\PI\I5MTTIVW`+WVVMK\@
1VÅVQJIVL0+) _ZQ\M[\W\PMKWUXTM\QWVY]M]M <PQ[KWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\[PW]TLVW\
JMUQ`ML]X_Q\P\PM ?????? [\Z]K\]ZM\PI\Q[ZM\]ZVMLJa\PM ??????????? N]VK\QWV
<PM ?????? Q[KZMI\MLIN\MZI[]KKM[[N]TXWTTQVOWVIKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\ ][QVO\PM
QVNWZUI\QWVXZW^QLMLJa\PMKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\
;QVKMU]T\QXTMY]M]M[KIV[PIZMWVMKWUXTM\QWVY]M]M \PMÅZ[\ JQ\[KWLM\PM98
V]UJMZ <PM UTXI\P ZYV ÅMTLQ[WVTaZMY]QZMLNWZ=,98[# \PM [MZ^QKMTM^MTÆIO LQ[\QVO]Q[P
JM\_MMV-\PMZVM\IVL1VÅVQJIVLKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\[ <PM ZTQL LM[KZQJM[\PMZMUW\M





imm_data (32)mlpath_rqn (32)(8)(8)rlid (16)










size cmd (6)size (24) node ID (16) VPID (8) 
?????? ????? ????????? ?? ?? ??? ?????????? ??? ?????? ??????? ????????
_WZSZMY]M[\ 1N IVMZZWZWKK]Z[ \PQ[Q[KWLMLQV\PM WXKWLM ÅMTLIVLITTW\PMZJQ\[OM\I
VM_UMIVQVO )TTQVITT \PMKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\PI[I[QbMWN  JQ\[ <PM1VÅVQJIVL
XWTTN]VK\QWVXWTT[NWZIVM_KWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\IVLM^IT]I\M[Q\




ZMOQ[\MZ[WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM KITTML ZMY]M[\MZXIOM <PQ[ZMY]M[\MZXIOMQ[IKKM[[QJTMW^MZ




<PMLM[KZQX\WZPI[\PM[QbMWN ! JQ\[ Ja\M[ \PM[\Z]K\]ZMQ[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM 
<PMLM[KZQX\WZQVKT]LM[ITTVMKM[[IZaQVNWZUI\QWV\WXMZNWZU\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV <PM
[W]ZKMIVL\PMLM[\QVI\QWVILLZM[[KIVMQ\PMZJM\PMXPa[QKITILLZM[[M[WZ\PM VM\_WZS








payload size (24)remote node ID (16)  cmd filed (16)
error  (3) mode (5) comand(5) noti (3)
remote vpid (8)
64 bit
?????? ????? ????????? ?? ? ??? ??????????? ??? ??????? ????????








) VW\QÅKI\QWVPI[\PM[QbMWN  JQ\[ .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PM[\Z]K\]ZMWN IV:5)
X]\VW\QÅKI\QWV <PMILLZM[[ÅMTLZM\]ZV[\PM64) WZXPa[QKITILLZM[[\PI\Q[QV^WT^ML
_Q\P\PQ[VWLM <PMJQ\[WN \PMKWUUIVLÅMTLIZM[XTQ\]XQV\W JQ\[NWZMZZWZ[  JQ\[




?????? ?????????? ??? ?????????????? ?????????????
)T\PW]OP_WZSZMY]M[\XZWKM[[QVO NWZ1VÅVQJIVLIVLNWZ \PM-`\WTT:5) ]VQ\LQNNMZ
\PMZMIZM[\QTTITW\WN KWUUWVITQ\QM[_PQKPPI^M\WJMWJ[MZ^ML\WITTW_I/8= \W][M\PQ[






























?????? ????? ???????? ????? ?? ????? ? ??? ?? ???????????
???? ?????????????? ?????????????





8PQQV\PM[WKITTMLVI\Q^MUWLM ) /8= IT_Ia[ZMY]QZM[IPW[\XZWKM[[\WKWV\ZWTQ\




WXMZI\QVO[a[\MUIKKM[[M[IZMZMY]QZML 0W_M^MZ \PM/8= KIVVW\LQZMK\TaIKKM[[\PM
WXMZI\QVO[a[\MU <PQ[PI[\WJMLWVMJa\PM+8=

















?????? ????? ????? ?? ?????? ?? ????????????? ??????? ?? ??? ???
<PM/8=KWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZaKWV[Q[\[WN \_WXIZ\[" WVMTQJZIZaNWZ\PM/8= /8=
X]\OM\)81 IVLWVMNWZ\PMPW[\0W[\;M\]X4QJZIZa <PMPW[\TQJZIZaQ[ZMY]QZML\W[M\]X
KWVVMK\QWV[ ZMOQ[\MZUMUWZa IVL\WUIVIOM\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMZM[W]ZKM[ 1\IKKM[[M[
\PM61+ TQJZIZaIVL\PMZMJa\PM61+ LM^QKMLZQ^MZ[
<PMPW[\TQJZIZaQ[IT[WZMY]QZML\WXWZ\ZM[W]ZKM[\W\PM/8=<PMN]VK\QWV[WN \PM
)81 IZMKITTMLJaI PW[\IXXTQKI\QWV _PQKPIT[W[\IZ\[\PM /8= SMZVMT <PQ[SMZVMT PW_M^MZ















1VM[\IJTQ[PQVO[]KPIKWUU]VQKI\QWVMV^QZWVUMV\ [M^MZIT KWUU]VQKI\QWVZM[W]ZKM[ IZM
KZMI\MLWZUIXXML\W\PM][MZ[XIKM <PM[MZM[W]ZKM[IZM NWZQV[\IVKM \PMLM^QKMZMOQ[
\MZ[ \PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[ WZZ]V\QUM^IZQIJTM[ _PQKPLM[KZQJM NWZM`IUXTM \PMV]UJMZ
WN WXMVKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[ 8IZ\[WN \PM[MZM[W]ZKM[PI^M\WJMXWZ\ML\W\PM/8=
\WITTW_KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLQ\PI[\WJMKWV[QLMZML_PQKPWN \PMUIZMZMY]QZMLIVL
_PMZM\PM[MZM[W]ZKM[IZMTWKI\ML
1N \PM+8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV ZM[W]ZKM[KIVMQ\PMZJMTWKI\MLWVPW[\UMU
WZaWZWV\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM 1N ZM[W]ZKM[IZMTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa \PMaKIVMQ\PMZ
JMNW]VLQVSMZVMT[XIKMWZQV][MZ[XIKM 1N \PMaIZMTWKI\MLQVSMZVMT[XIKM \PMaIZM
MQ\PMZIT[WWVTaIKKM[[QJTMQVSMZVMT[XIKMWZ\PMaIZMUIXXML\W\PM][MZ[XIKM_Q\P







kernel space user space
GPU memory network devicehost memory





[QJQTQ\QM[NWZ\PMTWKI\QWVWN \PMZM[W]ZKM[ I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM 1N \PMZM[W]ZKM[IZM
TWKI\MLQV/8= LM^QKMUMUWZa \PMV\PMaU][\JMTWKI\MLQV\PMOTWJITLM^QKMUMUWZa
\WJM^Q[QJTMIVL][IJTMNWZITT/8= \PZMIL[




JMKI][M\PM/8= KIVVW\IKKM[[\PMWXMZI\QVO[a[\MU ,]ZQVOUMUWZaZMOQ[\ZI\QWV NWZ
M`IUXTM IPW[\ \PZMILKZMI\M[ \PMXIOM\IJTM NWZ \PMZMOQ[\MZMLUMUWZaIZMI )N\MZ
\PQ[ \PMXIOM \IJTM[IZMVW\ \W]KPML NZWU\PMPW[\]V\QT \PMUMUWZa Q[LMZMOQ[\MZML





_Q\P8+1M 0W_M^MZ I\ \PMUWUMV\ Q\ Q[VW\ []XXWZ\MLIVL \PMZMNWZM \PM/8=
[PW]TLVW\JMITTW_ML\WLQZMK\TaIKKM[[ZM[W]ZKM[\PI\KIVWVTaJMIKKM[[MLQVSMZVMT
[XIKM
7\PMZZM[W]ZKM[KIVJMKWXQML \W \PM/8=<PI\IXXTQM[ \WZ]V\QUM^IZQIJTM[ TQSM







port resources to 
GPU
copy to GPUonly over CPU map to GPUaddress space
?????? ????? ?????? ?? ?????? ?????????
<PQ[IXXTQM[\WITTPW[\UMUWZa^IZQIJTM[IVLJ]NNMZ[\PI\IZMIKKM[[MLNZWUJW\P \PM
VM\_WZS LM^QKM IVL \PM/8=+8= L]ZQVO_WZS ZMY]M[\ OMVMZI\QWV IVL XZWKM[[QVO
<PQ[ IT[WIXXTQM[ \WLM^QKMZMOQ[\MZ[ \PI\ IZMUIXXML \W \PM][MZ [XIKM_Q\P5517
0W_M^MZ I[TWVOI[\PM[MZM[W]ZKM[IZMW_VMLJa\PM/8=\PMa[PW]TLVW\JM][MLJa
I+8= XZWKM[[ [QVKMQ\Q[VW\XW[[QJTM\WI^WQLZIKMKWVLQ\QWV[JM\_MMV+8= IVL/8=
=[MZ[XIKMPW[\J]NNMZ[IVL^IZQIJTM[KIVJMZMOQ[\MZMLNWZ\PM/8= _Q\P\PM+=,)
N]VK\QWV ??????????????????? <PQ[N]VK\QWVZMOQ[\MZ[ITZMILaITTWKI\MLUMUWZaNWZ
\PM/8=1N \PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVQ[[]KKM[[N]T \PMN]VK\QWV ???????????????????????? ZM
\]ZV[IXWQV\MZ_Q\PIVILLZM[[QV\PM^QZ\]IT/8= ILLZM[[[XIKM ) /8= SMZVMTVW_
KIVIKKM[[\PMPW[\UMUWZaJ]NNMZ[LQZMK\Ta ][QVO\PQ[ILLZM[[
0W_M^MZ \PMUMUWZaZMOQ[\ZI\QWVN]VK\QWVWN \PM/8= LZQ^MZVWZUITTa_W]TLNIQT
\ZaQVO\WZMOQ[\MZIV5517 ILLZM[[ <PQ[IXXTQM[\WJW\P \PM5517 LM^QKMZMOQ[\MZ[
IVL\W5517 SMZVMT[XIKMJ]NNMZ[ <PQ[XZWJTMUKIVJM[WT^MLJa][QVO\PMXI\KP
LM[KZQJMLQV[MK\QWV  <PQ[XI\KPITTW_[\PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVWN 5517 ILLZM[[M[NWZ
\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMIVLKIVIT[WJM][MLNWZ\PM/8=)T\PW]OPUW[\WN \PM/8= LM^QKM
LZQ^MZQ[XZWPQJQ\Q^MIVLKIVVW\JMXI\KPML \PMUMUWZaZMOQ[\ZI\QWVN]VK\QWVU][\JM








???? ???????? ?? ????????? ????????????? ???????????
?? ??? ???
<PQ[ [MK\QWVLM[KZQJM[PW_IV1VÅVQJIVLKWUU]VQKI\QWVMV^QZWVUMV\ Q[ KZMI\MLWV




????? ????? ???? ?? ????????? ???? ??? ???????? ?? ?????? ?? ????????? ??????????
MTMUMV\ LM[KZQX\QWV ZM[W]ZKM[
??????????? 1VÅVQJIVL][MZ[XIKMKWV\M`\ LWWZJMTT ZMOQ[\MZ 98\IJTM Z]V
\QUM^IZQIJTM[
?????? XZW\MK\QWVLWUIQV ·
?????? KWUXTM\QWVY]M]M Y]M]M J]NNMZ Y]M]M KW]V\MZ Z]V
\QUM ^IZQIJTM[ MO Y]M]M [QbM
1,
?????? Y]M]MXIQZ [MVL IVL ZMKMQ^M Y]M]M J]NNMZ
KW]V\MZ XZWXMZ\a ^IZQIJTM[ MO
Y]M]M[QbM 1,
?????? ZMOQ[\MZMLUMUWZaZMOQWV XZWXMZ\a ^IZQIJTM[ ILLZM[[ [QbM
SMa[
?????? ??????? ????? ?? ??? ????
1V\PMÅZ[\[\MX \PM1VÅVQJIVLKWUU]VQKI\QWVKWV\M`\Q[[M\]XWV\PMPW[\ 0MZM WVTa
I[PWZ\QV\ZWL]K\QWV\W\PQ[Q[OQ^MV ) UWZMLM\IQTMLLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PM[M\]XZW]\QVM[
NWZ1VÅVQJIVLKWVVMK\QWV[KIVJMNW]VLQV NWZM`IUXTM CE
<IJTM  [PW_[\PMTQ[\WN 1VÅVQJIVLZM[W]ZKM[\PI\IZMZMY]QZML\W[M\]XIKWVVMK\QWV
IVL\WITTW_WVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV






LWUIQVWN \Z][\ <WI^WQLZIKMKWVLQ\QWV[ WVTaWVMXZW\MK\QWVLWUIQVQ[KZMI\MLNWZITT
/8= KWUU]VQKI\QWVZM[W]ZKM[IVL\PM[IUMXZW\MK\QWVLWUIQV[PW]TLVW\JM][MLNWZ
PW[\KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV























Q[\MZMLNWZ\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM <PQ[UMIV[\PI\IV1VÅVQJIVLUMUWZaZMOQWV QJ^ UZ
Q[KZMI\ML .WZ/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PM[MKWUU]VQKI\QWVJ]NNMZ[IZMITTW
KI\MLQV/8= UMUWZa \PMZMNWZM\PM[]XXWZ\WN /8=,QZMK\:,5) Q[ZMY]QZML
<WITTW_WVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PMQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\\PM[MUMUWZa[MOUMV\[










\PM/8= ILLZM[[[XIKM <PM[MZM[W]ZKM[IZM\PMLWWZJMTTZMOQ[\MZ \PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[ IVL
[WUMKW]V\MZ^IZQIJTM[\PI\QVLQKI\M\PMXW[Q\QWVQV\PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[NWZ\PMVM\_WZS
LM^QKMIVL\PM/8=
?????? ???????? ????????? ???????? ??? ??? ???
1V\PMTI[\[\MX \PM1VÅVQJIVLMTMUMV\[IZMKZMI\MLWV\PM/8= IVL\PMQVNWZUI\QWV
IJW]\\PM[MZM[W]ZKM[Q[KWXQMLNZWU\PM+8= \W\PM/8=<WITTW_\PM/8= \W[W]ZKM
IVL[aVKPZWVQbMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[ \PM][MZ[XIKMKWV\M`\ ????????????? \PM
Y]M]MXIQZ[ ???????? IVL\PMKWUXTM\QWVY]M]M ???????? ZMY]QZMIKW]V\MZXIZ\WV
\PM/8=
<WITTW_:,5) KWUU]VQKI\QWV IT[WI[\Z]K\]ZMNWZTWKITIVLZMUW\MUMUWZaZM




 IVL  [PW_ QVI[QUXTQÅMLM`IUXTM PW_\PQ[Q[ZMITQbMLNWZIY]M]MXIQZWVPW[\
IVL/8=
<PM/8= LM^QKMUMUWZaQ[UIVIOMLNZWUPW[\_Q\P ?????????? <PMZMNWZM ÅZ[\
\PMUMUWZaNWZ\PMVM_/8= MTMUMV\PI[\WJMITTWKI\ML I[[PW_VQVTQVMWN 4Q[\QVO
 6M`\ I/8= SMZVMTQ[TI]VKPML\W[M\\PM^IZQIJTM[WV\PM/8=

 +ZMI\QVOIV1VÅVQJIVLKWUU]VQKI\QWVMV^QZWVUMV\WV\PM/8=
??????? ???? ???????? ?? ? ?? ??? ??? ???? ???? ????????
?????? ??????? ??????????????????????? ?????? ????
?????? ??????????? ??????
· · ·
?????? ?????????????????????????????? ? ????????????? ?????????
?????????? ?????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ????
???????????????????????
· · · ??????? ??????????
 ?
??????? ???????????????????????? ? ????????????? ????????
???????????? ? ???????????? ?????
?????? ????????? ??? ????
??????? ? ???????????????????
???????????????????????






??????? ???? ???????? ?? ? ?? ??? ??? ???? ??? ??????
?????????? ???? ?????????????? ?????? ???????? ??? ?????????








<PMSMZVMTTI]VKPQVOQ[[PW_VQVTQVMWN 4Q[\QVO  <PMXIZIUM\MZ[ ????????????
IVL ???????????? LM[KZQJM\PMUIXXMLILLZM[[M[WN \PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[ <PM/8=
SMZVMTQ\[MTN Q[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO  .WZM^MZa1VÅVQJIVL/8= MTMUMV\ I\ TMI[\WVM
SMZVMTPI[\WJMKITTMLIVL[aVKPZWVQbML\W[M\\PM^ IT]M[WV\PM/8=<PMZMNWZM [M\\QVO
]X\PM1VÅVQJIVLKWV\M`\WV\PM/8= Q[I^MZa\QUMKWV[]UQVOWXMZI\QWV
?????? ????????? ????????? ?? ??? ???
<W][M\PM[M1VÅVQJIVLMTMUMV\[WV\PM/8=IXIZ\WN  \PM1VÅVQJIVL^MZJ[)81 Q[
XWZ\ML \W \PM/8=" ????????????? ??????????????? IVL ??????????? <PM[M
\PZMMN]VK\QWV[IZM[]NÅKQMV\\W[W]ZKMIVL[aVKPZWVQbMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[
<PM+=,) + TIVO]IOMITTW_[IVMI[aXWZ\QVOWN \PM[MTQJZIZaN]VK\QWV[\W\PM/8=
[QVKMUW[\WN PW[\KWLMKIVJMZM][ML ;\QTT NWZJM\\MZXMZNWZUIVKM [WUM/8=[XMKQÅK















?????? ????? ???? ???????? ?? ?????? ??? ??????????? ????????????? ???????? ?? ??? ???
???? ????? ?????? ?? ????
IVL/8=[IZMWX\QUQbMLNWZLI\IXIZITTMTKWLMM`MK]\QWV <PMZMNWZM UW[\WN \PM_WZS
ZMY]M[\OMVMZI\QWVKIVWVTaJMXMZNWZUMLJaI[QVOTM\PZMILIVL\PMZMQ[^QZ\]ITTaVW
WX\QUQbI\QWV[\ZI\MOaNWZ[QVOTM\PZMILML_WZSTWIL[WV\PM/8=M`XMK\I^WQLQVO\PMU
0W_M^MZ \PMPW[\^MZ[QWVWN ????????????? PIVLTM[ITW\WN LQNNMZMV\KI[M[ LMXMVL
QVOWV\PM_WZSZMY]M[\[IVL\PM][ML98_PQKPZM[]T\[QVITW\WN ?? IVL ???????????
JZIVKPM[ <PQ[Q[VW\^MZaMNÅKQMV\WVI/8=<PMZMNWZM _MZML]KML\PMN]VK\QWVITQ\a
WV\PM/8= \WIUQVQU]U WVTa[]XXWZ\QVO:+98[\WOM\IUWZMMNÅKQMV\^MZ[QWV
?MIT[WLMKQLMLVW\ \W []XXWZ\ QVTQVMWXMZI\QWV[WV/8=[ .WZ QVTQVMWXMZI\QWV[
\PMLI\IIZMLQZMK\TaKWXQML\W\PM_WZSZMY]M[\[W\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMLWM[VW\PI^M
\WZMIL \PMU_Q\P N]Z\PMZ,5) IKKM[[ NZWU\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVJ]NNMZ <PQ[_WZS[
NWZ[UITTUM[[IOM[WVPW[\^MZa_MTT 7V\PM/8=UMUWZaKWXaWXMZI\QWV[\PI\IZM
XMZNWZUMLJaI[QVOTM\PZMILIZMVW\^MZaMNÅKQMV\ )T[W [QVKM\PM[MVLY]M]MQ[TWKI\ML




?????????? ?? ??? ????? ??????
6WZUITTa \PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[IZMITTWKI\MLQV][MZ[XIKMUMUWZaWV\PMPW[\IVLZMOQ[
\MZMLNWZ\PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKML]ZQVO98 IVL+9 KZMI\QWV <PMV \PMaIZMUIXXML

















?????? ?????? ???? ???????? ?? ?????? ??? ??????????? ????????????? ???????? ?? ??? ???
???? ????? ?????? ?? ???
6W\M\PI\\PQ[Q[WVTaI[QUXTQÅMLQTT][\ZI\QWVWN \PMXZWKM[[ .WZ\PMIK\]ITLI\I\ZIV[
NMZ N]Z\PMZIKKM[[M[\PZW]OP\PM8+1MJ][IZMZMY]QZML NWZM`IUXTM \WQVKZMUMV\MLI
[XMKQITKW]V\MZ\PI\UIZS[\PMXW[Q\QWVQV\PMY]M]M )T[W \PM[]JUQ[[QWVWN _WZSZM
Y]M[\[ZMY]QZM[UWZM\PIVWVMIKKM[[\WPW[\UMUWZa 0W_M^MZ NWZW^MZ^QM_X]ZXW[M[
_MWUQ\\PM[MIKKM[[M[PMZM <PMIK\]ITLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[IT[WWUQ\\ML
.QZ[\ \PM/8= _ZQ\M[\PM_WZSZMY]M[\\WPW[\UMUWZa <PQ[ZMY]QZM[I\TMI[\WVM
_ZQ\MIKKM[[\PZW]OP\PM8+1MJ][ <PMV \PM/8= _ZQ\M[\W\PMLWWZJMTTZMOQ[\MZ\W
\ZQOOMZ\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ 6M`\ \PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMZMIL[\PM_WZSZMY]M[\NZWU\PM
PW[\IVL[\IZ\[\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZJaZMILQVOWZ_ZQ\QVO\PMLI\ILQZMK\TaNZWU\PM/8=
UMUWZa 1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWUXTM\ML \PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKM_ZQ\M[IKWUXTM\QWV
VW\QÅKI\QWV\WPW[\UMUWZa <W^ MZQNa\PMKWUXTM\QWV \PM/8= ZMIL[\PMKWUXTM\QWV
NZWUPW[\UMUWZa
)VW\PMZXW[[QJQTQ\a Q[ \WITTWKI\M \PMZQVOJ]NNMZ[LQZMK\Ta QV/8= UMUWZa .QO]ZM
 [PW_[PW_UIVaIKKM[[M[ \PZW]OP\PM8+1MJ][IZMZMY]QZML QV\PQ[KI[M <PM
/8= _ZQ\M[\PM_WZSZMY]M[\\W\PMTWKITLM^QKMUMUWZa [WPMZM VWIKKM[[M[^QI\PM
8+1MJ][IZMZMY]QZML 1VWZLMZ\WQVNWZU\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMWN \PMVM__WZSZMY]M[\
I/8= \PZMIL_ZQ\M[\W\PMLWWZJMTTZMOQ[\MZIIVL\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKMZMIL[\PM_WZS
ZMY]M[\NZWU/8= UMUWZaJ 1N \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[KWUXTM\ML \PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKM










 <PMXMMZUMUWZaLZQ^MZITTW_[WVTa\PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVWN /8= UMUWZaZMOQWV[
_PQKPIZM][MLI[KWUU]VQKI\QWVJ]NNMZ[ J]\VW\NWZY]M]MJ]NNMZ[ 0W_M^MZ \PMLM^QKM
LZQ^MZ[NWZ_IZL\PM^QZ\]ITILLZM[[\W\PM[IUM][MZ[XIKMUMUWZaZMOQ[\ZI\QWVN]VK\QWV
QVSMZVMT[XIKMNWZJW\PKI[M[ J]\\PQ[N]VK\QWVVWZUITTaLWM[VW\KPMKS QN \PMILLZM[[
UIaJMTWVO\WIXMMZKTQMV\NWZY]M]MJ]NNMZ[ )XIZ\NZWU\PQ[ \PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVXZWKM[[
Q[ \PM[IUM <PMZMNWZM \PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[_MZMILIX\ML\WITTW_IT[W\PM
ZMOQ[\ZI\QWVWN Y]M]MJ]NNMZ[QV/8= UMUWZa
<PMUWLQÅKI\QWVMVIJTM[ \PMZMOQ[\ZI\QWVXMMZUMUWZaKTQMV\[ NWZ1VÅVQJIVL][MZ
[XIKMKWV\M`\[ 1N IVM_][MZ[XIKMKWV\M`\Q[KZMI\ML \PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZKPMKS[QN I/8=
XMMZUMUWZaKTQMV\M`Q[\[ 1N [W \PMXMMZUMUWZaKTQMV\Q[ZMOQ[\MZMLNWZ\PQ[][MZ[XIKM
KWV\M`\ 1N \PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZVW_\ZQM[\WZMOQ[\MZIY]M]MJ]NNMZ \PMXMMZUMUWZaKTQMV\
KPMKS[ QN \PMUMUWZaILLZM[[JMTWVO[\W\PQ[XMMZUMUWZaKTQMV\IVLZMOQ[\MZ[Q\QV\PM
[IUM_IaI[KWUU]VQKI\QWVJ]NNMZ[
0W_M^MZ /8= UMUWZaQ[I[KIZKMZM[W]ZKMIVLM^MZa98 ZMY]QZM[I\TMI[\WVMIL
LQ\QWVITZQVOJ]NNMZ .]Z\PMZUWZM NWZM^MZaKWVVMK\QWV\WIZMUW\M/8=I\TMI[\WVM
VM_98 Q[ZMY]QZML <PMUMUWZaNWW\XZQV\WN \PM98[Q[ITZMILaISVW_VXZWJTMU
NWZPW[\XZWKM[[M[QV1VÅVQJIVLCE ;QVKM/8=[PI^MTM[[UMUWZa \PQ[XZWJTMUQ[
KWUXW]VLMLNWZY]M]M[QV/8= UMUWZa <PMZMNWZM Q\UIaJM]VI^WQLIJTMNWZTIZOMZ
[a[\MU[\WITTWKI\M\PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[WVPW[\UMUWZa 0W_M^MZ _MQUXTMUMV\MLJW\P
^MZ[QWV[\W^ITQLI\M\PMQVÆ]MVKMWN \PMTWKI\QWVWN \PMJ]NNMZ[\W\PMXMZNWZUIVKM




??????????????? ?????? ?? ??? <PM KWUU]VQKI\QWV Q[ KWV\ZWTTMLJa \PM/8=
\PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[IZMITTWKI\MLQV/8= UMUWZa
??????????????? ?????? ?? ???? <PM KWUU]VQKI\QWV Q[ KWV\ZWTTML Ja \PM /8=
\PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[IZMITTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa
???????????????? ?????? ?? ???? <PM+8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV VW+=,)
SMZVMTQ[[\IZ\ML \PMY]M]MJ]NNMZ[IZMITTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa
?????????????????? ?????? ?? ???? 4QSMPW[\KWV\ZWTTML J]\I/8= SMZVMTQ[[\IZ\ML
IVL\PM/8= \ZQOOMZ[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV
<PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTML^MZ[QWV][M[\PM/);81 QV\MZNIKMNWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV[QVKMQ\ILL[
UQVQUIT W^MZPMIL \W \PM IXXTQKI\QWV <PMPW[\I[[Q[\ML ^MZ[QWV Q[ [QUQTIZ \W \PM IX

























































?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ? ??? ?????? ?? ?????? ????????? ????????? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?????
?????????






1VÅVQJIVL 0W_M^MZ \WIVITabM\PMKIXIJQTQ\QM[WN /8=[\W[W]ZKMIVL[aVKPZWVQbM
VM\_WZS\ZINÅK I\M[\[a[\MU_Q\P\_W/8=[Q[[]NÅKQMV\ )[UQKZWJMVKPUIZS[ _M
UMI[]ZM \PM TI\MVKa \PMJIVL_QL\P \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN I\WUQKWXMZI\QWV[ IVL \PM
UM[[IOMZI\M
??????? ????










Q\MZI\QWV[ 1N \PMV]UJMZWN Q\MZI\QWV[Q[TIZOMMVW]OP \PMSMZVMT TI]VKPQVOIVL[aV
KPZWVQbI\QWVW^MZPMILKIVJMVMOTMK\ML <PMJMVKPUIZSZ]V[_Q\PQ\MZI\QWV[
<PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTML^MZ[QWV][M[/);81 VW\QÅKI\QWV[NWZZMUW\M[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV\W
I^WQLXWTTQVOWV/8= UMUWZaNZWUPW[\ 0MZM VW/8= SMZVMT Q[[\IZ\ML .WZ\PM

























































?????? ?????? ????????? ?? ? ??? ?????? ?? ?????? ????????? ????????? ?? ???? ?? ????
????? ?????????
LQNNMZMVKMJM\_MMV ?????????????????? IVL ?????????????????????? _PQKPUMIV[
\PMLQNNMZMVKMJM\_MMVLQZMK\IVL[\IOMLKWXQM[ _I[LQ[K][[MLQVLM\IQTQV[MK\QWV  
.WZ\PMPW[\I[[Q[\ML^MZ[QWV \PMPMTXMZ\PZMILWV\PMPW[\][M[ ??????????? )[NWZ
\PM/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV WV\PM/8= I\PZMIL[XWTT[NWZ\PMTI[\\ZIV[NMZZML
Ja\MJMNWZMIVM_KWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[\ZQOOMZML




NWZ[UITTMZLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[QbM[ <PMUQVQUIT TI\MVKa PW_M^MZ TQM[IZW]VL µ[WZ
 µ[ _PQKPQ[U]KPPQOPMZ\PIV\PMTI\MVKaNWZIPW[\KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV






.WZ \PMJIVL_QL\PJMVKPUIZS IV]UJMZWN ZMUW\M_ZQ\MZMY]M[\[IZM[]J[MY]MV\Ta
[]JUQ\\ML\WWVM981N \PM[MVLY]M]MWN \PQ[98 Q[N]TT \PM/8= WZ\PM+8= _IQ\[
NWZ \PMKWUXTM\QWVWN  \PM[MZMY]M[\[JaXWTTQVOWV\PMKWUXTM\QWVY]M]M .WZ/8=
KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV ISMZVMTQ[[\IZ\ML\W[]JUQ\\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\# NWZ
\PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTML^MZ[QWV VW/8= SMZVMT Q[ [\IZ\MLIVL \PMKWUXTM\MKWUU]VQKI
\QWVQ[PIVLTMLJa\PM+8=<PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTMLIVL\PMPW[\I[[Q[\ML^MZ[QWVJW\P][M
??????????? \ZIV[NMZZQVOLI\ILQZMK\TaJM\_MMV/8= UMUWZa[MOUMV\[ <PMZM[]T\[




























?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ?????? ?????????? ?? ??? ??????? ????????? ?? ???? ?? ????
????? ?????????
NZWU\PMTI\MVKaJMVKPUIZS <PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTML^MZ[QWVZMIKPM[Q\[XMISJIVL_QL\P





XMISJIVL_QL\PWN \PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV )OIQV \PM8+1MXZWJTMU[NWZ
















Q[[\IZ\ML -^MZaJTWKSKIV][MQ\[W_V98 KWVVMK\QWV [W\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[



















































KWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[ .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[WN \PMUM[[IOMZI\MJMVKPUIZS
1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=NWZI[QVOTMKWVVMK\QWV \PMUM[[IOM
ZI\MQ[^MZaTW_IVLVMIZTaKWV[\IV\NWZITTUM[[IOM[QbM[ <PM[IUMIXXTQM[\W\PMPW[\
I[[Q[\ML^ MZ[QWV IT\PW]OP\PMUM[[IOMZI\MQ[[TQOP\TaPQOPMZ\PMV\PMUM[[IOMZI\MWN \PM
/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV =[QVOUWZMKWVVMK\QWV[ \PMUM[[IOMZI\MQVKZMI[M[
NWZITTKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[IXIZ\NZWU\PMPW[\I[[Q[\MLKWUU]VQKI\QWV
-[XMKQITTa \PMUM[[IOMZI\M NWZ/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV_Q\P/8= Y]M]M[
QVKZMI[M[ITUW[\TQVMIZTa_Q\P\PMV]UJMZWN KWVVMK\QWV[ .WZUM[[IOM[]X\W Ja\M[
\PMUM[[IOMZI\M \PI\ Q[IKPQM^ML_Q\P[Q`\MMVKWVVMK\QWV[ KI UQTTQWVUM[[IOM[
XMZ[MKWVLQ[ÅN\MMV\QUM[PQOPMZ\PIV\PMUM[[IOMZI\M\PI\KIVJMIKPQM^ML_Q\PWVM
KWVVMK\QWVKIUM[[IOM[XMZ[MKWVL
0W_M^MZ QN \PMY]M]M[IZMTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa \PMUM[[IOMZI\MLWM[VW\QVKZMI[M
\PI\U]KPI\ITT ?Q\P[Q`\MMVKWVVMK\QWV[WV\PM/8= IVLY]M]M[QVPW[\UMUWZa \PM




































?????? ?????? ??????? ???? ?? ? ??? ???????????????? ????????? ??? ? ???? ???????? ???? ??
?? ????? ??? ??????? ??????? ?? ???????????? ????????? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?????
?????????
\PM\ZIV[NMZ_Q\PUW[\Y]M]M[ZMIKPM[IZW]VL WN \PMUM[[IOMZI\MWN \PM\ZIV[NMZ
_Q\P/8= Y]M]M[ NWZKWVVMK\QWV[Q\WVTaZMIKPM[WN \PMUM[[IOMZI\M








?????? ???????? ??? ???? ???????
<PMZM[]T\[WN \PMUQKZWJMVKPUIZS[IZMY]Q\MLQ[IXXWQV\QVO M[XMKQITTaNWZ[UITTUM[
[IOM[QbM[ <PMZMNWZM IUWZMLM\IQTMLIVITa[Q[WN \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVXZWKM[[Q[ZMY]QZML
<PM\QUMNZIK\QWV[XMV\NWZLI\I\ZIV[NMZWV\PMVM\_WZS[PW]TLJMQLMV\QKITNWZITT
UM\PWL[ ZMOIZLTM[[WN QN \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[QVQ\QI\MLWV\PM/8= WZWV \PMPW[\
<PMZMNWZM \PMILLQ\QWVITTI\MVKaU][\JMKI][MLJa\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVKWV\ZWT \PM KWU
U]VQKI\QWV W^MZPMIL -[[MV\QITTa KWUU]VQKI\QWV KWV\ZWT Q[ LWVM Ja \PM N]VK\QWV[
?????????????? _PQKP QVQ\QI\M[ \PM KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL ??????????? _PQKP_IQ\[
NWZ\PMKWUXTM\QWVWN \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV <PMZMNWZM _MUMI[]ZM\PMZ]V\QUMWN \PM[M
N]VK\QWV[WVJW\P/8= IVLPW[\ <PMZM[]T\[IZM[PW_VQV<IJTM  6W\M\PI\\PM
JMVKPUIZSNWZ ??????????? O]IZIV\MM[\PI\\PMXWTTQVONWZ\PMKWUXTM\QWVQ[[]KKM[[





????? ????? ??????? ??? µs? ?????????? ???? ????????????? ??????? ????????? ?? ??????????
????????? ???? ???????? ?????????
+8=KWV\ZWTTML /8=KWV\ZWTTML /8=KWV\ZWTTML
PW[\Y]M]M[ /8= Y]M]M[ PW[\Y]M]M[
??? ???? ???? ∼ 0.01 10.66 12.46
??? ???? ?? ∼ 0.01 15.69 8.27
????? ????? ?????? ?? ?????? ????????? ????? ?????? ???? ???????????? ??? ????????? ?????
????? ?? ??? ???
Y]M]M[WVPW[\ Y]M]M[WV/8=
QJ^ XW[\ [MVL QJ^ XWTT KY QJ^ XW[\ [MVL QJ^ XWTT KY
PW[\ZMIL     
PW[\_ZQ\M   ! 
LM^QKMZMIL  !  
LM^QKM_ZQ\M    
QV[\Z]K\QWV[ !  !  
VMOTMK\MLWV\PM+8=Q\M`KMML[\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZTI\MVKaWV\PM/8=)T[W \PMXWTTQVO
IVLPIVLTQVOWN \PMKWUXTM\QWVY]M]MMTMUMV\[Q[^ MZa\QUMKWV[]UQVO M[XMKQITTaQN \PM
KWUXTM\QWVY]M]MQ[TWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa <PMZMIZM\_WM`XTIVI\QWV[NWZ\PQ["
.QZ[\WN ITT WVTaI[QVOTM\PZMILKIVKZMI\M_WZSZMY]M[\[IVL\PM[QVOTM\PZMILXMZ
NWZUIVKMWN /8=[Q[^MZaTW_ ;MKWVL \PM_WZSZMY]M[\OMVMZI\QWVZMY]QZM[[M^MZIT
IKKM[[M[\W\PMOTWJITLM^QKMUMUWZa ZM[XMK\Q^MTa\PMPW[\UMUWZa ) [QVOTM\PZMIL
XMZNWZU[\PM[MIKKM[[M[ [W\PM[MÅVMOZIQVIKKM[[M[KIVVW\JMKWITM[KMLQV\WITIZOMZ
WVM





?MUMI[]ZM \PM QV[\Z]K\QWV[IVLUMUWZaIKKM[[M[ NWZWVMP]VLZMLM`MK]\QWV[WN






)TUW[\ 47,000 QV[\Z]K\QWV[IZMZMY]QZML\W[]JUQ\ 100 KWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[\W\PM
1VÅVQJIVL0+) NZWU\PM/8=<PQ[UMIV[ \PI\ZW]OPTa 470 QV[\Z]K\QWV[IZMVMMLML







IZMZMY]QZML QN \PMY]M]M[IZMTWKI\ML\PMZM \W []JUQ\ \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[
_PQTMNWZ/8=Y]M]M[ WVTaIZW]VL 200 IKKM[[M[IZMZMY]QZML <PM[MIKKM[[M[KIVVW\
JMKWITM[KML[QVKM\PMaIZMXMZNWZUMLJaI[QVOTM \PZMIL <PMPQOPV]UJMZWN PW[\
UMUWZaZMILIKKM[[M[ KI 39,000M`XTIQV[\PM TWVOL]ZI\QWVWN ??????????? _Q\P
PW[\Y]M]M[ :MILIKKM[[M[NZWU\PM/8= \WPW[\UMUWZaPI^MI^MZaTWVOTI\MVKa
???? ??????? ??? ?? ??????????
*I[MLWV\PQ[IVITa[Q[ IVWX\QUQbI\QWV[\ZI\MOa[PW]TLZML]KM\PMV]UJMZWN QV[\Z]K
\QWV[IVLIKKM[[M[\W[a[\MUUMUWZa 6MKM[[IZaIKKM[[M[\W[a[\MU[UMUWZa[PW]TL
JMKWITM[KMLQN XW[[QJTM <PMZMNWZM _M][M\PMNWTTW_QVO[\MX[\WWX\QUQbM[W]ZKQVOIVL
[aVKPZWVQbQVOWN KWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\["
?????? ?????? <PM_WZS ZMY]M[\ÅZ[\ KZMI\ML QV [PIZMLUMUWZa <PMVU]T\QXTM
\PZMIL[ QVXIZITTMT KWXa \PM ZMY]M[\ \W \PM [MVLY]M]M \PMZMJa TM^MZIOQVO \PM
KWITM[KQVOKIXIJQTQ\QM[WN \PM/8=¼[,5) MVOQVMIVLI^WQLQVOU]T\QXTM [UITT
IKKM[[M[\W[a[\MUUMUWZa .WZ\PMKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\ \PM[IUMQ[LWVM 5]T
\QXTM\PZMIL[KWXaQVXIZITTMT\PMKWUXTM\QWV\W[PIZMLUMUWZaIVLWVTa\PMVQ\
Q[M^IT]I\ML





UIaLQNNMZNWZM^MZaKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\ *a\PQ[ \PMV]UJMZWN QV[\Z]K\QWV[
KIVJMZML]KML
1VILLQ\QWV\W\PMWX\QUQbI\QWV[ QV\PMVM`\[\MX \PM1VÅVQJIVLN]VK\QWV[IZM[QUXTQÅML






JW\P\PMV]UJMZWN QV[\Z]K\QWV[IVLUMUWZaIKKM[[M[ 0W_M^MZ [QVKM\PMY]M]M
J]NNMZQ[IZQVOJ]NNMZ \PQ[KW]TLUMIV\PI\\PM1VÅVQJIVLLM^QKM_ZWVOTaZMIL[
IVWTL_WZSZMY]M[\QV\PQ[J]NNMZJa\ZaQVO\WXZMNM\KPKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[




?? ????? ??? ????????? ???????? <PQ[Q[\PMUW[\LZI[\QK[\MX <PM QJ^ XW[\ [MVL
[MVLN]VK\QWVVWZUITTaLWM[[WUMXIZIUM\MZKPMKS[I\\PMJMOQVVQVOIVLIT[W
KPMKS[ QN IVW^MZÆW_QV\PMY]M]MWKK]Z[ .WZWX\QUQbI\QWVIVL \WI[[M[[ \PM
W^MZPMIL _MWUQ\\PQ[
<PM QJ^ XWTT KY N]VK\QWVVWZUITTaVW\WVTaXWTT[ NWZIVM_KWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\
J]\IT[WQV\MZXZM\[\PMKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\ 7VM[\MXL]ZQVO\PQ[QV\MZXZM\I\QWV
Q[ÅVLQVO\PMI[[WKQI\ML98 QVITQ[\WN ITT98[KWVVMK\ML\W\PM][MZ[XIKMKWV
\M`\ 1N \PM98 Q[NW]VL \PMQVLM`WN \PM[MVLY]M]MJ]NNMZWN \PM98 Q[]XLI\ML
<PQ[UMIV[ \PI\ \PMJ]NNMZMV\Za Q[ NZMMLIVLKIVJM][MLIOIQV NWZVM__WZS
ZMY]M[\[ .WZIVITa[Q[X]ZXW[M[ \PQ[Q[IT[WWUQ\\ML <PQ[PI[TQ\\TMQUXIK\WV\PM
M`XMZQUMV\[QVKM\PMW^MZÆW_KPMKSQ[WUQ\\MLIVa_Ia <PMZMJa _MKIVZML]KM
\PMN]VK\QWVITQ\aWN QJ^ XWTT KY \WIUQVQU]U <PMZML]KMLXWTTQVON]VK\QWVWVTa
KPMKS[ NWZIVM_KWUXTM\QWVIVLNWZMZZWZ[ +WXaQVOWN \PMZMY]M[\\W[PIZML




Z]V\QUM[WN QJ^ XW[\ [MVL IVL QJ^ XWTT KY IZMUMI[]ZML <PMZM[]T\[IZMXZM[MV\MLQV<IJTM
 <PM][MWN [PIZMLUMUWZaQ[^IT]IJTMQN \PMY]M]M[IZMTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa






.QO]ZM  [PW_[PW_\PMV]UJMZWN QV[\Z]K\QWV[IVLIKKM[[M[\WPW[\UMUWZaKPIVOM
NWZ\PMLQNNMZMV\[QUXTQÅKI\QWV[\MX[ =[QVO[PIZMLUMUWZaI\ÅZ[\QVKZMI[M[\PMV]UJMZ
WN QV[\Z]K\QWV[ <PMZMNWZM \PMZMQ[VWJMVMÅ\QN \PMY]M]M[IZMTWKI\MLQV/8= UMUWZa
0W_M^MZ QN \PMJ]NNMZ[IZMTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa \PMIKKM[[M[\WPW[\UMUWZaKIV
JMZML]KML M[XMKQITTa\PMPW[\UMUWZaZMILIKKM[[M[NWZ QJ^ XWTT KY <PQ[M`XTIQV[\PM
????? ????? ??????? ??? µs? ?? ?? ?????? ??? ???? ???? ???????? ??? ???????? ??? ????????
?????? ????????????? ???????? ?? ??? ???
Y]M]M[WVPW[\ Y]M]M[WV/8=
QJ^ XW[\ [MVL QJ^ XWTT KY QJ^ XW[\ [MVL QJ^ XWTT KY
6WWX\QUQbI\QWV  !   
 ;PIZMLUMUWZa       
 ;\I\QKKITK      
 6W[\IUXQVO !      
 6WXIZIUM\MZ
Y]M]MPIVLTQVO












































no"simpliﬁca<on" shared"memory" sta<c"calculata<on" no"stamping" no"queue"and"parameter"handling"
K 0W[\UMUWZa_ZQ\MIKKM[[M[
?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ??? ??????????? ??????? ??? ??? ???????? ?? ?????????? ????? ??
??????????
ZML]K\QWVNZWU 15.7µs \W 10.7µs NWZ\PMZ]V\QUMWN \PQ[N]VK\QWV][QVO[PIZMLUMU
WZa .WZ\PM QJ^ XW[\ [MVL N]VK\QWV \PMV]UJMZWN _ZQ\MIKKM[[M[\W\PM[a[\MUUMUWZa
Q[PIT^MLQN \PMY]M]M[IZMTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa
=[QVO[\I\QKKITK]TI\MLSMa[WVTaZML]KM[ \PMV]UJMZWN  QV[\Z]K\QWV[UQVQUITTa [W
\PMZMQ[PIZLTaIVaXMZNWZUIVKMOIQV 7UQ\\QVO\PM[\IUXQVOWN WTL_WZSZMY]M[\[PI[
VW QVÆ]MVKMWV \PM QJ^ XWTT KY N]VK\QWV 0W_M^MZ NWZ QJ^ XW[\ [MVL \PMV]UJMZWN QV








??????? ??? ????????? ?????









???? ???????? ?? ??? ??????????? ?? ??? ???
<PQ[[MK\QWVLM[KZQJM[_PQKP[\MX[IZMZMY]QZML\WKZMI\MIVMV^QZWVUMV\\WITTW_\PM
/8= \W[W]ZKMIVL[aVKPZWVQbMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[\W\PM:5) ]VQ\WN \PM-`\WTT
LM^QKMNZWU\PM/8=
1VXZQVKQXTM \PM[IUM[\MX[IZMZMY]QZMLI[NWZ1VÅVQJIVL ) LM\IQTMLLM[KZQX\QWVWN
\PQ[KIVJMNW]VLQVC E <PMIQUWN \PQ[[MK\QWVQ[UIQVTa\WIVITabM\PMLQNNMZMVKM[
IVLKWUUWVITQ\QM[\W\PM1VÅVQJIVLQUXTMUMV\I\QWVIVL\WOM\IJM\\MZ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO
WN _PI\SQVLWN KWUU]VQKI\QWVQV\MZNIKMQ[JM[\[]Q\IJTMNWZ/8=[
?????? ??????? ?? ?? ??? ?????????? ?? ????
)[NWZ1VÅVQJIVL ÅZ[\ \PMPW[\+8= PI[\WM[\IJTQ[PKWVVMK\QWV[JM\_MMV\PMMVLXWQV\[
\PMV \PMZMY]QZMLZM[W]ZKM[IZMXWZ\ML\W\PM/8=4Q[\QVO  [PW_[PW_IKWVVMK\QWV
Q[M[\IJTQ[PML][QVO\PM:5) ]VQ\WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM <PMXZWKML]ZMQ[U]KP[QUXTMZ
\PIV NWZ 1VÅVQJIVL .QZ[\ I [WKITTMLXWZ\ WZMVLXWQV\ Q[WXMVML -^MZaMVLXWQV\
QLMV\QÅM[Q\[MTN _Q\PI VWLM QL _PQKPQ[]VQY]MNWZ\PM-`\WTTLM^QKM IVLI ^XQL _PQKPQ[
]VQY]MNWZIVMVLXWQV\WV\PMZM[XMK\Q^MVWLM
1N \PMXWZ\Q[WXMVML I ZMY]M[\MZXIOM IVLI VW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M IZMUIXXML\W\PM][MZ[XIKM
_Q\P5517<PM ZMY]M[\MZXIOM Q[I_QVLW_QVWVMWN \PM*):[WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM <PM
VW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M Q[IJ]NNMZNWZVW\QÅKI\QWV[ TTWKI\MLQVSMZVMT[XIKM <WITTW_KWUU]VQ
KI\QWV WVMWZUWZM^QZ\]ITKWVVMK\QWV[\WIVW\PMZMVLXWQV\PI^M\WJMM[\IJTQ[PML_Q\P
\PM ???????????? N]VK\QWV .WZ\PQ[ \PMVWLM QLIVL\PM^XQLWN \PMZMUW\MVWLMIZM
ZMY]QZML [W\PMaPI^M\WJMM`KPIVOML_Q\P\PMZMUW\MXZWKM[[M[ .WZ\PQ[ I<+818
KWVVMK\QWV TQSMNWZ1VÅVQJIVL KIVJM][ML
0W_M^MZ \PMKWVVMK\QWV\WIZMUW\MXZWKM[[ Q[I ZMIT^QZ\]ITKWVVMK\QWV <PQ[UMIV[
\PI\Q\Q[WVTaI[WN\_IZMIJ[\ZIK\QWV\WUISM\PMILLZM[[QVOIVLUIXXQVOWN WXMZI\QWV[
[QUXTMZ <PMKWVVMK\QWV[WN WVMXWZ\][M\PM[IUMZMY]M[\MZXIOMIVLVW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M
;W \WITTW_KWUU]VQKI\QWV_Q\PIZMUW\MMVLXWQV\ \PM ^XQL IVL\PM VWLM QL WN IZMUW\M
XWZ\PI^M\WJMKWXQML\W\PM/8=
<WITTW_WVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVJ]NNMZ[IZMITTWKI\MLWV\PM
/8= IVLZMOQ[\MZML ?M][M\PM64) \WZMXZM[MV\IZMOQ[\MZML/8=UMUWZaZMOQWV <W

 +ZMI\QVOIV:5) MV^QZWVUMV\WV\PM/8=












?? ???????? ??????? ??? ??????
[· · · ]
?? ????????? ? ??????? ?????????? ??




 ??????? ???????? ??
?
ITTW_WVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PM64)[PI^M\WJMM`KPIVOMLJM\_MMV\PMXZWKM[[M[
<PQ[KIVJMLWVMJa][QVO\PMVW\QÅKI\QWVUMKPIVQ[U[WN \PM:5) ]VQ\ WZJa][QVO
\PM<+818 KWVVMK\QWV




7V\PM/8=I^MZa[QUXTM[\Z]K\]ZM Q[ []NÅKQMV\ \WITTW_\PM/8= \WKWV\ZWT \PM
KWUU]VQKI\QWV 1V4Q[\QVO  \PMIKKWZLQVO[\Z]K\]ZMNWZIV:5) XWZ\WV\PM/8=
Q[[PW_V <PM Y]M]M Q[\PMXWQV\MZ\W\PMUIXXMLVW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]MIVL ZMY XIOM Q[\PM
UIXXMLZMY]M[\MZXIOM <PMXIZIUM\MZ[ ZX Z_ _J IVL ZX JIS LM[KZQJMKW]V\MZ^ IZQIJTM[
_PQKPIZMZMY]QZML\WÅVL\PMZQOP\MV\ZaQV\PMVW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M <PM [QbM XIZIUM\MZ
LM[KZQJM[\PM[QbMWN \PMVW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M *M[QLM[\PQ[ IT[W\PM VWLM QL IVL\PM ^XQL WN
ITTZMUW\MMVLXWQV\[IZMKWXQML\W\PM/8=
?Q\P\PM[\Z]K\]ZMQV4Q[\QVO  Q\Q[^MZa[QUXTM\W[W]ZKMIKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\
\W\PM:5) ]VQ\NZWU\PM/8=) /8= R][\PI[\W_ZQ\M\PMLM[KZQX\WZQV\PMZQOP\
NWZUI\\W\PMZMY]M[\MZXIOM I[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO 
1VKWV\ZI[\\W\PM1VÅVQJIVL_WZSXZWKM[[QVO \PM[QVOTM\PZMILML_WZSTWILQ[TW_MZ














??????? ???? ???????? ? ?????????? ?? ??? ??? ??? ??????? ?? ?? ??? ????????? ????
???????? ??? ?????????????· · ·? ?
[· · · ]
???????? ??? ???????? ? ?????????????????
??? ? ?? ???????? ??
???????????????? ? ?????????? ? ?????????? ?????? ? ?
?????????? ? ????? ?????? ? ?
?????? ? ????? ?????? ? ?
 ????????????? ? ?????????????? ? ?
????????????? ? ??????? ???? ? ? ?
????????????? ? ????? ???? ? ? ?
???
???????????????? ? ??????????? ? ??????????? ?? ??? ???
???????????????? ? ???????????? ? ???????????? ?? ???? ???
?
[· · · ]
?
???????? ?? ??? ????? ??????
)[NWZ1VÅVQJIVL \PMY]M]M[NWZ\PMVW\QÅKI\QWV[\PMWZM\QKITTaKIVJMITTWKI\MLQV/8=
UMUWZaQV[\MILWN PW[\UMUWZa 0W_M^MZ \PMXZWJTMUQ[\PI\NWZ\PM:5) ]VQ\WN
\PM-`\WTTLM^QKM\PM[MJ]NNMZ[IZMITTWKI\MLQVSMZVMT[XIKML]ZQVOLM^QKMQVQ\QITQbI\QWV
<PQ[Q[LQNNMZMV\NWZ1VÅVQJIVL_PMZM\PMY]M]M[IZMITTWKI\MLLaVIUQKITTaL]ZQVO98




?????? ??????????????? ??????? ??? ??? ??? ????
?MZ]VTI\MVKaIVLIJIVL_QL\PJMVKPUIZS[NWZ\PM-`\WTT:5) ]VQ\ 5W[\WN \PMZM
[]T\[WN \PQ[KPIX\MZIZMITZMILaX]JTQ[PMLQVC EIVLCE J]\NWZ\PM[ISMWN KWUXTM\M
VM[[_QTTTQ[\MLPMZMIOIQV <PMJMVKPUIZS[Z]VWV\_WUIKPQVM[_Q\P-`\WTT/ITQJQMZ











































?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ? ??? ???????????????? ????????? ?????????? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?????
?????? ???
??????? ?????????
<WUMI[]ZM\PMTI\MVKa IOIQVIXQVOXWVOJMVKPUIZSQ[][ML .WZ\PM:5) ]VQ\ _M
KWUXIZMNW]ZLQNNMZMV\LI\I\ZIV[NMZIVL[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVUM\PWL["
??????????????? ???????????? <PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=<PM
KWUXTM\MZ VW\QÅKI\QWVQ[][MLNWZZMUW\M[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV <PM/8= WV\PMZMUW\M
[QLMXWTT[NWZ\PM KWUXTM\MZ VW\QÅKI\QWVJMNWZM\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[[\IZ\ML 7V\PM
[W]ZKQVO[QLM \PM ZMY]M[\MZ VW\QÅKI\QWVQ[][MLNWZ[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
??????????????? ?? ??????????? <PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=.WZ
ZMUW\M[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV I/8= \PZMILXWTT[NWZ\PMTI[\\ZIV[NMZZMLMTMUMV\QV




????????????? <PM/8= \ZQOOMZ[\PM+8= \WXMZNWZU\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV
??????????????? <PM+8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV VW+=,) SMZVMTQ[[\IZ\ML
.WZ\PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV _M][M:5) KWUXTM\MZVW\QÅKI\QWV[NWZZM
UW\M[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVIVL\PMZMY]M[\MZVW\QÅKI\QWVNWZTWKIT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
)OIQV NWZ\PM/8=KWV\ZWTTMLJMVKPUIZS[ NWZM^MZaUM[[IOM[QbM I/8= SMZVMT
_Q\PI[QVOTMJTWKSWN \PZMIL[Q[[\IZ\ML <PQ[SMZVMTZ]V[\PMXQVOXWVOJMVKPUIZS
NWZIOQ^MVV]UJMZWN Q\MZI\QWV[ <PMZM[]T\[IZMXZM[MV\MLQV.QO]ZM  IVL[PW_
PITNZW]VL\ZQXTI\MVKa
<PMZM[]T\[LQNNMZNZWU\PM1VÅVQJIVLZM[]T\[ 1N \PM/8= ][M[VW\QÅKI\QWV[NWZ[aV
KPZWVQbI\QWV \PMTI\MVKa! µ[Q[\PZMM\QUM[PQOPMZ\PIV\PMTI\MVKaWN \PMPW[\KWV














































?????? ?????? ????????? ?? ? ??? ?????? ?? ??????? ????? ????? ??????? ?? ???? ???
???
MTMUMV\IVL\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[PIVLTML_Q\PW]\VW\QÅKI\QWV[ \PMTI\MVKaQ[ITUW[\
I[[UITTI[\PMTI\MVKaWN I+8=QVQ\QI\MLKWUU]VQKI\QWV µ[ 1\Q[IT[WJM\\MZ\PIV
\PMPW[\I[[Q[\ML^MZ[QWV µ[
8WTTQVONWZVW\QÅKI\QWV[KI][M[UIVaILLQ\QWVITIKKM[[M[\PZW]OP\PM8+1MJ][ [QVKM
\PMVW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM TWKI\ML QVPW[\UMUWZa <PQ[UIa[TW_LW_V\PMXMZNWZUIVKM
1N VW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM][ML Q\ Q[IT[WVMKM[[IZa \W NZMM \PMUIN\MZKWV[]UX\QWV \WI^WQL
IVW^MZÆW_WN \PMVW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M .ZMMQVO\PMVW\QÅKI\QWVILL[[WUMUWZM[QVOTM
\PZMILML_WZS\W\PM/8=_PQKPQ[VW\ZMY]QZMLQN \PM\PZMILXWTT[WV\PMZMKMQ^MLLI\I
<PQ[_QTTJMIVITabMLTI\MZ QVUWZMLM\IQT _Q\P\PMPMTXWN \PMXMZNWZUIVKMKW]V\MZ[
?????????
.WZ \PMJIVL_QL\PUMI[]ZMUMV\[_Q\P \PM:5) ]VQ\ VWZMUW\M [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV Q[
ZMY]QZML <PMZMNWZM VW_\PZMMLQNNMZMV\UM\PWL[IZM][ML"
?????????????? <PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=][QVO\PM X]\ WXMZI
\QWV_Q\P\PM ZMY]M[\MZ VW\QÅKI\QWVNWZTWKIT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
????????????? <PM/8= \ZQOOMZ[\PM+8= \W\ZIV[NMZ\PMLI\I




















:5) ]VQ\ \PMZMY]M[\[IZMLQZMK\Ta[]JUQ\\ML\W\PMPIZL_IZM [W\PQ[Q[VW\XW[[QJTM
<PMJIVL_QL\PJMVKPUIZS[]JUQ\[IX]\ZMY]M[\ \W \PMPIZL_IZMIVL\PMVLQZMK\Ta
[\IZ\[XWTTQVOWV \PM ZMY]M[\MZVW\QÅKI\QWVJMNWZM \PMVM`\KWUU]VQKI\QWV ZMY]M[\ Q[
[]JUQ\\ML 7V \PMPW[\ I Y]M]M Q[ ][ML \WPIVLTM NIQTML KWUU]VQKI\QWV ZMY]M[\[ 
0W_M^MZ WV \PM/8= \PQ[_W]TLILLI TW\WN W^MZPMIL \W \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL
\PMZMNWZMQ[VW\QUXTMUMV\MLC E
?????? ??????????? ??????? ???????? ??? ??? ???
<PQ[[MK\QWVQ[LMLQKI\ML\W\PMIVITa[Q[WN \PMXZM^QW][TaLQ[K][[M[MLZM[]T\[ _PQKP_I[
ITZMILaX]JTQ[PMLQVCE .WZ\PQ[IVITa[Q[ IOIQV\PM/8= XMZNWZUIVKMKW]V\MZIZM




MZI\QWV[ +WUXIZML\W\PM1VÅVQJIVLZM[]T\[ \PMV]UJMZWN QV[\Z]K\QWV[Q[U]KPTW_MZ
M[XMKQITTaQN VWVW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM][ML 7VTaIZW]VL 46 QV[\Z]K\QWV[IZMZMY]QZMLXMZQ\
MZI\QWVQN VW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM][MLIVLWVTaIZW]VL 22 QV[\Z]K\QWV[QN VWVW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM
][ML 7V1VÅVQJIVL PW_M^MZ 460 QV[\Z]K\QWV[_MZMZMY]QZML\WKZMI\MIKWUU]VQKI
\QWVZMY]M[\ ;W]ZKQVOIKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\\W\PM:5) ]VQ\Q[U]KP[QUXTMZ\PIV
][QVO1VÅVQJIVL^MZJ[ 0W_M^MZ ][QVOVW\QÅKI\QWV[ZM[]T\[ QVLW]JTM\PMV]UJMZWN
QV[\Z]K\QWV[ <PQ[Q[KI][MLJa\PMPIVLTQVOWN \PMVW\QÅKI\QWV[ [QVKMVW\QÅKI\QWV[PI^M
\WJMKWV[]UMLIVLTI\MZNZMML
<PMW\PMZZMI[WVNWZ\PMQVKZMI[MLTI\MVKaQ[\PMV]UJMZWN IKKM[[M[\W\PMPW[\UMU
WZa M[XMKQITTaZMILIKKM[[M[ 1N \PMVW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM][ML W^MZ 4,000 ZMILIKKM[[M[\W




1N VW\QÅKI\QWV[IZM][ML N]Z\PMZ_ZQ\MIKKM[[M[\WPW[\UMUWZaIZMZMY]QZML <PMZMIL
KW]V\MZNWZ\PMVW\QÅKI\QWV[ _PQKPQ[TWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa PI[\WJMQVKZMUMV\MLIVL
\PMVW\QÅKI\QWVPI[\WJMNZMML _PI\UMIV[\PI\Q\Q[[M\\WbMZW <PQ[PI[\WJMLWVM






KI\QWV" <PMV]UJMZWN [QVOTM\PZMILMLQV[\Z]K\QWV[IVLIVL\PMV]UJMZWN IKKM[[M[\W
[a[\MUUMUWZa_PQKPIZMZMY]QZML\W[W]ZKMWZ[aVKPZWVQbMIKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\







UM\PWL[ [WNIZ VW/8= SMZVMT_I[[\IZ\ML _PQKPUMIV[IT[WVWKWV\M`\[_Q\KPM[JM
\_MMVPW[\IVL/8= _MZMZMY]QZML
<PMUQKZWJMVKPUIZS[ IT[W ZMY]QZM VW [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV JM\_MMV \PM \PZMIL[ IVL
JTWKS[WV\PM/8=*M[QLM[ \PMUQKZWJMVKPUIZS[IZMWVTa[\IZ\ML_Q\P[WNM_\PZMIL[
\PI\ITT\PZMIL[IZM[KPML]TML[QU]T\IVMW][TaWV\PM/8=4WWSQVOI\\PMIXXTQKI\QWV
TM^MT \PQ[ Q[[MTLWU\PMKI[M )TTW_QVOX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWVLQZMK\TaWV\PM/8=








.WZ,+/6 CE\PMKWVKMX\WN [TW\[ _I[QV\ZWL]KML ;TW\[ITTW_I^IZQIJTMV]UJMZ
WN KWVVMK\QWV[JM\_MMV/8=[NWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV -^MZa/8= PI[I\TMI[\WVM[TW\ \PM
UI`QUITV]UJMZWN [TW\[Q[MY]IT\W\PMV]UJMZWN \PZMIL[\PI\KIVZ]VKWVK]ZZMV\Ta
WV\PM/8=<PMZM[]T\[[PW_\PI\][QVO\WWUIVa[TW\[KZMI\M[ITW\WN W^MZPMIL
????? ????? ?????????? ?? ???????? ??????????????? ????????? ??? ??? ???????? ??????




















.]Z\PMZUWZM ITT\PZMIL[IVLJTWKS[WVI/8= [PIZM\PM[IUM^QZ\]IT/8= ILLZM[[
[XIKM +PIVOM[QV\PMLM^QKMUMUWZaIZM^Q[QJTM\WITT\PZMIL[WV\PM/8= IVLKWU
U]VQKI\QWVZM[W]ZKM[IZM^Q[QJTM\WITT\PZMIL[
*MKI][MWN  \PQ[_M][MI/8=KMV\ZQKKWUU]VQKI\QWV TQJZIZa -^MZa/8= QV \PM




[INM\a 0W_M^MZ QV[\MILWN KZMI\QVOI\PZMIL[I^MKWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZaWV\PM/8=
_MLMKQLM\WKZMI\MI JTWKS[I^M KWUU]VQKI\QWVTQJZIZa ) JTWKSKWZZM[XWVL[\WI^QZ\]IT








IU]\M`^IZQIJTMIVL/8=I\WUQKWXMZI\QWV[ I[LM[KZQJML NWZM`IUXTM QVCE
6M_MZ/8=[IT[WITTW_KWVK]ZZMV\SMZVMTM`MK]\QWV[WV\PM[IUM/8=QN \PMSMZVMT[
IZM[]JUQ\\ML\WLQNNMZMV\[\ZMIU[ 1N \PM[MSMZVMT[IZMTI]VKPMLNZWU\PM[IUMPW[\
XZWKM[[ \PMa[PIZMWVM^QZ\]IT/8= ILLZM[[[XIKM <PMZM[W]ZKM[ _PQKPIZMZMY]QZML






?????? ???????????? ????????? ?????????????
7VM[QLML KWUU]VQKI\QWV N]VK\QWV[ WV \PM/8= [PW]TLJM I[aVKPZWVW][ IVLVWV
JTWKSQVO\WITTW_W^MZTIXXQVOWN KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]\I\QWV ) \PZMILJTWKSQVQ
\QI\M[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLLQZMK\TaZM\]ZV[













JTWKSWV \PM/8= [WM^MZa \PZMILJTWKSKIV][M Q\[W_VY]M]M NWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV
.WZ1VÅVQJIVL \PQ[ QUXTQM[ \PI\ NWZM^MZa \PZMILJTWKS WVM98 KWVVMK\QWV\WM^MZa














LI\IKIVJM][ML 1V\PMÅZ[\KI[M IVILLQ\QWVITIZMIWN ÆIO[Q[ITTWKI\MLQV/8= LM^QKM
UMUWZaIVLZMOQ[\MZMLNWZ\PMVM\_WZSLM^QKM <PMV \PMÆIO[IZM]XLI\ML_Q\PZMUW\M







0W_M^MZ \PQ[UM\PWLPI[IT[W[WUMLQ[IL^IV\IOM[ 7V\PMZMUW\M[QLM I ZMKMQ^M ZMY]M[\
Q[ZMY]QZML\WIKKMX\\PMQUUMLQI\MLI\I 1N VWZMKMQ^MZMY]M[\Q[XW[\MLJMNWZMIZMUW\M
_ZQ\MZMY]M[\_Q\PQUUMLQI\MLI\IIZZQ^M[ IVMZZWZWKK]Z[ <PQ[_W]TLIT[WZMY]QZMIV
M^IT]I\QWVWN \PMKWUXTM\QWVMTMUMV\WV\PM\IZOM\[QLM _PQKPILL[ITW\WN ILLQ\QWVIT
W^MZPMIL\W \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVI[ [PW_VQV \PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWV )VW\PMZXZWJTMU
Q[\PI\\PM\IZOM\[QLMKIVVW\[QUXTa QOVWZM\PMVW\QÅKI\QWV 1N \PMVW\QÅKI\QWVQ[VW\
KWV[]UML IVW^MZÆW_UIaWKK]ZWV\PMKWUXTM\QWVY]M]M )T[W Q\Q[VW\XW[[QJTM\W
R][\[MVLIVW\QÅKI\QWV_Q\PW]\LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[QVKMIbMZWLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[VW\[]XXWZ\ML
QV1VÅVQJIVL <PMZMNWZM _MLMKQLML\W][MIÆIOUMKPIVQ[UWV\PM/8=
.WZ\PM:5) ]VQ\ IT[W\PMÆIOUMKPIVQ[UKIVJM][ML )VW\PMZXW[[QJQTQ\aQ[\PM
][MWN VW\QÅKI\QWV[ .WZX]\WXMZI\QWV[ \PMKWUXTM\MZVW\QÅKI\QWVKIVJM][ML <PM
:5) ]VQ\ITTW_[\PMKZMI\QWVWN IZMUW\MVW\QÅKI\QWV_Q\PW]\\ZIV[NMZZQVOLI\I 1V
KWV\ZI[\\W1VÅVQJIVL Q\Q[VW\ZMY]QZML\WXW[\IZMKMQ^MZMY]M[\WV\PM\IZOM\[QLM\W
IKKMX\IVW\QÅKI\QWV 0W_M^MZ \PMZMIZM[\QTT\_WLQ[IL^IV\IOM[\W\PQ[UM\PWL .QZ[\
VW\QÅKI\QWV[PI^M\WJMKWV[]UML\WI^WQLIVW^MZÆW_WN \PMVW\QÅKI\QWVY]M]M <PM
[MKWVLLQ[IL^IV\IOMQ[\PI\\PMY]M]M[IZMTWKI\MLQVPW[\UMUWZa [WXWTTQVOWV\PM
KWUXTM\QWVWN IZMUW\MVW\QÅKI\QWVZM[]T\[QVXWTTQVOWVPW[\UMUWZa *M[QLM\PQ[ VW
\QÅKI\QWV[NWZZMUW\MIVLTWKIT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVIZM[]JUQ\\ML\W\PM[IUMVW\QÅKI\QWV





\PM/8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV 0W_M^MZ \PMUIQVXZWJTMUWN /8=KWV\ZWTTML
WVM[QLMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[\PMQV\ZI/8= [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV\PM\PZMILJTWKS[
<PQ[XZWJTMUQ[JM[\QTT][\ZI\MLJaLM[KZQJQVO\PMQUXTMUMV\I\QWVWN I[QUXTMJMVKPUIZS









\PM, OZQL I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM !
=[QVOU]T\QXTM/8=[ QV\PM[QUXTM[\KI[M \PMKWUXTM\MLWUIQVQ[[TQKMLITWVO\PM
bLQZMK\QWVIVL\PMVLQ[\ZQJ]\MLJM\_MMV\PM/8=[ 1V\PQ[KI[M \PMJW]VLIZa^IT]M[
_PQKPPI^M\WJMM`KPIVOML IZMWV\PM\WXIVLJW\\WUWN \PMOZQL I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM




?????? ?????? ??? ???????? ???????????? ???????
??????? ?? ??? ??????? ??????????
??? ?? ??? ??? ??????
?????? ?????? ????????? ?? ??? ?? ???
?????? ????????????
JTWKS[IT[WZMY]QZMXWQV\[\PI\IZMXZWKM[[MLJa\PM[]ZZW]VLQVOJTWKS[ [QVKMVW\WVTa
^IT]M[WV\PM\WXIVLJW\\WUIZMZMY]QZML J]\IT[WNZWUZQOP\ TMN\ NZWV\ IVLJIKS




\Q^M [WWVKMIJTWKSQ[[KPML]TML Q\][M[/8= ZM[W]ZKM[]V\QTQ\Q[KWUXTM\ML ;\IZQVOI
SMZVMT_Q\PUWZMJTWKS[\PIVKIVZ]VKWVK]ZZMV\TaWV\PM/8= KIVZM[]T\QVILMILTWKS
QN IVW\PMZUM\PWLWN QV\MZJTWKS[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVQ[][ML 1V\PMNWTTW_QVO \PZMMXW[[QJTM
[WT]\QWV[NWZ\PQ[XZWJTMUIZMXZM[MV\ML
?????? ????????? ??????????????? ??? ?????????????
1V\PMÅZ[\IXXZWIKP IKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\Q[LQZMK\Ta[W]ZKMLQV\PMKWUX]\MSMZVMT
)T[W \PM[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV_Q\PIZMUW\M/8= Q[PIVLTMLQV\PMKWUX]\MSMZVMT <PM
KWV\ZWTÆW_WN []KPIVIXXTQKI\QWVQ[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  =[QVO\PQ[IXXZWIKP QV\MZ
JTWKS[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV_Q\PQV\PMKWUX]\MSMZVMTQ[ZMY]QZML <PI\ PW_M^MZ QV^WT^M[
\PMZQ[SWN LMILTWKS[
7VMXW[[QJQTQ\a\WI^WQLLMILTWKS[Q[\W[\IZ\WVTaI[UIVa\PZMIL[WV\PM/8= I[KIV
JM[KPML]TMLKWVK]ZZMV\Ta <PQ[\MKPVQY]MQ[IT[WKITTML XMZ[Q[\MV\\PZMIL[ .WZQV\ZI/8=
[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV \PMVIJIZZQMZI[LM[KZQJMLQVCEKIVJM][ML )TTJTWKS[WV\PM/8=
ÅZ[\[aVKPZWVQbM][QVOIVQV\MZJTWKSJIZZQMZ )N\MZ\PQ[ WVMJTWKSKIV[\IZ\\PMLI\I
\ZIV[NMZWN \PMKWUXTM\MJW]VLIZaJMNWZM\PMVM`\Q\MZI\QWVQ[[\IZ\ML 0W_M^MZ ][QVO
XMZ[Q[\MV\\PZMIL[MQ\PMZZM[\ZQK\[\PMXZWJTMU[QbM\WIUQVQU]UWZZMY]QZM[[M^MZITVWV
\ZQ^QITKPIVOM[QV\PMKWLM [QVKMVWZUITTa\PMV]UJMZWN ][ML\PZMIL[Q[LM\MZUQVMLJa




)VW\PMZXW[[QJQTQ\a Q[ \WWZOIVQbM \PM KWUU]VQKI\QWV QVI_Ia \PI\ M^MZaJTWKS Q[




















?????? ?????? ??????? ??? ?? ?? ??????????? ???? ????????????? ??????? ?? ??? ???? ??????
????? ??????????????? ?????? ? ???? ??????
)\\PMJMOQVVQVOWN IVM_Q\MZI\QWV M^MZaJTWKSKPMKS[ QN Q\[XIZ\WN \PMZMUW\MJW]VLIZa
Q[]XLI\MLJaKPMKSQVONWZIVW\QÅKI\QWVÆIO )\\PMMVL M^MZaJTWKS[\IZ\[\PM\ZIV[NMZ
WN PQ[XIZ\WN \PMJW]VLIZa\W\PMZMUW\M/8=;QVKMNWZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWVIVM_SMZVMTQ[
[\IZ\ML ITQ^MTWKSKIVJMI^WQLML 1N \_WSMZVMT[IZM][ML WVMNWZ\PM\WXXIZ\WN \PMOZQL
IVLWVMNWZ\PMJW\\WUXIZ\ I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  LI\I\ZIV[NMZIVLKWUX]\I\QWV
KIVJMW^MZTIXXML
<PM+8= Q[ZMY]QZML\W[]JUQ\\PMSMZVMT[\W\PM[\ZMIU .WZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV I\TMI[\




[QWVIT[\Z]K\]ZMWN \PMJTWKS[ \PMLI\IWN WVMJTWKSIZMIT[WVWVKWV\QV]W][QVUMUWZa
<PI\ZM[]T\[QVUWZMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[WZQVILLQ\QWVIT_WZSL]M\WLI\IXIKSQVOIVL]V
XIKSQVO <PMZMNWZM I[WT]\QWVQ[ZMY]QZML\PI\ITTW_[\PM[\IZ\QVOWN I[UIVa\PZMIL[I[
ZMY]QZMLJ]\[\QTTXZW^QLM[QV\ZI/8= [aVKPZWVQbI\QWV[
7]Z[WT]\QWV][M[IVI\WUQKKW]V\MZNWZ\PQ[ )OIQV NWZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV IVM_SMZ
VMTQ[[\IZ\ML\WO]IZIV\MMQV\MZJTWKS[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV <WW^MZTIXKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL
KWUX]\I\QWV Q\Q[IT[WXW[[QJTM\W][MUWZM\PIVWVMSMZVMT NWZM`IUXTM WVMNWZ\PM
\WXIVLWVMNWZ\PMJW\\WUXIZ\WN \PMOZQL I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  <PMSMZVMT[IZM
[\IZ\ML_Q\PI[UIVa\PZMILJTWKS[I[IZMZMY]QZML\WXZWKM[[\PMOZQL





??????? ???? ??????? ???? ???? ????????????? ?? ??????? ??????
?????????? ???? ???????????????? ?????? ??? · · ·? ??? ??????




???? ?? ?? ???????? ?????
?· · ·? ?????? ?????? ????? ????????
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?????? ?? ?????? ??? ??????? ????? ?????? ???? ??????????
????????????????? ?? ???????????????
???????????????????????? ? ??? ??????? ?????????
??????? ??????? ?? ?????? ?????
???????????????????????? ? ????????? ?
 ??????????????????? ????????????













\W\PMZMUW\M/8= \WIVVW]VKM\PMVM_LI\I )\\PMJMOQVVQVOWN M^MZaQ\MZI\QWV ITT
JTWKS[PI^M\W_IQ\NWZ\PQ[ZMUW\MVW\QÅKI\QWVJMNWZM\PMKWUX]\I\QWVQ[KWV\QV]ML )TT







<PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVN]VK\QWV[ [MVL \WXJ\U IZMILLML\WI[\ZMIUI[SMZVMT[ [WVW_
\PM[MN]VK\QWV[IZMQUXTMUMV\MLI[ K]LISMZVMT[ IVLVW\I[/8= LM^QKMN]VK\QWV[ [MM4Q[\





















?????? ?????? ??????? ??? ?? ?? ??????????? ???? ????????????? ??????? ?? ??? ???? ?????
?????? ???????????????
??????? ???? ????????????? ??????
?????????? ???? ???????????? ??????? · · ·??
???????????????????????? ? ????????? ?
??????????????????? ? ????? ??????
??????????????????????
?
<WW^MZTIXKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]\I\QWV \_WX]ZMKWUX]\I\QWVSMZVMT[ SMZVMT \WX
IVL SMZVMT J\U IZM][ML .WZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV ÅZ[\IKWUU]VQKI\QWVSMZVMT[MVL J\UQ[
ILLML\W\PM[\ZMIU <PQ[SMZVMT[\IZ\[\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZWN \PMJW\\WUJW]VLIZa_PQKP
Q[\PMVPIVLTMLJa\PM61+6M`\ \PMKWUX]\MSMZVMTNWZ\PM\WXXIZ\WN \PMOZQLQ[ILLML
\W\PM[\ZMIUSMZVMT \WX <PMM`MK]\QWVWN \PQ[SMZVMTQ[W^MZTIXXML_Q\P\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
NZWU\PMJW\\WUJW]VLIZa 6M`\ ISMZVMT\PI\_IQ\[]V\QT\PMJW\\WUJW]VLIZQM[IZM
]XLI\MLJaIZMUW\M/8= Q[ILLML\W\PM[\ZMIU <PQ[SMZVMTXWTT[NWZIV]XLI\MWN I
VW\QÅKI\QWVÆIO <PM[IUMXZWKML]ZMQ[VW_ZMXMI\ML_Q\P\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZNZWU\PM
\WXJW]VLIZa[MVL \WX IVL _IQ\ \WXIVL\PMKWUX]\I\QWVWN \PMJW\\WUXIZ\WN \PMOZQL


























?????? ?????? ??????? ??? ?? ?? ??????????? ???? ????????????? ??????? ?? ??? ???? ?????
??????????? ??????????? ??? ?????? ???????????????












VWZ K]LI;\ZMIU;aVKPZWVQbML IZM[]XXWZ\ML][QVOLaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U \P][W\PMZ[aVKPZW
VQbI\QWVUM\PWL[U][\JM][ML
7]ZIXXZWIKP][M[ K]LI,M^QKM;aVKPZWVQbM \W[aVKPZWVQbMKWUX]\I\QWVSMZVMT[IVLKWU




<PM+8= [\IZ\[ISMZVMT_Q\PI[QVOTMJTWKS .WZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV \PQ[JTWKSÅZ[\[\IZ\[
\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZWN \PM\WXJW]VLIZaJa[]JUQ\\QVOI_WZSZMY]M[\\W\PMVM\_WZSPIZL




JTWKS[]V\QT\PMKWUX]\MSMZVMTQ[KWUXTM\MLJa][QVO K]LI,M^QKM;aVKPZWVQbM 1N \PMKWU
X]\MSMZVMTQ[KWUXTM\ML \PMKWV\ZWTJTWKS[_IQ\[NWZIVW\QÅKI\QWVWN IZMUW\M/8= \W
MV[]ZM \PI\\PMJW\\WUJW]VLIZaQ[]XLI\ML_IQ\ J\U 7VKM\PMJW]VLIZaQ[]XLI\ML
\PM/8= [\IZ\[\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZWN \PM\WXJW]VLIZa[MVL \WXIVL\PMKWUX]\MSMZVMT
NWZ\PMJW\\WUXIZ\WN \PMOZQLSMZVMT J\U <PMV \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZWN \PM\WXJW]VLIZa
Q[W^MZTIXXML_Q\P\PMKWUX]\I\QWVWN \PMJW\\WUXIZ\WN \PMOZQL )OIQV \PMKWV\ZWT
JTWKS[aVKPZWVQbM[\PMKWUX]\MSMZVMTJa][QVO K]LI,M^QKM;aVKPZWVQbM IVL\PMV_IQ\[NWZI
VW\QÅKI\QWVWN \PMZMUW\M/8= \WMV[]ZM\PI\\PM\WXJW]VLIZQM[IZM]XLI\ML_IQ\ \WX
JMNWZMIVM_Q\MZI\QWVQ[[\IZ\ML
??????? ??????????? ??? ???????????????? ???????????????
1\Q[IT[WXW[[QJTM\WKWUJQVM\PM[\ZMIU[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVIVL\PMQVSMZVMT[aVKPZWVQbI
\QWV_Q\PLaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U <PMV \PM+8= IT[W[\IZ\[I[QVOTMSMZVMT_Q\PI[QVOTM
\PZMILJTWKS <PQ[SMZVMT[\IZ\[\PMKWUX]\I\QWVIVL QN VMKM[[IZa \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV
SMZVMT[NWZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV
<PQ[UIaJM][MN]T I[WVMWN \PMUIQVOWIT[WN \PQ[_WZSQ[\WZMTQM^M\PM+8= WN ILLQ
\QWVIT_WZS <PMZMNWZM _MZ]VI[UITTJMVKPUIZSWVI[QVOTM/8= ][QVO\PM0QUMVW
JMVKPUIZS 1V\PM[QVOTM/8= ^MZ[QWV VWKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[ZMY]QZML 0W_M^MZ _M
[\QTT][M\_WKWUX]\MSMZVMT[ WVMNWZ\PM\WXXIZ\WN \PMOZQLIVLWVMNWZ\PMJW\\WU
XIZ\




SMZVMT <PQ[SMZVMT[\IZ\[\PMIK\]ITKWUX]\MSMZVMT[NWZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV 7V\PMPW[\ \PM
UI[\MZSMZVMT Q[[aVKPZWVQbML_Q\P K]LI;\ZMIU;aVKPZWVQbM
?MUMI[]ZM\PMKWUXTM\MZ]V\QUMWN ITTSMZVMT[WV\PMPW[\IVL\PMZMJa\PM\QUM
NZWUQ[[]QVO\PMSMZVMT[NZWUPW[\]V\QT K]LI;\ZMIU;aVKPZWVQbM KWUXTM\M[ 1VILLQ\QWV _M
UMI[]ZM\PM\QUM\PMPW[\\PZMIL[XMVL[WVILLQVO\PMSMZVMT[\W\PM[\ZMIU ZMXWZ\ML
I[ +8= W^MZPMIL 1V\PQ[\QUM \PM+8= KIVVW\JM][MLNWZW\PMZ_WZS _PQTMNWZ
tidle = texecution − toverhead
\PM+8= KIVMV\MZI[TMMX[\I\MWZKIVJM][MLNWZW\PMZ\I[S[
?MZ]V\PMPQUMVWJMVKPUIZS_Q\PI[QbMWN 512× 512× 256 WVI[QVOTM/8= IVL
^IZa\PMV]UJMZWN Q\MZI\QWV[ <PMZM[]T\[IZM[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  <PMM`MK]\QWV
\QUM[LQNNMZ[WTQ\\TM\PI\\PMOZIXP[IZMPIZLTaLQ[\QVO]Q[PIJTM .WZI[UITTMZV]UJMZ
WN Q\MZI\QWV[ \PM+8= W^MZPMILQ[IT[WVMOTQOQJTM NWZJW\PKI[M[ 0W_M^MZ NWZUWZM
\PIVQ\MZI\QWV[ \PMW^MZPMILZQ[M[TQVMIZTa_Q\PW]\LaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U 1N LaVIUQK
XIZITTMTQ[UQ[][ML \PMW^MZPMILQ[[\QTTJIZTMaVW\QKMIJTM <PMZMI[WVNWZ\PQ[Q[XZWJIJTa
\PMY]M]M[QbMWN I+=,) [\ZMIU <PM+8= W^MZPMILZQ[M[[]LLMVTaNWZUWZM\PIV





















?????? ?????? ??? ???????? ???? ??? ??????? ??????????? ??????? ???????????
=[QVO[\ZMIU[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVNWZKWUU]VQKI\QWV NWZM^MZaQ\MZI\QWV NW]ZSMZVMT[IZM





.WZ \PI\ \PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN +8=,:)5IVL/8= Q[UMI[]ZML_PQTM \PM
JMVKPUIZSQ[Z]VVQVO_Q\PLQNNMZMV\V]UJMZWN Q\MZI\QWV[ ?Q\P\PQ[XW_MZKWV[]UX\QWV
\PMMVMZOaKWV[]UX\QWVWN  \PMKWUXTM\MJMVKPUIZSIVL \PMXMZNWZUIVKMXMZ_I\\
M`XZM[[ML QV5.TWX[MKWVL_I\\ WZ5ÆWXRW]T Q[LM\MZUQVML .WZ \PMUM\PWLWN
XW_MZUMI[]ZMUMV\ ZMNMZ\W)XXMVLQ` ) WVXIOM  <PMZM[]T\[IZM[PW_VQV.QO]ZM





XMVIT\QM[ <PMZM[]T\[ QV.QO]ZM  [PW_\PI\_Q\PLaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U\PMMVMZOa
MNÅKQMVKaWN \PQ[JMVKPUIZSQ[IT_Ia[JM\\MZ
<PMZMI[WVNWZ\PMQVKZMI[MLMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaJMKWUM[KTMIZJaTWWSQVOI\\PMXW_MZ
KWV[]UX\QWVW^MZ\QUMNWZ\PMLQNNMZMV\IXXZWIKPM[ [PW_VQV.QO]ZM  NWZ\PMJMVKP
UIZS_Q\PQ\MZI\QWV[
<PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN \PM/8= LWM[VW\LQNNMZNWZJW\PKI[M[ <PQ[Q[LQNNMZMV\
NWZ\PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN +8= IVL,:)5)T\PW]OP\PM+8= Q[[M\\WI[TMMX[\I\M
??????? ???? ??? ??? ?? ????? ????? ??????? ??? ??????????






























?????? ?????? ?????? ???????? ??? ? ?????? ??? ??? ???????? ??????? ?? ??????????? ?????





























CPU" DRAM" GPU" summary"
J _Q\PLaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U
?????? ?????? ????? ???? ?? ? ??? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ?? ? ???? 512× 512× 156 ????
??? ??????????? ???? ??? ??????? ??????? ???????????
QVJW\PKI[M[IN\MZQ[[]QVO\PMSMZVMT[ \PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN \PM+8= Q[[QOVQÅKIV\Ta
TW_MZJM\_MMV _I\\QN LaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[UQ[][ML\PIVQN VW\KI  ?I\\
<PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN \PM,:)5 UMUWZaIT[WLQNNMZI IT\PW]OPQ\KIVPIZLTa





























































































hybrid" stream6sync" device6sync" in6kernel6sync"
?????? ?????? ??????????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ??? ???????? ??????? ????? ??? ????
????????????? ????????????? ???????
<PM\M[\ [a[\MUKWV[Q[\[WN  \_WVWLM[_Q\P \_W1V\MTKWZM@MWV-!+8=[
KWVVMK\ML_Q\PI5MTTIVW`+WVVMK\@.,: 1VÅVQJIVL -IKPVWLMQ[MY]QXXML_Q\P
I[QVOTM6^QLQI3K/8=





.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMXMZNWZUIVKMZM[]T\[NWZ\PMLQNNMZMV\JMVKPUIZS[QbM[WN \PM0Q
UMVWJMVKPUIZS <PMPaJZQL^MZ[QWV ][QVO\PM+8= \WKWV\ZWT\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV Q[
IT_Ia[XMZNWZUQVOJM[\ M[XMKQITTaNWZ[UITTXZWJTMU[QbM[ 0W_M^MZ \PQ[KWZZM[XWVL[
\W\PMZM[]T\[QV\PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWV[ )[[PW_VQV\PMXZM^QW][KPIX\MZ[ \PQ[SQVLWN
_WZSTWILITTW_[\WM`XTWQ\W^MZTIXXQVO\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZPMILIVLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ
????? ????? ?????????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ??? ???????? ??????? ????? ??? ?????????
?? ??? ????
ZMY]QZMLUMUWZa .478[XMZ V]UJMZWN JW]VLIZa
8ZWJTMU[QbM XMZ/8= /8= XMZ JTWKS[ [QbM
*a\M Q\MZI\QWV *a\M
256× 256× 256 482 M 280 M 4× 64 256 k
256× 256× 256 954 M 561 M 4× 64 256 k
256× 256× 1024 1.90 G 1.78 G 4× 64 256 k
512× 512× 256 1.93 G 1.13 G 8× 128 1 M
512× 512× 512 3.81 G 2.26 G 8× 128 1 M
512× 512× 640 4.75 G 2.83 G 8× 128 1 M
640× 640× 128 1.54 G 0.89 G 10× 160 1.5 M
640× 640× 256 3.01 G 1.77 G 10× 160 1.5 M

























































K 640× 640× 384






Q[VMOTQOQJTM [UITT KWUXIZML \W \PMW^MZPMILWV \PM/8=I[_MPI^M [PW_V QV \PM
XZM^QW][[MK\QWV





XZWJTMU[QbMWN 256×256×256 OZQLXWQV\[ \PM/8=KWV\ZWTTML^ MZ[QWVZMIKPM[ITUW[\
!WN \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN PaJZQL^ MZ[QWV_PQTM NWZIXZWJTMU[QbMWN 640× 640× 386
W^MZ!!WN \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PMPaJZQL^MZ[QWVIZMZMIKPML <PM^MZ[QWV][QVOQV
SMZVMT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVQ[XMZNWZUQVO_WZ[MNWZTIZOMZXZWJTMU[QbM[ ?PQTMNWZIJMVKP
UIZS[QbMWN 256 × 256 × 256 IXXZW`QUI\MTa  WN \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PMPaJZQL
^MZ[QWVIZMZMIKPML NWZIJMVKPUIZS[QbMWN 640 × 640 × 386 Q\WVTaZMIKPM[IZW]VL
WN \PMXMZNWZUIVKM
<PMZMI[WVNWZ\PQ[JMKWUM[KTMIZJaTWWSQVOI\\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZPMILWN LQNNMZ

































































































hybrid" stream6sync" device6sync" in6kernel6sync"






<PQ[ Q[LQNNMZMV\ NWZ\PMQVSMZVMT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV 0MZM \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZ
PMILQVKZMI[M[NWZTIZOMZXZWJTMU[QbM[ ?MI[[]UM\_WZMI[WV[NWZ\PQ[" .WZ\PMTIZOMZ
XZWJTMU[QbM UWZM\PZMILJTWKS[IZM[\IZ\ML ZM[]T\QVO QVIV QVKZMI[QVOW^MZPMILNWZ









<WITTW_\PM/8= \WMV\MZI[TMMX[\I\M IVQVKZMI[MLXWTTQVOXMZQWLQ[][ML I[QTT][
\ZI\MLQV4Q[\QVO  X  .WZ\PMPaJZQLIXXTQKI\QWV IVQVKZMI[MLXWTTQVOQ[][ML
NWZ\PMSMZVMT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVIVLNWZ\PMVW\QÅKI\QWV[ÆIO[NWZ_MIS[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
I[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO ! 1N ?????????? Q[][MLI[\QUMW]\XIZIUM\MZ \PMN]VK\QWVR][\
KPMKS[WVKMNWZIVM_VW\QÅKI\QWVIVL\PMVLQZMK\TaZM\]ZV[ 0W_M^MZ \WI^WQLXMZNWZ
UIVKMTW[[M[ NWZ\PMPaJZQL^MZ[QWV \PM[TMMXXMZQWLKIV[M\\WUI`QUIT 1,000 µs































































CPU" DRAM" GPU" summary"
L 1VSMZVMT[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
?????? ?????? ????? ???? ?? ? ??? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ????? ? ??????? ???? ?? 640 ×
640× 384 ??? ???????? ????????????? ???????
=[QVO/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PM+8= Q[[M\\W[TMMXZQOP\IN\MZ[\IZ\QVO\PM
UI[\MZSMZVMT ;QVKM\PMZ]V\QUMWN \PQ[UI[\MZSMZVMTQ[U]KPTWVOMZ PMZMIVQVKZMI[ML
XWTTQVO_Q\PI[TMMXXMZQWLWN 5000 µs KIVJM][ML_Q\PW]\IVaXMZNWZUIVKMTW[[M[
<PMJMVKPUIZS[Z]V_Q\PQ\MZI\QWV[IVL\PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN /8=+8=







.WZQV[\IVKM NWZIXZWJTMU[QbMWN 640× 640 × 386 \PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN \PM [\ZMIU
[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV Q[IJW]\JM\\MZ\PIV\PI\WN \PMPaJZQL^MZ[QWV <PMUIQVZMI[WVNWZ
\PQ[Q[\PMQVKZMI[QVOV]UJMZWN ÆWI\QVOXWQV\WXMZI\QWV[_PQKPIZMZMY]QZMLNWZI[QVOTM
Q\MZI\QWV QM \PMZMTI\QWVJM\_MMVKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[IVLKWUX]\I\QWV
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN \PMLQNNMZMV\KWUXWVMV\[W^MZ\QUMNWZ




?PQTM\PMXW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVWN \PM/8= Q[ QLMV\QKIT NWZ\PMPaJZQL [\ZMIUIVL
LM^QKM[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVUM\PWL[ Q\Q[KWV[QLMZIJTaTW_MZNWZ\PMQVSMZVMT[aVKPZWVQbI








1N \PM/8= KWV\ZWT[\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV \PM+8= KIVJM[M\\W[TMMXNWZ\PMKWUXTM\M
M`MK]\QWV\QUMWN \PMSMZVMT <PMZMNWZM Q\WVTaKWV[]UM[JM\_MMVIVL! _I\\
<PM,:)5 XW_MZKWV[]UX\QWVKIVPIZLTaJMZMKWOVQbMLQV.QO]ZM  PW_M^MZ
Q\IT[WLQNNMZ[NWZ\PMPaJZQLIVL\PM/8=KWV\ZWTTML^MZ[QWV[ ,]ZQVOM`MK]\QWV\QUM
QV\PMPaJZQL^MZ[QWV \PMUMUWZaKWV[]UM[IJW]\! _I\\ _PQTMQV/8=KWV\ZWTTML
^MZ[QWVQ\ZMY]QZM[WVTaIJW]\ _I\\
















TMTQbML /8=[ QVKWV\ZI[\\W+8=[ IZMVW\WX\QUQbMLNWZ\PQ[SQVLWN _WZSTWIL
<PM[MKWVLZMI[WVQ[\PI\[WUMKWUU]VQKI\QWVZM[W]ZKM[IZMITTWKI\MLWVPW[\UMU










VQKI\QWVQ[[\QTT_WZ[M\PIV\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN PaJZQLIXXTQKI\QWV[ J]\ LMXMVLQVOWV
\PMZI\QWJM\_MMVKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]\I\QWV \PMXMZNWZUIVKMLQNNMZMVKMQ[^MZa
TW_ 0W_M^MZ QV\PMPaJZQLIXXZWIKP \PM+8= ZMY]QZM[ILLQ\QWVITXW_MZIVL\PMZM
NWZM\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN /8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[JM\\MZ\PIV\PMMVMZOa
MNÅKQMVKaWN \PMPaJZQL^MZ[QWV ,]M\W\MKPVQKIT MKWVWUQKIT IVLMKWTWOQKITZMI[WV[
MVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaJMKWUMUWZMIVLUWZMQUXWZ\IV\NWZN]\]ZMPQOPXMZNWZUIVKM[a[












?? ?????? ??????? ????? ??? ????














/8= IXXMIZ[\WJM][MN]T ;\QTT M[XMKQITTaNWZ[UITTUM[[IOM[ IKWUU]VQKI\QWVUWLMT
Q[ZMY]QZML_PQKPÅ\[JM\\MZ\W\PM/8= M`MK]\QWVUWLMT
<PM M`XMZQMVKM[ NZWU \PM XMZ^QW][ KPIX\MZ[ QUXTa \PM NWTTW_QVO ZMY]QZMUMV\[ NWZ
/8=KWV\ZWTTMLKWUU]VQKI\QWV"






























































?????? ????? ?? ?????? ?????? ??? ???? ???? ?? ? ??????? ????? ? ?????? ??????? ?????
<PMTW_MZXIZ\WN .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PM[QUXTQÅML[\Z]K\]ZMWN I/8= KT][\MZ <PM





\PMUMUWZaWN ZMUW\MI/8= _Q\PI[QUXTMTWIL[\WZMQV[\Z]K\QWV )TTKWUU]VQKI\QWV
IVLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[JM\_MMV\PMQVLQ^QL]ITVWLM[IZM\ZIV[TI\ML\WI[XMKQITKWUU]VQKI
\QWVN]VK\QWV[TQSMX]\OM\WZ[MVLZMKMQ^M I[LQ[K][[MLQV\PMXZM^QW][KPIX\MZ[
1VKWV\ZI[\\W\PQ[ \PM\WXXIZ\WN .QO]ZM  LMXQK\[PW_IOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM\ZIV[
NWZU[\PQ[[a[\MU^QM_QV\WI[QUXTQÅML][MZ^QM_ <PMLQ[\ZQJ]\MLLM^QKMUMUWZQM[WN
ITT/8=[QV\PM[a[\MUIZMIOOZMOI\MLQV\WWVMOTWJIT/8= ILLZM[[[XIKM -IKP\PZMIL
QVLMXMVLMV\TaWN \PM/8= Q\Q[Z]VVQVOWV KIVIKKM[[M^MZaXIZ\WN \PQ[OTWJITILLZM[[
[XIKMLQZMK\Ta
)TTW\PMZZM[W]ZKM TQSM\PM;5[ \PMKIKPM[ WZ\PM[PIZMLUMUWZa IZM[\QTTTWKIT\WWVM







Y]QZMNZMY]MV\UMUWZaIKKM[[M[ 1V\PQ[_Ia I/TWJIT/8= )LLZM[[;XIKM//);
KWZZM[XWVL[\W\PM8/); UWLMT I[LM[KZQJMLQV[MK\QWV 

 :MTI\ML_WZS


































\PMUMUWZaUIVIOMUMV\\ZIV[XIZMV\NWZ\PM][MZ 0W_M^MZ \PM/8= UMUWZaQ[WVTa
PIVLTMLI[KIKPM_PQTM\PMPW[\UMUWZaJ]QTL[\PMUIQVUMUWZaWN \PQ[[a[\MU
)V]VLMZTaQVO+8=KWV\ZWTTMLNZIUM_WZSKWV\ZWT[ITTKWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL\PM/8=




) [QUQTIZIXXZWIKPQ[/8=BQXXaCE _PQKPNWTTW_[\PMKWVKMX\WN OTWJITIZZIa[
/) CE ) OTWJITIZZIaQ[IU]T\QLQUMV[QWVITIZZIa\PI\Q[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLIUWVOU]T
\QXTM/8=[ XZW^QLQVOI^QZ\]IT [PIZMLILLZM[[[XIKMIUWVO\PM[M/8=[ 0W_M^MZ






WN IVW\PMZ/8= WV\PM[IUMVWLM _Q\PW]\IVaKWXQM[QVPW[\UMUWZaWZ+8= QV^WT^M
UMV\ <PM/8= UMUWZaKWV\ZWTTMZNWZ_IZL[IVIKKM[[\WIVW\PMZ/8= LQZMK\TaW^MZ
\PM8+1MJ][ <PMQLMIWN \PMOTWJIT/8= ILLZM[[[XIKMLQ[K][[MLQV\PQ[KPIX\MZQ[\W
M`\MVL\PQ[KWVKMX\\W/8=[ \PI\IZMLQ[\ZQJ]\MLIUWVOU]T\QXTMVWLM[
???? ??? ?????? ????????? ??? ???????????
?WZSQVO_Q\POTWJITIVLLQ[\ZQJ]\MLUMUWZa[a[\MU[ \PMKWPMZMVKMIVLKWV[Q[\MVKa




\PIV \WPQLM TI\MVKa ) UWLMZV.MZUQ/8= XZW^QLM[NW]ZLQNNMZMV\SQVL[WN KIKPM[
_PQKPIZMVW_M`XTIQVMLQVUWZMLM\IQT
<PM KWV[\IV\ KIKPM Q[I ZMILWVTa KIKPM_PQKPITTW_[ NI[\IKKM[[ \WKWV[\IV\^IZQIJTM[




[PW]TLVW\JM \W]KPML NZWUW]\[QLM NZWUPW[\WZJaIVW\PMZSMZVMT *MNWZMIVM_
SMZVMTQ[TI]VKPML \PM[MKIKPM[IZMQV^ITQLI\ML












• <PMWZLMZQV_PQKPI+=,) \PZMIL_ZQ\M[LI\I\W[PIZMLUMUWZa OTWJITUMUWZa
XIOMTWKSMLPW[\UMUWZa WZ\W\PMUMUWZaWN IXMMZLM^QKMQ[VW\VMKM[[IZQTa\PM
WZLMZQV_PQKP\PMLI\IQ[WJ[MZ^MLJMQVO_ZQ\\MVJaIVW\PMZ/8= WZPW[\\PZMIL
• <PMWZLMZQV_PQKPI+=,) \PZMILZMIL[LI\INZWU[PIZMLUMUWZa OTWJITUMU






IVL_ZQ\MWXMZI\QWV[IN\MZ\PM\PZMILNMVKM JTWKSKITT NWZITT\PZMIL[WN \PMJTWKS
WN \PMKITTQVO\PZMIL
??????????? I[ \PZMILNMVKM JTWKS J]\ ILLQ\QWVITTa ITT ZMIL IVL_ZQ\M IKKM[[M[ \W
OTWJITLM^QKMUMUWZaJMNWZM\PM\PZMILNMVKMKITTIZMWJ[MZ^ML\WWKK]ZJMNWZM
ITTZMILIVL_ZQ\MIKKM[[M[IN\MZ \PM\PZMILNMVKMKITT NWZITT \PZMILJTWKS[Z]V
VQVOWV\PM/8=
??????????? ?????? I[\PZMILNMVKM JTWKS ILLQ\QWVITTaITTZMILIVL_ZQ\MIKKM[[M[
\WOTWJITUMUWZa XIOMTWKSMLPW[\UMUWZa IVL\PMUMUWZaWN IXMMZLM^QKM
JMNWZMI\PZMILNMVKM [a[\MUKITTIZMWJ[MZ^ML\WWKK]ZJMNWZMITTZMILIVL_ZQ\M
IKKM[[M[WN \PMKITTQVO\PZMILIN\MZKITTQVO\PZMILNMVK [a[\MU NWZITT\PZMIL[WV
\PM/8=\PMPW[\ IVLIXMMZ/8=
=[QVOIOTWJIT [PIZMLILLZM[[[XIKM NWZLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[ \PM TI[\UMUWZa NMVKM
N]VK\QWV \PZMILNMVKM [a[\MU [PW]TLJM][ML\WO]IZIV\MM\PMWZLMZWN ZMY]M[\[\W\PM[PIZML
UMUWZaIZMI




IZMUW\MVWLM <PM[PIZMLUMUWZaN]VK\QWV]VQ\;5.= WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKMXZW^QLM[
\PMZMY]QZML[]XXWZ\NWZ[]KPIOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKMCE <PM;5.= IOOZMOI\M[UMU
WZaWVLQNNMZMV\VWLM[\WI[QVOTM VWVKWPMZMV\ LQ[\ZQJ]\ML[PIZMLUMUWZaIZMI <PQ[
Q[LQNNMZMV\\WIXXZWIKPM[TQSM;KITM58 WZ6]UI;KITM_PQKPIOOZMOI\M\PMKWUXTM\M
ZM[W]ZKM[WN ILQ[\ZQJ]\ML[a[\MU\WI[QVOTMKWPMZMV\[a[\MUQUIOM +IKPMKWPMZMVKMQ[




























?????? ????? ???? ??????? ????? ??????????
1V\PQ[[MK\QWV \PMN]VK\QWVITQ\aWN \PM;5.= Q[QTT][\ZI\ML ÅZ[\_Q\PW]\WJ[MZ^QVO
/8=[ .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMILLZM[[[XIKMTIaW]\WVIUIKPQVM][QVO\PM;5.= CE
\WIOOZMOI\M \PMUMUWZa 7V \PM TMN\ \PMILLZM[[ [XIKMWN I \IZOM\VWLM Q[ [PW_V
<PMILLZM[[[XIKMKWV[Q[\[WN \PMTWKITUMUWZaIVL\PMOTWJITUMUWZaIZMI 1V\PQ[
M`IUXTM ITTILLZM[[M[JM\_MMV 240 IVL 260 JMTWVO\W\PMOTWJITUMUWZa <PMOTWJIT
UMUWZaIZMIQ[[XTQ\QV\WQV\MZ^IT[ _PMZMM^MZaQV\MZ^ITJMTWVO[\WIZMUW\MVWLM -^MZa




*): WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM ) _ZQ\MWZZMIL\WIVILLZM[[_Q\PQV\PQ[*): Q[NWZ_IZLML
\WIZMUW\MVWLM .WZ][MZ[XIKMXZWKM[[M[ \PM*): Q[UIXXML\W\PM][MZ[XIKM
<PM[QUXTM[\_Ia\W][M\PM;5.= Q[\PM QV\MZ^IT KWVÅO]ZI\QWV ;\IZ\??????????
IVLMVL????????ILLZM[[M[WN \PMQV\MZ^IT[IVL\PMZM[XMK\Q^MVWLM[IZMKWVÅO]ZML
_Q\P\PM-`\WTTLM^QKMZMOQ[\MZ[
.WZM^MZaVWLM IT[W \PM \IZOM\LM[\QVI\QWVILLZM[[ ?????????? Q[LMÅVML <PQ[
ILLZM[[UIZS[\PM[\IZ\WN \PMTWKIT[PIZMLUMUWZaIZMI <PM;5.= NWZ_IZL[IVQV
KWUQVOZMY]M[\\W\PQ[ILLZM[[ <WUQVQUQbM\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVW^MZPMIL \PM[PIZML
UMUWZaU][\JMXPa[QKITTaKWV\QV]W][\WI^WQLTWOQKIT\WXPa[QKITILLZM[[\ZIV[TI\QWV
<PM;5.= Q[LQ^QLMLQV\W\_WXIZ\[ \PM MOZM[[]VQ\ IVL\PM QVOZM[[]VQ\ ) TWIL[\WZM
ZMY]M[\\WIVILLZM[[_Q\PQV\PM;5.= *): Q[NWZ_IZLML\W\PMMOZM[[]VQ\ <PMMOZM[[
]VQ\ZMKMQ^M[\PQ[ TWILVWVXW[\ML WZ[\WZM XW[\MLZMY]M[\ \W\PMILLZM[[ W)LLZ 1N \PQ[
ILLZM[[TQM[QV\PMQV\MZ^IT V \PMMOZM[[]VQ\LM\MZUQVM[\PM OTWJITILLZM[[O)LLZ _Q\P"
gAddr = oAddr − iStartAddrn























?????? ????? ???? ??????? ????? ??????
VWLM \PMQVOZM[[]VQ\ZMKMQ^M[\PMXIKSIOMIVLKITK]TI\M[\PM LM[\QVI\QWVILLZM[[\)LLZ
_Q\P"
tAddr = gAddr + tStartAddr
\;\IZ\)LLZ Q[\PM[\IZ\ILLZM[[WN \PM[PIZMLUMUWZaZMOQWVWV\PMLM[\QVI\QWVVWLM .WZ
I[\WZMZMY]M[\ \PMQVOZM[[]VQ\NWZ_IZL[\PM\ZIV[IK\QWV\W\PMUMUWZaILLZM[[ .WZI
TWILZMY]M[\ \PMLI\IQ[ZMILIVL\PMV[MV\JIKS\W\PMLM[\QVI\QWVVWLM
;QVKM\PMV]UJMZWN  QV\MZ^IT[ Q[ TQUQ\ML Q\ Q[IT[WXW[[QJTM \W][MIVILLZM[[UI[S
QV[\MILWN \PMQV\MZ^ITKWVÅO]ZI\QWV 1V\PQ[KI[M \PMLM[\QVI\QWVVWLMQ[KWLMLQV\W
\PMOTWJITILLZM[[ O)LLZ 1V[QUXTQÅML\MZU[ \PMVWLM1, KIVJMLM\MZUQVML_Q\P\PM
ILLZM[[UI[SIVLI[PQN\WXMZI\QWV"
iNodeID = (gAddrmask) >> shif count
7V\PM\IZOM\[QLM \PMLM[\QVI\QWVILLZM[[KIVJMLM\MZUQVML_Q\P\PMQV^MZ\MLUI[S"
tAddr = (gAddr ∼ mask) + tStartAddr
<PMWXMZI\QWVQ[^MZa[QUQTIZ\W\PMWVMLM[KZQJMLQVCENWZ\PM<- U]T\QXZWKM[[WZ
,]M\W\PM[QUXTQKQ\a WVTaUQVQUITTI\MVKaQ[ILLML\W\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVXZWKM[[
???? ????????? ??? ?????? ??????? ????? ??? ????
<WKZMI\MI/TWJIT/8= )LLZM[[;XIKM//);\PMKWVKMX\WN \PM[PIZMLUMUWZa
LM[KZQJMLIJW^MQ[M`\MVLML\W/8= UMUWZa .WZ\PQ[ \_W[\MX[IZMZMY]QZML 1V\PM
ÅZ[\[\MX \PMQVOZM[[]VQ\WN \PM;5.= PI[\WJMKWVÅO]ZML\WNWZ_IZLIVQVKWUQVO










































 virtual address 
space
?????? ????? ?? ?????? ??? ?? ? ????? ??????? ????? ????
ZMY]QZM[IVILLZM[[QV\PMXPa[QKITILLZM[[[XIKMWN \PMPW[\[a[\MU _PQKPQ[ITTW_MLJa
/8=,QZMK\:,5)<PMZMNWZM IXIZ\WN \PM/8=LM^QKMUMUWZaQ[TWKSMLIVLUIXXML
\W\PMXPa[QKITKWV\QV]W][ ILLZM[[M[WN \PM*): WN \PM/8=][QVO/8=,QZMK\:,5)
<PQ[UMUWZaQ[\PMTWKIT[PIZMLUMUWZaWN \PM/8=
<PM;5.= Q[VW_KWVÅO]ZML\WNWZ_IZLIVQVKWUQVOZMILWZ_ZQ\MZMY]M[\\WIV
ILLZM[[_Q\PQV\PM/8= *): Ja[M\\QVO\PM \;\IZ\)LLZ\W\PMILLZM[[WN \PM/8= *):
I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM 







WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM <PQ[*): PI[\WJMUIXXML\W\PM^QZ\]IT/8= ILLZM[[[XIKM I[
QTT][\ZI\MLQV.QO]ZM 
1V \PQ[_WZS _M][M\PMQV\MZ^ITKWVÅO]ZI\QWVWN \PM;5.=<PMQV\MZ^IT[WN \PM
;5.= IZMM^MVTaLQ[\ZQJ]\MLW^MZ\PMQV^WT^ML/8=[ ;QVKMWVTa VWLM[ KIVJM\IZOM\ML
QVNIK\ \PMQV\MZ^IT[IZMKWVÅO]ZML\WNWZ_IZLIVW]\OWQVOZMY]M[\\WIZMUW\MVWLM
<PQ[VWLM PW_M^MZ Q[MY]QXXML_Q\PI[QVOTM/8= IVL\PM;5.= Q[KWVÅO]ZML \W
NWZ_IZLIVQVKWUQVOZMY]M[\\W\PMUMUWZaWN \PQ[/8=
.QO]ZM  [PW_[PW_I[\WZMZMY]M[\\WIZMUW\M/8= Q[NWZ_IZLML\W\PQ[ZMUW\M
/8=][QVO\PM/8= KWVÅO]ZI\QWVNWZ\PM;5.=
) /8= \PZMIL_ZQ\M[\WIVILLZM[[\PI\XWQV\[\W\PMUIXXML;5.= *): IVL \PMZM
NWZM \PM/8=UMUWZaKWV\ZWTTMZNWZ_IZL[\PQ[ZMY]M[\\W\PM;5.=,MXMVLQVOWV\PM




/8= *):.QVITTa \PM/8= UMUWZa KWV\ZWTTMZ IKKMX\[ \PMLI\I IVL NWZ_IZL[ \PM
XIKSIOM\W/8= UMUWZa
*a\PQ[ \PM/8= KIVLQZMK\TaZMILIVL_ZQ\M\PMUMUWZaWN IZMUW\M/8=JaKWU
XTM\MTaJaXI[[QVO\PMPW[\+8=<PMPW[\+8= Q[WVTaZMY]QZMLNWZ[M\]X IVL\P][\PM
TWKSQVOWN /8= UMUWZaIVL\PMKWVÅO]ZI\QWVWN \PM;5.=
?????? ???????????? ??? ??? ?????? ?????? ????
+]ZZMV\Ta \PM[QbMWN \PMOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKMQ[TQUQ\ML\W 5*JMKI][M\PM*):
[QbMQ[TQUQ\ML\W 5*<PM[M 5* PI^M\WJM[XTQ\W^MZITT/8=[ ;WNWZMQOP\
/8=[ M^MZa/8= WVTaKIVXWZ\ 5* WN Q\[LM^QKMUMUWZa\W\PMOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM
IVLNWZ[Q`\MMV/8=[ WVTa 5* WN \PMUMUWZaWN M^MZa/8= KIVJMUIXXML\W\PM
OTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM <PQ[K]ZZMV\TaTQUQ\[\PMKIXIJQTQ\QM[WN \PM//); UWLMT
0W_M^MZ \PMWZM\QKITTa \PM;5.= []XXWZ\[TIZOMZ*): [QbM[ QN \PMPW[\[a[\MU[]X
XWZ\[\PQ[ 1V\PQ[KI[M \PM*17; WN\MVI[[QOV[\PM*):[\WILLZM[[M[IJW^M 240 <PM
/8= UMUWZaKWV\ZWTTMZ PW_M^MZ WVTa[]XXWZ\[ILLZM[[M[_Q\P JQ\[WZTM[[ [WIL
LZM[[M[IJW^M 240 KIVVW\JMUIVIOMLJa\PM/8= UMUWZaKWV\ZWTTMZ <PQ[XZM^MV\[
UIXXQVO\PM;5.= *): \W\PM/8= ILLZM[[[XIKM 8W[[QJTM[WT]\QWV[NWZ\PQ[XZWJTMU
IZMMVTIZOQVO\PMILLZM[[[QbMNWZ/8=[WZMVIJTQVO\PM*17; \WI[[QOV*): ILLZM[[M[
\WITW_MZZIVOM 0W_M^MZ JW\P[WT]\QWV[IZMK]ZZMV\TaVW\MVIJTML <PMZMNWZM \WLI\M
\PM[PIZMLILLZM[[[XIKMQ[TQUQ\ML\W 5*8IZ\[WN \PQ[_WZS_MZMITZMILaX]JTQ[PML
QVCEIVLCE
???? ??? ???? ????????
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PM[WN\_IZM[\IKSNWZI/8= IXXTQKI\QWV][QVO//); NWZKWUU]VQ
KI\QWV <PM//); [WN\_IZM[\IKSPI[XIZ\[QV\PM][MZ[XIKM\PMSMZVMT[XIKM IVLWV
\PM/8=
<PM][MZ[XIKMXIZ\Q[ZMY]QZMLNWZ[M\]X [\IZ\QVOIVL[\WXXQVO/8= SMZVMT[ IVLNWZ
KWUU]VQKI\QWV_Q\P\PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[ [QVKM\PM[M\I[S[KIVVW\JMPIVLTMLJa\PM/8=






Ja\PM//); PW[\TQJZIZaIVL\PMLM^QKMLZQ^MZ[ .QO]ZM  WVXIOM ! QTT][\ZI\M[\PM
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QVCE Q[][ML 1V//);IPQMZIZKPQKITIXXZWIKP Q[][ML" .QZ[\ ITT \PZMILJTWKS[
_Q\PQVI/8= M`MK]\M\PMKPMKSQVXPI[MWN \PMQV\ZI/8= JIZZQMZ# \PMV\PM//);
JIZZQMZNWZQV\MZ/8= [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVQ[M`MK]\MLJMNWZM\PMQV\ZI/8= JIZZQMZQ[KWU
XTM\ML_Q\P\PMKPMKSW]\XPI[M 0W_M^MZ QV\PMTI[\XI[[IOMQV[MK\QWV   _MITZMILa




<WM^IT]I\M\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PMJIZZQMZ \_WLQNNMZMV\JMVKPUIZS[IZM[\IZ\ML <PM
ÅZ[\JMVKPUIZS[\IZ\[I[QVOTMSMZVMTNZWUPW[\_Q\PI[]NÅKQMV\V]UJMZWN \PZMIL[ <PQ[
SMZVMTKITT[IOOI[ JIZZQMZLM^QKMN]VK\QWVNWZ[M^MZITQ\MZI\QWV[ I[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO 
1V\PM[MKWVLJMVKPUIZS IT[WI[QVOTMSMZVMT NZWUPW[\ Q[[\IZ\ML J]\\PQ[WVMWVTa
_Q\PI[QVOTM\PZMIL <PQ[\PZMIL PW_M^MZ [\IZ\[\PMJIZZQMZI[I SMZVMT WV\PM/8=
][QVO LaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[U I[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO  .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZJW\P
IXXZWIKPM[
<PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PM JIZZQMZSMZVMT Q[_WZ[M\PIV\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PM LM^QKMN]VK\QWV
JIZZQMZ <PQ[Q[L]M\W\PM LaVIUQKXIZITTMTQ[UW^MZPMIL CE \PMW^MZPMIL\PI\Q[KI][MLJa
[\IZ\QVOIVL[aVKPZWVQbQVOSMZVMT[WV\PM/8=)KKWZLQVO\W.QO]ZM  \PQ[W^MZPMIL
TQM[IZW]VL 10 µs <PMJMVKPUIZSNWZ\PM LM^QKMN]VK\QWVJIZZQMZ LWM[VW\KW]V\QV\PM
W^MZPMILWN \PM[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVKWUX]\MSMZVMT[ _PQKPUIaJM ZMY]QZML NWZI ZMIT
IXXTQKI\QWV *W\PJIZZQMZ[[PW_^MZaOWWL[KITQVO <PMTI\MVKaNWZ\_W/8=[Q[IJW]\
??????? ???? ??????? ????? ??????? ???????????
??????????????????
??????????????? ?????????? ??????? ????????· · ·??
???????????????????????? ?????? ???? ??? ?????? ?? ???????????
???????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
????????????????????????? ??? ????????
??????????????? ?????????? ??????? ????????· · ·??
??????? ???? ??????? ????? ? ??????? ??????
??????????????? ?????????? ??????? ?????????????· · ·??
??????????????????? ????? ??? ?? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ???
?????????



















?????? ?????? ??????????? ?? ??? ????????????
9 µs IVLNWZMQOP\/8=[Q\Q[ 11 µ NWZ\PMJIZZQMZN]VK\QWV# NWZ\PMJIZZQMZSMZVMT\PM
TI\MVKaNWZ\_W/8=[Q[IJW]\ 18 µs NWZMQOP\/8=[Q\Q[ 22 µs [W\PMTI\MVKaWN \PM
JIZZQMZWVTaQVKZMI[M[UIZOQVITTaNWZUWZM/8=[










.WZI/8=\PMKWVKMX\WN XZWKM[[M[LWM[VW\M`Q[\ ;QVKM//); Q[IKWUU]VQKI\QWV







0W_M^MZ \PMZMIZMUIVaXW[[QJTM QUXTMUMV\I\QWV[ NWZ ZML]KMIVLITTZML]KMWXMZ
I\QWV[][QVOIPIZL_IZM[]XXWZ\MLOTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM <PMZMNWZM QV\PMNWTTW_QVO
LQNNMZMV\QUXTMUMV\I\QWVUM\PWL[IZMQV\ZWL]KML LQ[K][[ML IVLM^IT]I\ML\WÅVL\PM




??????? ???? ?????? ???? ?????? ????




???????? ????????????? ???? ?????? ???? ???? ?????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????
?
?????? ????????? ???? ?????? ???? ??????????
) OTWJITILLZM[[[XIKMITTW_[LQZMK\ZMILQVOWN ZMUW\M/8= UMUWZa [WQV\PMVI¨ı^M
QUXTMUMV\I\QWVWN ILQ[\ZQJ]\MLZML]KMWXMZI\QWV \PMQVX]\LI\IIZMLQZMK\TaZMILNZWU
\PMOTWJIT[PIZMLUMUWZa I[[PW_VQV4Q[\QVO  NWZIOTWJIT[]UUI\QWV *MNWZM\PM







LI\INZWU\PMUMUWZaWN ITTW\PMZ/8=[ 7V\PMW\PMZPIVL LI\IKWXQM[IVLILLQ\QWVIT
[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV\PM/8=[KIVJMI^WQLML
<PMUIQVLQ[IL^IV\IOMWN \PQ[QUXTMUMV\I\QWVQ[\PI\Q\ZMY]QZM[ZMUW\MZMIL[ 1V
[MK\QWV  Q\_I[[PW_V\PI\\PMJIVL_QL\PWN ZMUW\MZMIL[Q[U]KPTW_MZ\PIV\PM
JIVL_QL\PWN ZMUW\M_ZQ\M[ 0MVKM \PQ[QUXTMUMV\I\QWVUIaJMWVTa[]Q\IJTMNWZ[UITT
QVX]\^MK\WZ[ .WZTIZOMZQVX]\^MK\WZ[ IVW\PMZQUXTMUMV\I\QWV_PQKPI^WQL[ZMUW\M
ZMILWXMZI\QWV[UIaJMUWZMXMZNWZUIV\





 1V\PM KWTTMK\QWV XPI[M QVX]\LI\IIZMKWTTMK\MLWVWVMWZUWZM/8=[
 1V\PM ZML]K\QWV XPI[M \PMZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWVQ[XMZNWZUMLWV\PMKWTTMK\MLQVX]\
LI\I
















1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4GPU 4
1 2 3 4GPU 3
GPU 2 1 2 3 4
GPU 1 1 2 3 4
?????? ?????? ??????????
4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1  
1 2 3 4GPU 4
1 2 3 4GPU 3
GPU 2 1 2 3 4
GPU 1 1 2 3 4
?????? ?????? ??????????
LI\I \W \PM ZWW\/8=<PQ[ KWTTMK\QWVWN LI\I Q[ [QUQTIZ \W \PM581OI\PMZWXMZI\QWV
QTT][\ZI\ML QV.QO]ZM  .WZ IV ITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV \PM ZWW\/8= LQ[\ZQJ]\M[ \PM
ZML]K\QWVZM[]T\JIKS\WITTW\PMZ/8=[ _PQKPKWZZM[XWVL[\WI JZWILKI[\ WXMZI\QWV QT
T][\ZI\MLQV.QO]ZM  <PMZMNWZM \PM[MUM\PWL[IZMZMNMZZML\WI[ OI\PMZZML]KM IVL\PM
JKI[\ITTZML]KM UM\PWLQV\PMNWTTW_QVO
=[QVO\PQ[IXXZWIKP \PMITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVZMY]QZM[I[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV\PM




)T\PW]OP//); ITTW_[ NI[\ [aVKPZWVQbI\QWVJM\_MMV \PM/8=[_Q\PIJIZZQMZ I[
[PW_VQV\PMXZM^QW][[MK\QWV M^MZa[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVZMY]QZM[ILLQ\QWVITLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[
IVLILL[W^MZPMIL\W\PMIXXTQKI\QWV -[XMKQITTaNWZ[UITT[QbM[ \PQ[[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV
W^MZPMILUIa[]ZXI[[\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZTI\MVKa <PM ITTOI\PMZ ITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVI^WQL[
\PQ[LW]JTM[aVKPZWVQbI\QWV =[QVO\PQ[UM\PWL ITT/8=[\ZIV[NMZ\PMQZQVX]\LI\I\W ITT
W\PMZ/8=[QVIV ITTOI\PMZ UIVVMZ QTT][\ZI\MLQV.QO]ZM
<PQ[ITTW_[ITT/8=[\WXMZNWZU\PMZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWVWV\PMQZTWKITLM^QKMUMU
WZa# IVL\P][\PM[MKWVL[aVKPZWVQbI\QWVIVLJZWILKI[\QVOWN \PMZM[]T\[IZMI^WQLML
;\QTT \PM ITTOI\PMZ WXMZI\QWVQVKZMI[M[\PMIUW]V\WN LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[ [W\PQ[UM\PWLUIa
WVTa[KITMNWZI[UITTV]UJMZWN QVX]\MTMUMV\[
?????? ???? ???????? ???? ???????????? ???? ???????? ????
.WZTIZOMZUM[[IOM[QbM[IVLITIZOMZV]UJMZWN QV^WT^ML/8=[ \PMQUXTMUMV\I\QWV[
LM[KZQJMLIJW^MUIaVW\[KITM -Q\PMZ \PM[IUM_WZS Q[XMZNWZUML[M^MZIT \QUM[WV
LQNNMZMV\/8=[WZI[QVOTM/8= XMZNWZU[ITT\PMZML]K\QWV_WZS_PQTMITTW\PMZ/8=[
QLTM 5WZMW^MZ \PMLI\IKWTTMK\QWVIVLLQ[\ZQJ]\QWVKI][MITW\WN VM\_WZS\ZINÅKJM\_MMV
\PM/8=[ _PQKPUIaIT[W[TW_LW_V\PMXMZNWZUIVKM
<WIKPQM^MIJM\\MZ[KITQVONWZITIZOMZV]UJMZWN QVX]\MTMUMV\[IVLITIZOMZV]UJMZ








?????? ?????? ???????? ???? ??? ????? ?????





MOC  !E IVL\PQ[Q[VW\_Q\PQV\PM[KWXMWN \PQ[_WZS ;\QTT Q\Q[_WZ\P\WUMV\QWV
\PI\\PM[M[\Z]K\]ZM[KIVIT[WJM][MLNWZ//); IVL/8= KT][\MZ[ 1V\PMXZM[MV\ML
_WZS IJQVWUQIT\ZMM I[[PW_VQV.QO]ZM  NWZMQOP\MVLXWQV\[_I[QUXTMUMV\ML\W
KWUXIZM\PMXMZNWZUIVKMIOIQV[\W\PMZUM\PWL[
???? ????????????
.WZITIZOMZV]UJMZWN QVX]\MTMUMV\[ \PMQVX]\^ MK\WZ[WN ITT/8=[KIVJM[XTQ\]XQV\W
[UITTMZJTWKS[IVL\PMVM^MVTaLQ[\ZQJ]\MLIUWVOITT/8=[ )VITWOW][\W581\PQ[
WXMZI\QWVQ[KITTMLITT\WITT[MM.QO]ZM  <PQ[UM\PWLQ[ZMNMZZMLI[\PM ITT\WITT
ZML]KMITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV
-^MZa/8= M`MK]\M[\PMZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWVWVQ\[XIZ\WN \PMQVX]\LI\I .WZIZML]KM
WXMZI\QWV ITT/8=[_ZQ\M\PMQZZM[]T\[JIKS\W\PMZWW\/8= QVIOI\PMZUIVVMZ# NWZIV
ITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV \PMZM[]T\[IZMLQ[\ZQJ]\MLW^MZITT/8=[QVIV ITTOI\PMZ UIVVMZ
?????? ??????????? ??????? ??? ??? ?????? ??? ????????? ?????????
1V\PQ[ [MK\QWV \PMXMZNWZUIVKMZM[]T\[ NWZ \PMZML]KMIVLITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV[_Q\P
//);][QVO\PMLQNNMZMV\IXXZWIKPM[LM[KZQJMLIJW^M IZMLQ[K][[ML ?MKWV[QLMZ\PM
ZM[]T\[NWZMQOP\/8=[ ?MZ]V\PMWXMZI\QWV[_Q\P ????? ^IT]M[I[QVX]\ .QO]ZM 
[PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PMZML]KMWXMZI\QWV <PMQVX]\^MK\WZQ[WVTa[XTQ\QN \PMV]UJMZ
WN ^IT]M[Q[MY]ITWZTIZOMZ\PIV\PMV]UJMZWN /8=[# \PMZMNWZM [WUMWN \PM^IT]M[WN
\PMITT\WITTUM\PWLIZMUQ[[QVO
.WZ[UITTQVX]\[QbM[ \PM OI\PMZ UM\PWL _PMZMJaITT/8=[[MVL\PMQVX]\LI\I\W\PM
ZWW\/8=Q[XMZNWZUQVO\PMJM[\ <PM_WZSLQ[\ZQJ]\QWV ][QVOI\ZMMJI[MLIXXZWIKP









































reduce#read# reduce#gather# reduce#alltoall# reduce#tree#
J 4IZOMV]UJMZWN QVX]\MTMUMV\[/8=[









































?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ??? ????????? ????????? ?? ????? ????
/8=<PMZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWVJI[MLWVZMUW\MZMIL[Q[XMZNWZUQVO_WZ[M\PIVW\PMZ
IXXZWIKPM[IVL\PMXMZNWZUIVKMOM\[[QOVQÅKIV\Ta_WZ[MNWZTIZOMZQVX]\^MK\WZ[ .WZ
TIZOMZUM[[IOM[ \PM_WZSLQ[\ZQJ]\QWVXIa[WNN IVL\PMITT\WITTUM\PWL _PMZMJa\PM
QVX]\LI\IIZMLQ[\ZQJ]\MLIUWVO\PM/8=[ Q[XMZNWZUQVO\PMJM[\ <PM\ZMMJI[ML
UM\PWLQ[WVTa[TQOP\Ta_WZ[M 0W_M^MZ \PMJMVKPUIZSZ]V[WVTaWVI//); [a[\MU
_Q\PMQOP\/8=[ [W\PQ[UIaJMLQNNMZMV\NWZITIZOMZKT][\MZ


















































































































?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ??? ?????? ??? ????????? ?????????? ??? ?? ???? ???? ???? ????
???? ??? ???
.WZITIZOMZV]UJMZWN QVX]\MTMUMV\[ \PM_WZSLQ[\ZQJ]\QWV ][QVOIVITT\WITTLI\I
\ZIV[NMZ\WLQ[\ZQJ]\M\PMQVX]\^ MK\WZ[IUWVO\PM/8=[IVLTI\MZKWTTMK\\PMZM[]T\[_Q\P
IVITTOI\PMZWXMZI\QWV Q[KTMIZTaXMZNWZUQVO\PMJM[\ ) \ZMMJI[MLIXXZWIKPK]ZZMV\Ta
Q[VW\^MZaMNÅKQMV\ )OIQV \PMJMVKPUIZSZ]V[WVTaWVI//); [a[\MU_Q\PMQOP\
/8=[ [W\PQ[UIaIT[WJMLQNNMZMV\NWZITIZOMZKT][\MZ
<PMZMILUM\PWL Q[VW\XMZNWZUQVO_MTT NWZIVaXZWJTMU[QbM <PMZMNWZM ZMUW\M
ZMILWXMZI\QWV[ M[XMKQITTaNZWUU]T\QXTM/8=[QVXIZITTMT [PW]TLJMI^WQLML
?????? ?????????? ?? ???
1V \PQ[ [MK\QWV \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PMWX\QUQbMLZML]KMIVLITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV[Q[
KWUXIZMLIOIQV[\\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN 581 ZML]KMIVLITTZML]KM
<PMWX\QUQbML//); ZML]KMWXMZI\QWV][M[ \PM OI\PMZ UM\PWL NWZ [UITTUM[[IOM[
IVL\PM ITT\WITT UM\PWLNWZTIZOMZUM[[IOM[ <PMWX\QUQbMLITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWV][M[
\PM ITTOI\PMZ UM\PWLNWZ[UITTUM[[IOM[IVL\PM ITT\WITT UM\PWLNWZTIZOMUM[[IOM[
?MKWUXIZM\PM//); ^MZ[QWV_Q\PWXMV581^MZ[QWV ][QVO\PM:5) IVL
>-47 ]VQ\WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM <PQ[KWUXIZQ[WV[MMU[\WJMNIQZ I[JW\PUM\PWL[
][M\PM[IUM.8/)) KWUXIZQ[WV\W1VÅVQJIVL_W]TLZM[]T\QVIKWUXIZQ[WVJM\_MMV
IV);1+ _Q\PIXMISJIVL_QL\PWN  /JX[IVLIV.8/) _Q\PIXMISJIVL_QL\PWN
! /JX[IVLVW\IKWUXIZQ[WVJM\_MMV\_WLQNNMZMV\/8= KWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[
)T\PW]OP\PM/8=,QZMK\:,5) \MKPVWTWOaITTW_[\PMVM\_WZSPIZL_IZM\WLQZMK\Ta












??????? ???? ???????? ???????? ????? ????
??? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ????? ??? ? ?
· · · ?? ?? ????????????
????? ? ????? ? ? ??????????
?? ?? ?????? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ?? ???? ?? ??? ??????????
?????????? ? ????? ? ? ??????????
?
UIQVW^MZPMILNWZ\PM581 ITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVQ[\PM\ZIV[NMZJM\_MMVPW[\IVL/8=
UMUWZa <PMITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVZMY]QZM[\_WWN \PM[M\ZIV[NMZ[ _PQTM\PMZML]KMWXMZ
I\QWVWVTaZMY]QZMWVMLI\I\ZIV[NMZWVUW[\/8=[ <PQ[ILLQ\QWVIT\ZIV[NMZWXMZI\QWV[
M`XTIQVJM[\\PMXMZNWZUIVKMLQNNMZMVKM[ .WZTIZOMZQVX]\^MK\WZ[ //); IT[WJMVMÅ\[
NZWU\PMXIZITTMTM`MK]\QWVWN \PMZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWVWV\PM/8=
???? ????????????????? ???????????
1V\PQ[[MK\QWV \PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN LQNNMZMV\IXXTQKI\QWV[ ][QVO//); I[KWUU]VQKI
\QWVTIaMZ IZMM^IT]I\MLIVLLQ[K][[ML
<PMZM[]T\[WN  \PMJMVKPUIZS[IZMKWUXIZML\WIPaJZQL^MZ[QWV ][QVOWXMV581
^MZ[QWV_Q\P-`\WTTIVL·NWZ[WUMJMVKPUIZS[·_Q\P/8=KWV\ZWTTMLX]\OM\












UMUWZaZMOQWV 4Q[\QVO  [PW_[ QVI[QUXTQÅMLUIVVMZ PW_\PQ[Q[ZMITQbMLL]ZQVO
\PMKWUX]\I\QWV 7V\PMZMUW\M[QLM \PMJW]VLIZa^IT]M[IZMLQZMK\TaZMILNZWUTWKIT
UMUWZaIVLVWN]Z\PMZKWXaWXMZI\QWV[IZMZMY]QZML <W[aVKPZWVQbM\PM/8=[ IN\MZ
M^MZaQ\MZI\QWVIJIZZQMZQ[ZMY]QZML .QO]ZM ! QTT][\ZI\M[\PMKWV\ZWTÆW_WN \PM[\MVKQT
KWLM][QVO//); NWZ\PMJW]VLIZaM`KPIVOM





















/8=[QVKZMI[M[ ;W\PM\W\ITOZQL[QbMOM\[TIZOMZNWZUWZM/8=[ .QO]ZM  [PW_[\PM
_MIS[KITQVOZM[]T\[NWZ\_W NW]Z MQOP\ IVL\_MT^M/8=[ 7VM^MZa/8=\PMOZQLPI[
I[[QbMWN 128× 192× 64 XWQV\[
<PMZM[]T\[[PW_\PI\//); Q[XMZNWZUQVOXWWZTaKWUXIZML\W:5) X]\OM\KWU
U]VQKI\QWVIVL\PMPaJZQL581 ^MZ[QWV <PM:5) ^MZ[QWVQ[XMZNWZUQVOJM[\NWZUWZM
\PYV\_W/8=[ ;\QTT \PM581 ^MZ[QWVLWM[VW\][M/8=,QZMK\:,5)J]\[\IOML
PW[\KWXQM[WVJW\P[QLM[ <PMZMNWZM \PQ[UIaJMLQNNMZMV\NWZIV581 ^MZ[QWV][QVO
/8=,QZMK\:,5)
<PMX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVL581 ITTW_W^MZTIXXQVOWN KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWU




//); Q[[UITTMZ\PIV\PMTI\MVKaWN \PMW\PMZKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[ \PMUQ[[QVO
KIXIJQTQ\aWN I[aVKPZWVW][KWUU]VQKI\QWV[TW_[LW_V\PMXMZNWZUIVKM
1V.QO]ZM  \PM[\ZWVO[KITQVOZM[]T\[NWZ\PM0QUMVWJMVKPUIZSIZM[PW_V .WZ
[\ZWVO[KITQVO \PM\W\ITOZQL[QbM[\Ia[KWV[\IV\QN UWZM/8=[IZM][ML [W\PM[QbMWVI
[QVOTM/8= LMKZMI[M[ <PM[QbMWN \PMOZQL\PI\Q[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLW^MZ\PM/8=[Q[ 128 ×
128 × 192 XWQV\[ [WNWZ\_MT^M/8=[ WVI[QVOTM/8=WVTa 128 × 128 × 16 XWQV\[





























?????? ?????? ?? ??? ???? ???????? ????? ??????? ?? ???????? ?? ??? ????? ??????? ????





























?????? ?????? ?? ??? ?????? ???????? ??????? ????? 128× 128× 192
[TQOP\TaJM\\MZ\PIV\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN MQOP\/8=[ _PMZMI[NWZ581\PMXMZNWZUIVKM
WN \_MT^M/8=[Q[_WZ[M\PIV\PMXMZNWZUIVKMNWZMQOP\/8=[ <PMZMI[WVNWZ\PMJM\\MZ
[KITIJQTQ\aWN //); Q[\PMTW_MZLI\I\ZIV[NMZTI\MVKa .WZ[\ZWVO[KITQVOWN \PQ[[\MVKQT
JMVKPUIZS \PM_WZSTWILXMZ/8= JMKWUM[[UITTMZQN UWZM/8=[IZM][ML _PQTM\PM
IUW]V\WN \ZIV[NMZZMLLI\I[\Ia[KWV[\IV\ )\WVMXWQV\ \PMLI\I \ZIV[NMZ TI\MVKa Q[
TIZOMZ\PIV\PMKWUX]\M\QUM [W\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVKIVVW\KWUXTM\MTaJMW^MZTIXXML
<PMV \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVTI\MVKaQ[\PMLWUQVI\QVONIK\WZ 0W_M^MZ L]M\W\PMJIL
[KITIJQTQ\aWN ITTIXXZWIKPM[ \PMJMVMÅ\WN //); [MMU[\WJM TQUQ\ML <PQ[SQVLWN
XZWJTMU[MMU[\WJMVW\[]Q\IJTMNWZIKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWLTQSM//);
?????? ?????? ????????? ?????????
<PM[MKWVLJMVKPUIZSQ[I OTWJITZML]K\QWV JMVKPUIZS <PQ[JMVKPUIZSZML]KM[IVIZ
ZIaWN QVX]\^ IT]M[ _PQKPQ[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLW^MZ\PM/8=[ \WI[QVOTM^IT]M_Q\PI[XMKQÅML
ZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWV <PQ[KIVJM][ML NWZM`IUXTM \WÅVLIOTWJITUI`QU]UWZ\W
XMZNWZUIOTWJIT[]UUI\QWVWN ITTQVX]\^IT]M[ .QZ[\ M^MZa/8= ZML]KM[Q\[W_VÅMTL
WN QVX]\^IT]M[ \PMVIVITTZML]KMWXMZI\QWVQ[][ML\WLM\MZUQVM\PMOTWJITZML]K\QWV


























?????? ?????? ??????????? ?? ??? ?????? ????????? ????????? ?? ????? ????
OTWJITZML]K\QWVZM[]T\ <PQ[ZM[]T\Q[\PMVKWXQMLJIKS\W\PM/8=[ <PM//); ^MZ[QWV
PIVLTM[M^MZa\PQVOWV\PM/8=
1VKWV\ZI[\\W\PM0QUMVWJMVKPUIZS KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]\I\QWVKIVVW\JM





_W]TLKTMIZTaW]\XMZNWZU\PMTI\MVKaWN \PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZQV//);.QO]ZM  [PW_[
\PMXMZNWZUIVKMQV ZML]K\QWV[XMZ[MKWVL WN \PMOTWJITZML]K\QWVJMVKPUIZSNWZMQOP\/8=[
1V\PQ[JMVKPUIZS //); Q[KTMIZTaW]\XMZNWZUQVO581M[XMKQITTaNWZ[UITTMZQVX]\
^MK\WZ[ .WZI[UITTV]UJMZWN QVX]\MTMUMV\[ \PMLQNNMZMVKMJM\_MMV\PM//); ^MZ[QWV
IVL\PM581 ^MZ[QWVQ[TIZOMZ [QVKM\PMV\PMLI\I\ZIV[NMZQ[\PMLWUQVI\QVOXIZ\WN \PM
LQ[\ZQJ]\MLZML]K\QWVWXMZI\QWV .WZITIOMZV]UJMZWN QVX]\^ IT]M[ \PMTWKITZML]K\QWV




XMZNWZUIVKM 1\_I[ÅZ[\QUXTMUMV\MLNWZ581 J]\_Q\PW]\/8= []XXWZ\
<PMJMVKPUIZSWXMZI\M[WVITIZOMLQ[\ZQJ]\ML2k\IJTM -IKPXZWKM[[WZKZMI\M[I
[MY]MVKMWN ZIVLWUJQ\QV\MOMZ^IT]M[ <PMUW[\[QOVQÅKIV\^IT]M[WN \PM[MZIVLWU
V]UJMZ[IZM][ML\WQVLM`IVMV\ZaQV\PM\IJTM <PQ[MV\ZaKIVJMWVITWKITWZWV




TWWSIPMIL <PMIKKM[[M[IZMZIVLWU J]\M^MZaXZWKM[[IKKM[[M[\PM\IJTMWN M^MZaW\PMZ
VWLMI\TMI[\WVKML]ZQVOZ]V\QUM <PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PMJMVKPUIZSQ[UMI[]ZMLQV
OQOI]XLI\M[XMZ[MKWVL/=8;) LM\IQTMLLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PMQUXTMUMV\I\QWVWN \PQ[
















?????? ?????? ??????????? ?? ??? ???????????? ????????? ?? ???? ??????? ??? ??????
??????






,]M\W\PM[QbMWN \PM\IJTM NWZ//); \PM \IJTMKIVVW\JM TWKI\ML QV \PM [PIZML
UMUWZa I[\PQ[_W]TLITTW_M^MZa/8= LQZMK\IKKM[[\WIVaMV\ZaQV\PM\IJTM ZMOIZLTM[[





\PM[IUM\IJTMMV\ZaI\\PM[IUM\QUM <PMZMNWZM I UIQTJW`[a[\MU Q[][MLIVLM^MZa/8=
_ZQ\M[\PMZIVLWUV]UJMZ\W\PMUIQTJW`WN \PMIXXZWXZQI\MVWLM
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[WN \PM:IVLWU)KKM[[JMVKPUIZSNWZ\PMLQNNMZMV\KWU
U]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[ <PM[QbMWN \PMQVX]\\IJTMKWZZM[XWVL[\WPITN WN \PMI^IQTIJTM
/8= UMUWZa
<PMZM[]T\[[PW_\PI\//); Q[W]\XMZNWZUQVO:5) IVL581 KWUU]VQKI\QWVNWZ
UWZM\PIV\_W/8=[ <PMUWZM/8=[IZM][ML \PMUWZM[QOVQÅKIV\\PMLQNNMZMVKMJM
\_MMV//); IVL\PMW\PMZKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[_QTTJMKWUM <PM:5) ^MZ[QWV
Q[XMZNWZUQVO_WZ[MNWZUWZM\PIV\_W/8=[ <PMZMI[WVNWZ\PQ[Q[\PI\\PM:IVLW
U)KKM[[JMVKPUIZSZMY]QZM[NZMY]MV\IVL[UITTKWUU]VQKI\QWVZMY]M[\[ _PQKPIZM
ZIVLWUIVLKIVPIZLTaJMW^MZTIXXML .WZ\PQ[SQVLWN _WZSTWIL \PMW^MZPMILWN KZM
I\QVOIVL[aVKPZWVQbQVO_WZSZMY]M[\[][QVO\PM:5) ]VQ\WV\PM-`\WTTLM^QKMKIZZa
WVUWZM_MQOP\IVL\PM[QUXTMZ//); QV\MZNIKMITTW_[UWZMMNÅKQMV\KWUU]VQKI\QWV
























?????? ?????? ?????? ???????? ??? ??? ?? ??? ?????????
????? ?????? ????????
1V\PQ[[MK\QWV \PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN \PMLQNNMZMV\JMVKPUIZS[NWZ\PMLQNNMZMV\KWU
U]VQKI\QWVIXXZWIKPM[ Q[ M^IT]I\ML .WZ \PQ[ _MIOIQV][M \PM0QUMVW \PMOTWJIT
ZML]K\QWV IVL\PM:IVLWU)KKM[[JMVKPUIZS
1N \PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[KWV\ZWTTMLJa\PM/8=\PM+8= KIVJM[M\\W[TMMXIVLIV
QVKZMI[MLXWTTQVOZI\MKIVJM][ML I[LM[KZQJMLQV[MK\QWV   1N 581 Q[][MLNWZKWU
U]VQKI\QWV I+8= \PZMILQ[ZMY]QZML\WKWV\ZWT\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWV .WZKWUXIZQ[WV
WXMV581^MZ[QWV ][QVO\PM:5) IVL>-47 ]VQ\WN \PM-`\WTTLM^QKM Q[][ML
??????? ?????? ???????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?????????
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN \PMPQUMVWJMVKPUIZS_MIS
[KITQVONWZ\_W NW]ZIVLMQOP\/8=[
<PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKa Q[M`XZM[[ML QV5.478[XMZ [MKWVLXMZ_I\\ =[QVO/8=
KWV\ZWTTMLX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWV[PW_[\PMJM[\MVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaNWZITTV]UJMZ[WN





XMZ/8=:MOIZLQVO\PMZM[]T\[QV[MK\QWV   IOZMI\MZQVKZMI[MUIaJMZMIKPIJTMNWZ
TIZOMZJMVKPUIZS[QbM[
<PM581 IVL\PM//); ^MZ[QWVPI^MI^MZa[QUQTIZMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKa .WZ\_W/8=[
\PM581 ^MZ[QWVQ[[TQOP\TaJM\\MZ NWZNW]ZIVLMQOP\/8=[Q\Q[\PM//); ^MZ[QWV )T
\PW]OP\PM_MIS[KITQVOXMZNWZUIVKMWN \PM581 Q[KTMIZTaJM\\MZ\PMV\PM//); ^MZ
[QWV ZMTQM^QVO\PM+8= NZWUILLQ\QWVIT_WZS TMIL[ \WI[QUQTIZMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKa NWZ
JW\PIXXZWIKPM[ 0W_M^MZX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWVKWV\ZWTTMLNZWU\PM/8=[MMU[
\WJM\PMJM[\[WT]\QWVNWZ\PQ[SQVLWN _WZSTWIL JMKI][M Q\ITTW_[IVW^MZTIXXQVOWN
KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]\I\QWVIVLZMTQM^M[\PM+8=
??????? ?????? ???????? ?? ??? ?????? ????????? ?????????








































?????? ?????? ?????? ???????? ?? ??? ???????????? ?????????
JMVKPUIZS][QVO//); Q[[QOVQÅKIV\TaJM\\MZ\PIV\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN \PM581
^MZ[QWVNWZITTQVX]\[QbM[ .WZI[UITTV]UJMZWN MTMUMV\[ \PQ[LQNNMZMVKMQ[KTMIZ 7V
\PM_PWTM \PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaZM[]T\[KWZZM[XWVL\W\PMXMZNWZUIVKMZM[]T\[WN \PM
ZML]K\QWVJMVKPUIZS 0W_M^MZ NWZTIZOMZQVX]\[QbM[ \PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN //);
Q[[\QTTKTMIZTaJM\\MZ\PIV\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN \PM581 ^MZ[QWV _PQKPQ[VW\\PMKI[M
NWZ\PMXMZNWZUIVKM <PMZMI[WVNWZ\PQ[Q[IOIQV\PMZMTQM^MWN \PM+8=
??????? ?????? ???????? ?? ??? ???????????? ?????????
.QO]ZM  [PW_[\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN \PMZIVLWU)KKM[[JMVKPUIZS M`XZM[[MLQV
]XLI\M[XMZ[MKWVLXMZ_I\\WZ]XLI\M[XMZRW]TM <PMZM[]T\[NWZ\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKa
IT[WKWZZM[XWVL\W\PMXMZNWZUIVKMZM[]T\[WN \PM:IVLWU)KKM[[JMVKPUIZS .WZ\_W
/8=[ :5) X]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWVPI[\PMJM[\MVMZOaMNÅKQMVKa NWZUWZM/8=[
\PM//); ^MZ[QWV Q[JM\\MZ 1\ Q[VW\IJTM \PI\ NWZMQOP\IVLUWZM/8=[ \PMMVMZOa
MNÅKQMVKaWN \PM//); ^MZ[QWVQ[UWZM\PIV\_QKMI[OWWLI[\PMMVMZOaMNÅKQMVKaWN








/8= LI\I\ZIV[NMZKIVJMZML]KML\W µ[NWZ[UITTLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[QbM[ *a][QVOZMUW\M
_ZQ\MWXMZI\QWV[ \PM8+1MQ[[]MNWZVWVXW[\MLLM^QKM\WLM^QKM\ZIV[NMZKIVJMI^WQLML





W^MZTIXXML .]Z\PMZUWZM ITW\WN /8=\PZMIL[IZMZMY]QZML\W\ZIV[NMZITIZOMIUW]V\
WN LI\I_PQKPILL[ITW\WN W^MZPMIL\W\PM/8=.WZIXXTQKI\QWV[\PI\ITTW_IOWWL
W^MZTIXXQVOWN KWUU]VQKI\QWVIVLKWUX]\I\QWV NWZM`IUXTM \PM0QUMVWJMVKPUIZS
W\PMZKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[TQSM/8=KWVZ\WTTMLX]\OM\KWUU]VQKI\QWVIZMXZMNMZ
IJTM
;\QTT NWZIXXTQKI\QWV[_PQKPZMY]QZM[UITT VWVJTWKSQVO IVLQZZMO]TIZLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[








?? ?????????? ??? ?????? ???????










1V\PMÅZ[\XIZ\WN \PQ[_WZS \PMKWV\ZQJ]\QWV_I[\PMQUXTMUMV\I\QWVWN \PM[]XXWZ\




:,5) JZQVO[ITW\WN JMVMÅ\[NWZ[UITTIVLUMLQ]U[QbMLLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[ NWZTIZOMZ
LI\I\ZIV[NMZ[ \PMXMZNWZUIVKMQ[TQUQ\MLL]M\W8+1MQ[[]M[[QVKMVWVXW[\MLXMMZ\W
XMMZ\ZIV[NMZ[IZMVW\_MTT[]XXWZ\MLWVK]ZZMV\KPQX[M\[
) N]Z\PMZKWV\ZQJ]\QWVWN \PQ[_WZSQ[\PMQV\MOZI\QWVWN /8=[QV\W\PMPW[\KWV\ZWTTML
KWUU]VQKI\QWV[XMKQÅKI\QWV/);81 IVLQ\[QUXTMUMV\I\QWV/81 ;WNIZ /81WVTa
[]XXWZ\[1VÅVQJIVL \PMZMNWZM\PM/8= QV\MOZI\QWVQ[IT[WJI[MLWV1VÅVQJIVL <PM
QV\MOZI\QWVWN /8=[\W\PM/);81 [XMKQÅKI\QWVZMY]QZM[WVTaUQVWZKPIVOM[\W\PM)81

































PIZL_IZM[]XXWZ\ML/TWJIT/8= )LLZM[[;XIKM//); NWZLQ[\ZQJ]\ML/8=[ <PQ[
OTWJITILLZM[[[XIKM][M[\PM[PIZMLUMUWZaN]VK\QWV]VQ\ ;5.= WN \PM-`\WTTLM
^QKM 1\ITTW_[NI[\IVL\PZMILKWTTMK\Q^MKWUU]VQKI\QWVWV\PM/8= _Q\P[QUXTMTWIL
IVL[\WZMQV[\Z]K\QWV[ <PMTI\MVKaIVL\PMJIVL_QL\PWN \PQ[KWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL
[]ZXI[[\PMXMZNWZUIVKMWN ITTW\PMZKWUU]VQKI\QWVUM\PWL[ 0W_M^MZ \PMUIQVJW\
\TMVMKSQ[\PI\\PMKWUU]VQKI\QWVKIVVW\JMW^MZTIXXMLIVLNWZTIZOMZLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[QbM[












XMZNWZUIVKMXMZ_I\\UM\ZQK +WUU]VQKI\QWVUWLMT[ IVLUM\PWL[ PI^M \WUI\KP









+]ZZMV\Ta WVMWN \PMUIQVJW\\TMVMKS[NWZ/8= KWUU]VQKI\QWVQ[\PM8+1MJ][ 7VM
ZMI[WVNWZ\PQ[Q[\PMQV[]NÅKQMV\[]XXWZ\NWZVWVXW[\ML8+1MXMMZ\WXMMZLI\I\ZIV[NMZ[
*]\ IT[W\PM][]ITJIVL_QL\PWN \PM8+1MJ][Q[NIZJMTTW_\PMUMUWZaJIVL_QL\PWN \PM
/8= UMUWZa 0W_M^MZ N]\]ZM/8=[UIaVWTWVOMZJMWVTaKWVVMK\ML_Q\P\PM8+1M












IXXTQKI\QWV <PMMI[QM[\\aXMWN MY]QXUMV\Q[IXW_MZUM\MZ[NWZW]\TM\[ _PQKPUMI[]ZM[
\PMXW_MZWN \PMKWUXTM\M[a[\MU 0W_M^MZ \PQ[UM\PWLLWM[VW\ITTW_IJZMISLW_V
\W\PMQVLQ^QL]ITKWUXWVMV\[TQSM+8=,:)5 WZ/8=
) ÅVMOZIQVUMI[]ZMUMV\ Q[MVIJTMLJaPWWSQVO_QZM[ QV\WXW_MZ[]XXTQM[ NWZ \PM








































































 .TWI\QVOXWQV\[XMZ[MKWVL /8=[^[8ZWKM[[WZ[              
 ;QUXTQÅML[\Z]K\]ZMWN I/8= IKKMTMZI\MLKT][\MZ             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 +WUU]VQKI\QWVUWLMT[QVLQ[\ZQJ]\MLUMUWZa[a[\MU[           
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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